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CHAPTER I 
THE PROEL:EM 
Purpose -- Children vary in perf'omance from day to day. Temperament is 
responsible, at least partially, for this variability. Objective research 
in this area has seldom been carried out. Dr. J"une E. Dovm.ey did develop 
several promising Will-Temperament Tests, but after her death the studies 
were not continued. 
Just as children vary in perfomance they vary in measured IQ.. Such 
variations are often too great to explain through measurement errors alone. 
It is the purpose of this study to try to relate teacher made temperament 
rankings with variations in standardized day to day measured intelligence. 
J"ustii'ication -- It it can be established that certain temperament factors 
"inhibit" or "increase" measured intelligence, teachers will be less in-
clined to depend upon a single IQ score. A child's future would not be 
built upon a si11..gle day's perfol!llance. Several intelligence tests \410uld 
1 be a&ninistered over a short period of time. Bingham in 1938 urged the 
members of the .American Association of Applied Psychology to dispel the 
popular error regarding the constancy and hence the sanctity of a recorded 
IQ,. Those cases which show·ed unusual variability could then be isolated 
1 W. B. Bingham.,- -"The Inconstant IQ,", J"ournal of' Oons·ul ting Psychology, 
(1938), 2( 3): 96. 
J• 
and studied. It may be :possi. ble to determine from a ranking s cale 1mat the 
signs of these temperament factors are. Eventually an obj ective instrument 
may be constructed to measure temperament. 
Population Tested -- The study was carr.ied out in five elementary schools 
in Ellsworth, Maine and in one elementary school in Bucksport, Maine. Two 
hundred and seventy-eight :pupils in grades four through seven were tested. 
CO$plete seriatum data We"re obtained for 271 cases. Nine teachers adminis-
· tered the tests and ranked t heir :pupils . 
Instruments~ -- The Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability Test, Beta Test 
Fonn CM, ·was administered to gain an origi nal IQ score. Split forms of the 
Otis Beta Test Forms A& B were used to study t h e day to day variability 
in each child's intelligence. A Practice Test of forty items was given be-
fore each of the Split Beta Tests. 
Design .2! ~ Experiment -- The entire population took the Oti s Beta Test 
For.m CM on the first day. On the second through fifth days the Practice 
Test was given first. Then the split f orms of the Otis Beta Test Fo:rms 
A & B were administered to random fourths of the group. During the five 
day testing period each teacher ~ms ask ed to r ank her students on five 
temperament traits. 
i 
·~; 
2 
CHAPTER II 
REVI~V OF RJ!SEARCH 
Will-Temperament 
The influence of character traits, temperament, or personality upon 
performance, has been recognized. The most extensive 1~rk in this field 
was done by Dr. June E. Downey. l She defined will-temperament as "an in-
nate relatively permanent disposition 1q,ithin the person". Temperament in-
volved the fundamental traits of human :personality. Dr. Downey felt that 
it revealed itself in various patterned for.ms of activity Which were 
determined by 2 
l. "the amount of nervous energy at the disposal of 
the individual • . 
2. the tendency of such nervous energy to discharge 
immediately into the motor areas that innervate 
the muscles and glands, or, on the contrary, to 
find a way out by a round-about pathway of dis-
charge". 
Dr. Downey diVided her will-tanperament tests into three categories 
3 
to check the output of energy. 
l 
. June E. Downey; The-Will-Temperament and Its Testing, World Book Co., 
New York, 1924, P• 61 
2 Op. cit. :p. 59 
3 Op.. cit. p. 59 
1. Speed and f'luidi. ty of' reaction 
a. Speed of' movement 
b. Freedom from load (ratio of' actual speed to 
capacity speed. ) 
c. Fle:x::l. bili ty 
d. Speed of decision 
2. Forcefulness and decisiveness of reaction 
a. Motor Impulsion 
b. Reaction to contradiction 
c. Resistance to opposition 
d., Finality of' judgment. 
3. Carefulness and persistence of' reaction 
a. Motor inhibition 
b. Interest in detail 
c. Coordination of impulses 
d. Volitional perseveration (persistence at a task 
When there is no objectively established end.) 
The tests used to measure speed traits were of the motor type in-
vol ving handw.ri ting. The results of' the tests were presented in the f'om. 
of a graph called the will-profile. Both group and individual tests were 
developed. 
1 Dr. Downey concluded that "a very high score undoubtedly reveals a 
forceful personality, and a very low score a weak or colorless or psycho-
pathic personality". In analyzing the profiles, she found that one repre-
sent~tive of' a deliberate , consistent personality was identified with ease. 
Profiles from unstable inconsistent variable types of personality were dif'-
ficult to identify. She expected to find fluctuations on the part of the 
latter in his record on repeated tests. 
2 
Dr. Dovmey realized that her tests lacked statistical background, 
but felt that the experimental background compensated for that in part. She 
also felt that it was a mistake to label the tests with the n~es of specifi 
1 Downey - Op. cit. p. 73 
2 Ibid. 
r'il 
.. lie 
l 
personality traits. It would have been better to n8me each test in ter.ms 
1 
of the reaction involved. It could then be determined whether the test 
could be used in selecting individuals of differing gifts. 2 She used her 
labels "partly to arouse interest in the material and create a challenge 
to result in clearer definitions of tenns and more precise understanding 
o:f what is involved in temper.mental tests". 
Will-temperament and Intelligence 
In her experimentation Dr. Dmmey found that the 11Jill-temperament 
was relatively independent of intelligence. She alvJays looked for lack o:f 
3 
correlation between the tv~, but did sa~ that the temperamental pattern 
carried with it implications concerning the quality of intelligence, al-
thot~h not indicating -the level of intelligence. 
One of her own studies4 involved giving a long series of group in-
telligence tests to a class of adults in summer school. The majority o:f 
the group maintained their relative position in the group but two indi-
viduals' records went up and down the list. I t was found that those 
individuals were emotional and highly unstable. The results caused Dr. 
5 Downey to ask: "\Vhy not use repeated group testing to identify such types, 
just as we use the fluctuating IQ in the identification of the psychopathi 
child?" 
1 Downey Op. cit. p. 175 
2 Ibid 
3 Downey Op. cit. p. 278 
4 Dovmey Op. cit. p. 66 
5 66 Do·wney Op. cit. p 
5 
1 
This was done by Keys who found that prediction of' future perfonn.-
ance of individual pupils was improved \men the current findings were 
averaged with scores made on parallel f'onns of the test given at any time 
within the past two years. Deviations were found to increase with age and 
schooling,thus recent tests were more valid. 
Independent of the Downey material, other research workers have in-
2 
vestigated traits and their relation to intelligence. Speannan in dis-
cussing intelligence spoke of the ngn factor and the nsn factors which were 
functions of cognition {perceiving and thinking). He felt that they were 
controlled by conation or the effort of will in striVing and feeling. He 
and Garnett isolate the ncn factor which is characterized by profoundness, 
quicknes s, and cormnon sense with a freedom from inertia. This is very 
similar to the Dovmey speed traits. 
With the help of Webb, Spearman found a n~ factor 1mich he des-
cribed as purposive consistency, and self control resulting from volition 
or will. Speannan said that this should lead to character study 1mich 
could be objective. 
3 
Recently Wechsler warned psychologists not to treat intelligence as 
if it consisted exclusively of intellectual elements or factors. He said 
1 Noel Keys. The Improvement of Measurement through Cumulative Testing 
Teachers College, Columbia University Contributions to Education No. 321, 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York 
City, 1928. 81 pp. 
2 
c. Spearm.an, The Abilities of Man, The Macmillan Co., New York, 1927 ,pp. 
329, 359. 
3 
David Wechsler, ncognitive, Conative, and Non-intellective Intelligencen, 
Bibliography, .American Psychologist. (March, 1950), 5: 78-83. 
1 
that cognitive abilities were "capacities and traits dependent upon tan-
perament and personality Which are not restricted to logical and abstract 
perceptions". 
Even though psychologists know that temperament influences intelli-
2 
gence he said they use an IQ "not only to determine comparative mental en-
dmt.ment, capacity to learn, presence of special abilities and disabilities, 
evaluation of a degree of mental deficiency, but also as a basis for school 
placsnent, for vocational guidance, for ps ychiatric diagnosi s and for the 
prediction of adjustment potentials in a variety of situations from in-
fancy to old age including such areas as child a doption, juvenile delin-
quency, fitness for mili tary service, college success, and old age coun-
seling". 
Wechsler felt that we must know what non intellectual factors are 
relevant to intelligence and to what degree they are relevant. 
3 
Ryans said that "Learning an activity ·which is in conflict with 
one's e:xisting traits is likely to suffer from the standpoint of efficienc 
Thus since Dr. Downey's original work, the importance of temperamen 
has been emphasized. 
Will-Temperament and Achievement 
Will-temperament has been more closely studied in it's relation to 
school achievement. 
1 Wechsler, Op. cit. p. 78 
2 Wechsler, Op. cit. 79 
3 David G. Ryans, The Forty-First Yearbook of the National Society for the 
Study of Education. Part II The Psychology of Learning, Public School 
Publishing Co., Bloomington, Ill. 1942, 502 pp. 
1 
Dr. DcliNney said o:r the achievement to be expected of certain 
tanperamental types: 
"The slow deliberate temperamental type conforms rather consis-
tently to Metm1ann1 s so-called slow type o:r learner. He is an 
individual with a highly concentrated attention of a marrow 
range, who learns slowly and :forgets slowly, and utilizes much 
visual imagery. The rapid fire type recalls Meumann' s type o:r 
quick learner who possesses the rapidly adjusting broad-span 
type of attention that is usually distractible, who learns 
quickly and :forgets quickly and is more largely verbal than 
visual in his ideational processes. Intermediate temperamental 
types seem to be, also, ihtermediate between the learning 
types". 
Several studies were carried out using the Downey material and 
2 
relating it to achievement. Dr. Uhrbrock supplemented the will-tempera-
ment tests and used a rating scale, paralleling as closely as possible 
the will-temperament test. One hundred and fifty-one boys, median age 
14-2, were given the group will-temperament tests and the McCall Multi-
Mental Scale. The Will-Temperament Tests were given for purposes of self 
correlation. Fifty of the boys were given the Downey Individual Will-
Temperament Test. Two ratings in a specially prepared five-step scale 
were secured :for each subject. School grades were used as a "success" 
measure. One hundred thirteen of the boys were tested indiVidually to 
obtain data to establish criteria for an intensive study of the traits 
ter.med "speed of movement", "speed of decision" and ~tor inhibition". 
3 
The conclusions were as follows: 
1 Downey, Op. cit. p. 252 
2 
Richard s. Uhrbrock, An .Analysis of the Downey Will-Temperament Tests. 
3 
Columbia University Contributions to Education, No. 296, Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College, Colum.bia University, New York, 1928. 
Uhrbrock, Op. cit. pp 52-56. 
8 
1. No single speed test may be taken as an adequate 
representation of the function. Therefore to meas-
ure general speed of movement a great number of 
specific speed habits must be measured. 
2. The results ·would not justify the selection of 
any one test as a measure of the trait of "motor 
inhibition". 
3. Correlations with the ratings are negative in six 
out of eight cases indicating that something not 
suggested by the trait names "motor inhibition" 
·and "speed of decision" may be measured. 
4. Subt est s cores do not show significant correlation 
with school grades. 
Despite these negative results Dr. Uhrbrock felt that increasing 
the length of any of the promising subtests would increase the reliability 
and provide a battery of tests to measure those habit systems involved in 
personality. He felt that a reliable objectively scored form should be 
available for the measurement of non-intellectual traits. 
Thompson 
1 
studied the validity of the Will-Temperament test in 
predicti.ng success in practice teaching. He found that speed of movement 
and flexibility did ·have some relationship. The partial correlations 
( .52--.44) between practice teaching and the Downey traits were not reduced 
when the factors of intelligence and scholarship were partialed out. In-
telligence and scholarship did reduce each other. Therefore Thompson in-
2 ferred that "the Dovmey tests referred to do measure something not in-
eluded in intelligence or scholarship measures." 
1 
2 
R. s. Thompson, "Study of the Validity of the Dovmey Will-Temperament 
Test", dournal of Educational Psychology,(bibliog. tabs.) December 
1928, 19: 622-628. 
Thompson, Op. cit. p. 628. 
Traxler.L used the Downey tests to study the :fundamental dif'f'erences 
vmich cannot be measured by tests of' intelligence. The experiment involved 
157 pupils ages 7-12 in four schools. IQ' s ranged i'rom 61-127 with an aver-
age IQ of' 97. He :round twelve different types of' will-profile. Correlation 
of the Do~mey test with intelligence was .228 i .05, with achievement .36 
t .05. The correlation of IQ with marks was .545 t .04. He felt that no 
accurate prediction of school success could be made from the results. 
The Will-Tanperam.ent tests were used by Reaves2 with high school 
pupils f'or diagnosis and guidance. They showed a strength of' purpose which 
the IQ tests could not bring out and showed the way a student was likely to 
use his ability. He did warn that the results of' the Dovmey test alone 
would not enable the counselor to diagnose all the causes of' pupil malad-
justment because the causes were too numerous and varied. Still it vJa.s a 
3 help. May went back to validating the tests by ratings. His results were 
ambiguous and low but as reliable as ratings go. He found that definitions 
were difficult to agree upon. The chief' value of' the tests seemed to him 
4 
to be as research methods. He felt as Uhrbrock that we must have a relia-
ble method of' measuring hunan energies. 
A more extensive study of Dovmey results correlated with ratings was 
1 A. - E. Traxler, "Will Temperament Test of' the Upper Grades and High School". : 
2 
3 
A 
School Review {April 1925) 33: 264-!73. 
W. C. Reaves, "Utilizing the Results of' the Downey Individual Will-Tem-
perament Test in Pupil Administration". School Review, (March 1925) 33: 
174-83. 
Mark A. May, "Present status of' the DoVJney Will-Temperament Test" Journal 
of Applied Psychology (1925) 9: 29-52. 
- Uhrbrock, Op. cit. p. 56. 
1JJ 
carried on by Buchanan • ..L. He found correlations with the Dov.ney tests both 
before and after the teachers had been well grounded in the meanings of the 
traits to be rated. He found that training in most cases did not a:ppreciabl~ 
increase the correlation. R' s for non-cOI!lJ?liance, finality of judgment, 
motor inhibition and interest in details were low shoV>r.ing a possible lack of 
previous understanding. Several of the other traits had correlations of .59 
to .75. He concluded that all the traits were not understood equally well. 
He also found low correlations between the Downey test-retesting and felt 
that the test was not sui ted for young children. 
2 
:Meier gave the individual Dovmey Test and obtained three independent 
estimates from those who knew the subjects well, using a graphic rating 
scale. Even with explicit descriptions of the traits he obtained low 
correlations; the average being .118 with the range from .05 - .24. He 
felt that the estimates might have been unreliable, or the test might not 
be valuable for certain traits. 
Other Trait Studies. 
There have been few Temperament trait studies 1.'1ith material differ-
ing from Dr. Dovmey' s. Trow3 used Dr. Do·wney' s finality of judgment trait 
test and also his own tests of line discrimination, weight discrimination, 
ethical judgments, and spelling in order to find out if those who made quick 
decisions once do so always. He felt .that the Downey measures were unre-
liable. His conclusion was that speed of decision vre.s not a trait, but 
1 VI. D. Buchanan. "Retest of the Personality Traits of a Group of Grade VI 
Children", Tabs, J"ournal of Educational Psychology (J"anuary 1930) 21: 70-73. 
' . 2 N. E. Meier, "A Study of the Downey Test by the Method of Estimates," 
J"ournal of Educational Psychology (1923), 14: 385-395. 
3 w. C. Trow, "Trait Consistency and Speed of Decision," School and Society, 
(May 2, 1925) 21: 538-42. 
1 
that it acts different ways in different situations. He said, "We can dis-
cover many different types of situations where the trait in question may 
operate and prepare tests calling for responses of those different types; 
Some traits may show a higher consistency than others. Each trait could be 
given an "index of consistency". Or perhaps "certain people are more con-
stant". 
2 
Collins measured perseveration using certain sensori-motor tests in 
order to find an objective measure of character integration. She grouped 
her forty-six cases (23 girls - 23 boys - ages 8-6 to 14-6) into 3 levels 
of ability (below average, average and above average} based on IQ' s which I 
ranged from 50-140 on the Stanford revision of the Binet. Scores on Cattell'~ 
perseveration tests of writing abc's, drawing triangles, writing w' s and 
naming colors, were combined. Highest scores were made by the below average 
students while the above average received t he lowest scores. 3 Collins said, 
"the results of this experiment do indicate clearly that there is a negative 
correlation between intelligence quotients and perseveration when a reliable 
test is used". 
4 Clar.k made an extensive character test study at the Lenox Preparator:'t 
School. He wanted to supplement his intellig ence test results and felt that 
perseverance was the most valuable trait making for success. From his pre-
liminary experimentation he developed two tests . One vre.s building as many 
1 Trow, Op. cit. p. 542. 
2 Jeanne Collins, "The Correlation Between Pers everation Test Scores and the 
Intelligence Quotient: Experimental Study," bibliography. Pedagogical 
Seminar (March, 1948) 72: 47-55. 
3 Collins, Op. cit. p. 54. 
4 . 
w. H. Clark, "Two Test s for Perseverance", Journal of Educational Psychol-
~ (March, 1935) , 26 : 604-10. 
:12 
-'--~"--"-~~~==---- - - --- - ------ - -- -
words as possible from a given nu:n.ber of letters and the other was a similar 
task w1 th numbers. The students had unlimited time. The perseverance score 
was the number of ·words or numbers correctly built with a correction for 
age. (a rough appro:x:imation based on average score for age) 
In the first study 77 boys were tested and rated on perseverance by 
five to eight masters. The pooled ratings had a corrected correlation of 
• 94. The correlation between ratings and word building was • 21. With num.-
ber building it was .~. The combined r was .43. Simil.ar results were 
obtained at another schooL This was an indication of some validity and 
further studies were made, with more attention to motivation. 
1 In the next study new students were tested when they were just 
entering school. and wished to make a good impression. After three months 
the masters were asked to rate these boys . The correlation With the cam-
bined tests and classroom perseverance was • 77. The r w1 th general perse-
verance was .70. Such high correlations ·with personality suggested to 
Cl~ a rather definite repudiation of the doctrine of specificity of per-
sonality traits and in many respects confinn.ed the results of the general. 
testing program. 
Such research indicates that temperament is related to variations 
in performance, but no standardized objective tests have yet been developed 
to measure temperament. 
It is the intention in this study to experiment with variations in 
2 3 
seriatum. intelligence test data as did Downey and Keys, the time interval. 
l Clark, Ibid 
2 Dolv.ney, Op. cit., p. 61 
3 Keys , op. cit. p. 76 
13 
is shorter but Thorndike in his research f'O'Im.d that Stanf'ord-Binet test-
retest oorrelations fall off as the interval between tests increase. Con-
sequently there may be less variability after equating for practice effects, 
in the IQ, scores computed for this study. The seriatum method has been em-
2 phasized by Prescott Who said that "apparently the search should be made 
for significant continuums of variation rather than for specific types, and 
apparently it is better to make the differentiations on a functional basis 
rather than to undertake such complete controls as will distinguish innate 
factors clearly." 
The Downey tests were studied using correlations with ratings. Low 
correlations were found in many cases because the raters did not understand 
3 
the temperament tems. Clark, on the other hand, found high correlations 
with his ratings. 
In the present research rankings rather than ratings have been de-
4 5 
veloped based upon the Dovmey and Spearman experiments. However these 
rankings will not be used as verification for any tests, but merely as 
of various temperament reactions. Thus this investigation follows Good-
6 
enough's theory of signs in which she says that "The nature of' the trait 
1 R. L. Thorndike, "The Ef'f'ect of the Interval Between Tests and Retests on 
the Constancy of' the IQ", Journal of' Educational Psychology (1933) , 24: 
543-49. 
2 D. A. Prescott, :Emotion and the Educative Process. The .American Council 
on Education, Washington, D. c. 
3 
· Clark, Op. cit., pp. 609. 
4 
· Downey, Op. cit., p. 63 
5 Spearman, Op. cit. p. 359 
6 Florence L. Goodenough, Mental Testing - Rinehart & Co., Inc. New Yorlc, 
1949, p. 98. 
to be appraised must ranain undetermined until its character has been ex-
perimentally established". The rankings Will be further normalized tor 
each class along a nine point scale. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
Instruments Used 
~ Quick Scoring Mental Ability~' ~ ~ - This test of eighty 
items (Appendix 1) is typical of the omnibus type intelligence test connnonl 
used in the public s chools. Beta Test, For.m CM, was constructed for grades 
four through nine. Thus the grade range was suitable for the sample studi 
The validity of the test was detennined by item analysis for differentiat 
1 
values based on a criterion of rapid progres s through school. The relia-
bili ty of the test for gra des four to nine gives a combined test-retest 
.2 
coefficient of' .96. 
Split ~Tests -- Witll t h e publisher's pennission, Otis Quick Scoring 
Mental Ability Tests, Beta Tests, Forms A&. B, were split to obtain four 
comparable test s of forty items apiece. The split-half reliability coef'-
ficients corrected by the Speannan Brovm Formual for grades four through 
3 
seven are .81, . 92, .90, and .8?. These were obtained by diViding the t 
into two parts, one containing the odd items and one containing the even 
i tams. The writer found on studying the two halves of ea ch test form that 
1 Arthur S. Oti s , Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability Tests Manual, World 
Book Company, Yonkers-on-the-Hudson, New York, 1939 p. 1.0 
2 
Ibid 
3 
the items were not evenly matched by tjpe when this odd-even division was 
followed. As a result of this reasoning it 'TNas decided to divide the tests 
by types of items, keeping in mind the fact that the items had been ar-
ranged according to difficulty. From this procedure four fonns were o b-
1 2 1 2 
tained: A , A , B , B • (Appendix 2) 
Practice ~· -- A Practice Test of fort y i terns (Appendix 3 ) was con-
structed, sirnl.lar in vocabulary to the Otis Beta Test. The thinking pro-
cesses involved were simple enough to make answering a matter of perception 
in most cases. A sample item is given below. 
Which one of the five answers below tells best what a cat is? 
a. a bird b. an animal c. a girl d. a :t"ish e. a man 
The Practice Test was printed on the backs of the split forms of the 
1 2 1 2 
Otis Beta Tests A , A , B , B • In order to relieve the monotony of the 
Practice Test and more specifically to avoid having the children mark the 
answers without reading the questions the items in the Practice Test were 
rearranged within groups of ten for each day's testing. It was not felt 
that the items could be completely rearranged because the slower children 
might never finish the test in the time allotted. The practice value would 
then disappear because each time the test was taken the slower children 
would be answering new items. 
Design of the Experiment 
Specific directions for test administration were given to the teach-
ers in a carefully prepared manual. (Appendix 4) 
First Day's Testing. --On the first day the children took the Otis Beta 
Test Fonn OM. The printed manual directions (Appendix 5 ) were followed 
using the thirty minute time limit. (A power score was also obtained to 
use in tuxther experimentation). 
1.7 
Second Day' s Testing. -- On the second day the children were each given a 
Practice Test booklet. The Practice Test 1ms talcen with a fifteen minute 
time limit. At three minute intervals the children were told to circle the 
number of the question t h ey had just completed. In this way a cheCk lvas 
kept upon individual speed of reaction. · 
Vt/hen the time was up the children were told to turn their test book-
lets over. On the back of the Practice Test booklet the Otis Split Forms 
were printed. From the class li st s the group had been divided into random 
fourths. In this ·#ay comparability of for.ms could be seen. 
1 .2 
Thus one-fourtl I. 
1 
of the group took test A , one-fourth test A , one-fourth test B , and 
2 
one-fourth test B • 
Third Through Fifth Day's Testing.-- The same procedure vre.s followed as 
t hat outlined in detail for the second day's testing . By the fifth day 
each child had taken each of the split for.ms. 
The Ranking Scale 
While the testing procedure was going on the teachers were asked to 
rank their pupils on five traits described by five phrases. {Appendix 6). 
Those traits were: 
I Energy Level 
1. Always seems to have a superabtmdance of energy. 
2. Definitely above average in energy level most of the time. 
3. Not noticeably different from the rest of the class with respect 
to energy level. 
4. Somewhat listless and lacking in energymost of the time. 
5. Strikingly different from the group in energy potential - seems 
to be tired much of the time. 
II Ch~es in Energy Level (Variations in energy 1:'\Tb.ether the level is 
high or low) • 
1.. Notably even and lacking in variation in the level of energ y 
output. 
:18 
2. Some variation is noted, but tends to be more stable than most. 
3. Variation in energy level average - fluctuations minor in range 
or frequency. 
4~ Tends to fluctuate noticeably more than the typical child. 
5. Unusually vr.ide differences in energy l evel from day to day. 
III Persistence 
1. Seems self-compelled to compl ete any task attempted - even ·with-
out sup ervision. 
2. Co:m;pletes work without much prompting unless distraction is very 
great - definitely above average in persistence. 
3. Usually finishes 1rork unless distracted - typical of most of the 
class. 
4. Seldom completely finishes 'rork - l a cks final push. 
5. Shows little or no persistence in completing task - requires 
constant prampting. 
1. Always vrorks rapidly - among the first to finish. 
2. Finishes and usually has time to go over vrork - above average 
speed. 
3. Finishes work in allotted time. 
4. Often needs a little extra time to finish. 
5. Works very slowly - seldom, if ever, finishes 1AJi thin the school 
period. 
V Accuracy 
1. Very carefUl and precise - neatness and accuracy are definitely 
characteristic. 
2. Above average in accuracy- but it is done 1tithout cons cious 
effort. 
3. Average amount of care exercised - "~.'JOrk does not stand out in 
one way or another. 
4. Not notably accurate or precise in vrork. 
5. Ina ccurate papers, poorly formed letters, no attention to det 
every job should be done over, but the results are often not 
better. 
Each teacher ~~s given a name card for each pupil in his or her 
On the back of' each card (Appendix 7 ) were five Roman numerals represent-
ing the five temperament traits. The teachers were asked to observe the 
following steps in ranking their pupils: (Appendix 8 ) 
1. Read and study the five descriptive phrases for the trait. 
2. Sort your student's name slips into five piles corresponding to 
the five descriptive phrases. 
3. Within each pile arrange the slips in order from the highest 
individual's name (the child most like the phrase) dovm. to the 
lowest individual's name (the child least like the phrase). You 
may move your slips from one pile to another if you wish. 
4. Put all the slips together with the pile most like descriptive 
phrase 1 on top. 
5. Run through the slips and make sure that each child's name is in 
the right order. 
6. Number the slips 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., 1 for the name of the pupil 
most like phrase 1 and the number representing the number of 
pupils in your class for the name of the pupil least like phrase 
5. 
?. Write the number on the back of each slip beside the Roman Numeral 
representing the trait that you are rating. 
8. Repeat this procedure for the four other traits. 
The slips were then sealed in envelopes and returned. 
In ranking the pupils the teachers were forced to differentiate be-
tween the children. Thus the halo effect was minimized to some extent since 
only one child could be first and only one child last. 
It was then necessary to translate these numerical rankings into a 
scale for comparability from class to class. Using the Durost nonnalized 
scale technique the class rankings were equated to a nine point scale 
based upon a normalized curve for the ntrraber of cases in the class. Dr. 
1 
Walker says "A variable which is the resultant of several independent, 
equally potent causes, each as ·likely to be present as absent in any given 
instance, has a binomial distribution, •••• the normal curve is a continuous 
distribution which is the limiting form of the discrete binomial distribu-
N 
tion (.5 f .5) as N is made to increase without limit." 
1 Helen M. Walker, Elementary Statistics, Henry Holt and Company, Inc., 
New Yor..ce, 1948, p. 168 
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CHAPI'ER IV 
ANALYSIS .AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
The tests were scored and rescored. The following raw scores were 
obtained for each child: 
Otis Beta Test, Form CM -- ::2 minute score -- untimed score. 
Split Otis Beta Test, Form~ -- 15 minute score -- untimed score. 
Split Otis Beta Test, For.m ~ -- 15 minute score -- untimed score. 
Split Otis Beta Test, Form B2 -- 15 minute score -- untimed score. Split Otis Beta Test, Form B -- 15 minute score -- untimed score. 
Four Practice Tests -- 3, 6, 9, 12 & 15 minute scores for each test. 
This report will not make a complete analysis of the data, but will concen-
trate on the specific problem outlined in Chapter I. 
Measured Intelligence 
Noimali ty _2!. ~population -- In order to establish the intellectual char-
acter of the group tested, the deviation IQs for the Otis Beta Test, For.m 
OM, were plotted on a Nor.mal Percentile Chart. This may be seen in Figure 
1. The .tn.ean IQ of 96.6 is slightly below the national average (97) for 
these grades. The New England average IQ is 98. The standard deviation 
for the IQs of the group is 13.5. Thus this group does not differ signifi-
cantly from a normal population. 
Equivalence.£! forms -- The equivalence of the split forms of the Otis Beta 
Test was determined by plotting the four distributions on a Normal Percent-
ile Chart as sho~ in Figure 2. It will be recalled that all four forms 
were given randomly each testing day. The numerical equivalence of the 
raw scores for certain selected percentiles 1.rl.ll be found in Table 1. 
//_ 
NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART 
Grade or group No. of cases Measure (Examination) Form Pate Examiner · Graphs by School 
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Table 1 
Selected Percentiles, Means, and Standard DeViations f'or Form CM and 
Split Fonns* of' the Otis Q,ui ck Scoring Test of' Mental Ability, Beta Test 
Percentiles 
Statistic 
Al A2 If B2 Percentile Ranks CM 
98 58 33 33 33 34 
95 52 32 31 31 32 
90 47 30 30 30 30 
75 40 26 26 27 27 
50 31 2l 20 2l 22 
25 22 15 16 17 16 
10 16 11 ll 13 11 
5 12 9 9 10 8 
2 9 7 7 7 6 
Mean 31.57 20.75 20.80 21.50 21.32 
Standard Deviation 11.90 7.07 6.96 6.78 7.23 
*based on 2?4 cases in Grades 4-7 in Ellsvrorth and Bucksport, Maine. 
Pearson Product Moment Correlations were found to be .84 for A1 with A2 
and .85 for B1 vd th B2• The split forms were thus considered to be com-
parable because of the high correlations and because of the numerical equi 
alence of the percentiles. Because the test forms were equivalent, scores 
in the subsequent analysis of the day by day testing were combined regard-
1 ess of for.m. 
Practice effect -- Practice effect had to be cancelled out before the 
scores could be compared from day to day. In Figure 3 will be seen the 
Normal Percentile graphs for the four successive split tests. The graphs 
have been stepped up one interval for each day's testing in order to make 
them easier to read and compare. Table 2 shows selected percentiles for 
the initial Form CM testing and for the successive split tests. There was 
a definite practice effect noted between Form GM and the first split test. 
This is on the assumption that doubling the first split test score (regard-
less of form) gives a result comparable to the Form CM score. There 1~s 
also same Slight practice effect between the first split test and the 
second split test. .There did not appear to be much practice effect from 
the second to the third or from the third to the fourth split tests. 
Using the equi-percentile method lines of relation were set up be-
tween Fo:tm CM and the first split test and Form CM and the second, third, 
and fourth split tests. Figure 4 shows the line of relation between Form 
CM and the first split test. rReading the graph shows that a score of 20 
on the first split form is equivalent to a score of 30 on the For.m CM Test 
(See dotted line on Figure 4) .J Table 2 shows selected Percentiles for FollJI. 
CM and the Split Tests. A full table of equivalent scores will be found 
in the Appendix ( 9). 
2 5 
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Table 2 
Selected Percentiles, Means, and Standard DeViations for Fonn. CM and 
Successive Day's Testing* with Split Fom.s of The Otis Quick Scoring . 
Test of' Mental Ability Beta Test. 
Percentiles 
Statistic 
Percentile Ranks CM First Day' s Second Day' s Third Day' s Fourth Day' s 
Split Fonn Split Fonn. Split Fonn Split Fonn. 
98 58 33 34 33 33 
95 52 31 32 32 32 
90 47 29 30 30 30 
75 40 26 27 27 27 
50 31 20 21 . 22 22 
25 22 15 16 17 17 
10 16 10 12 12 12 
5 12 7 9 10 10 
2 9 5 7 8 7 
Mean 96.58 96.66 95.93 96.78 96.80 
Standard Deviation 
13.52 13.86 13.59 13.78 13.96 
*based on 274 cases in Grades 4-'7 in Ellsworth and Bucksport, Maine. 
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Equivalent scores were found for each raw score and then deviation 
IQ,s were computed for each child following the procedure outlined in the 
1 
Otis Quick Scoring Test Manual. Table 3 shows the intercorrelations be-
tween the IQ.s obtained for each day's testing. These are really test-retest 
reliability coefficients. These IQ.s, derived from comparable fonns, are 
free of practice effect. Thus they reflect the amount of variability in 
measured intelligence from day to day due to all causes. 
Variability 
Variances -- It was next necessary to compute individual variabilities for 
each child's five IQ,s. \ The CM IQ,, because of its length, was considered 
more reliable than the split tests. \ Consequently it ·was weighted as two 
IQ.s, giVing a total of six IQ.s for every pupil for averaging purposes. Both 
mean and median IQ.s were computed for each child. Using 38 cases taken in 
sequence the correlation was found to be .97 between the mean and median 
IQ.s. It was recognized that the mean was more affected by extreme cases. 
However, since the t1ro measures of central tendency were so closely akin 
it was decided to use the mean IQ. as the average intelligence measure for 
each child. This was done because the mean is a part of the product moment 
system of statistical analysis and variance from a mean is more acceptable 
statistically than variance from a median. 
Each child's variance was computed by finding the sum of the squares 
of his deviation from his ovm mean IQ, and dividing by six. This measure of 
variability is ~ in terms of test scores. Conversion to score units 
could be accomplished by finding the square root of each child's variance 
1 Otis Manual, Op. cit. p. 6 
I 
• 
Table 3 
Intercorrelations of IQ.s* of Fonn CM and Split-Fonns of The Otis Q.uick Scoring Test of Mental Ability, 
Beta Test, with Means and Standard Deviations for each Form. 
Intercorrelations 
Forms OM First Split Second Split Third Split Fourth Split Mean Standard 
Fom Fom Fonn Fonn Deviation 
CM .88 .85 .85 .83 96.58 13.52 
First Split Form .88 .88 .87 96.66 13~86 
Second Split Fonn .87 .85 95.93 13~59 
Third S:pli t Form .89 96.78 13.78 
Fourth Split For.m 96.80 13.96 
*based on 271 cases in grades 4-7 in Ellsr<rorth and Bucksport, Maine. 
c.:. 
0 
(the standard deviation}. However, the restriction in the range of the 
variability measure would be so great in t his case, that it vrould seriously 
affect the relation of thes e measures with the other measures under consid-
eration. Hence this ..,vas not done. 
Range .9! Variances -- The variances ranged from • 2 to 74.5 vmich would be 
equivalent to variations of less than one IQ, point to over eight IQ, points. 
1 
The probable error of s core given in the Otis Manual is 2.7 for 465 pupils 
in grades 4 to 9. This means that due to chance factors a pupil's score 
will be in error only between 0 and 2.7 :points in 50% of the cases. It was 
considered that this applied equally to all pupils. In this study it seems 
that individuals differ enomously in their degree of variation. Since 
practice effect was cancelled out in the ravJ' scores it did not affect the 
IQ, scores. Thus the variability is even greater, in most cases, than a 
probable error or even a standard error of measurement would lead one to 
expect. Furtheimore, the mean IQ,s and the standard deviations (as shown in 
Table 3} were nearly the same from day to day. Consequently, the large 
amonnt of variation found v;ras within the child himself. 
Character .9! ~ variance distribution -- Study of the variances showed 
the distribution gave the appearance of a normal distribution folded in 
half. This was to be expected since t h e variance measure did away 1'11 th 
negative signs and treated all devia tions from the mean as being positive. 
Thus the average variability for the whole group vvas almost on the bottom 
of the distribution. ~er doubling the number of' cases (271 then became 
542} and calling the first interval minus two to plus t vro (zero being the 
mean of the assumed normal distribution) fifty percent o:r 271 cases (half 
1 Otis Manual, Op. cit., p. 11 
o~ the assumed nor.mal distribution) were a dded to the ~requency in the ~irst 
interval to ~orce the curve to start at the fi~tieth percentile. This is 
sb.mrm on a Nonnal Percentile Chart in Figure 5. A smoot~ curve was then 
dravm through the points. This curve did not give correct percentile ranks 
~or the individual children in the group studied, since all the children 
were at the fi~tieth percentile or above. By treating t)le half curve as a 
whole no:r:mal curve, and using a variance of 25 which l"'"E.S ~ound to be one 
standard deviation above the mean, a table of p ercentile ranks were set up 
based upon the normal probability curve. These percentile ranks, equivalent 
to each child's variability are shovm in the Appendix (10). If a child had 
a variability of 14 (in this particular population) he would have a per-
centile rank o~ 42.4. 
To further represent the unsuitability of the variance technique to 
treatment by the correlation method, Table 4 shows a bivari ate distribution 
of the mean IQ,s and the variance. A correlation of .13 indicates little 
relation between average intelligence and amount o~ variation. The corre-
lation ratios were .229 (ranking against mean IQ) and .279 (mean IQ against 
ranking). These :r>robably are truer measures of the relationship, but the 
character of t he distribution of the variances makes a true correlation im-
possible. 
Ranking. 
The temperament ranking s were normalized following the Durost tech-
nique di s cussed in Chapter ITI. A total r a ting ~or each child based on a 
nine point scale for five temperament traits was obtained. Figure 6 shows 
the normality of the distribution when it is plotted on a Nonnal Percentile 
Chart. 
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Ranking and IQs -- Table 5 shows the relationship between the mean IQ and 
total temperament rating. It may be seen that what the teachers were 
ing as temperament is markedl y r elated to intelligence • 
• 56. It was not f eas i ble to ask the teachers to r epeat the rankings 
a short time i nterval in order to determine their reliability. If one 
sumes that the t eachers' rankings are .80 reliable and knows that the es-
timated reliability of the mean IQs is .97 (using the Spearman Bro•vn 
Prophecy Formul a ) the correlation corrected for attenuation is .70. Thus 
intelligence does enter into the ranking as t he teachers inte r preted the 
meaning of t he traits. 
Raru<ing and Variability -- The students who had a variabil ity of more 
one standard deviation above the me an (varic.nces from 26 to 74. 5)were 
studied in relation to t he total group . They are indicated in Table 5 by 
the r ed frermency figures. It will be noted that they diffe r ed slightly 
in both mean IQ and me;:m total r ating score. Here the correlation of • 72 
proves even more cor,clusi vely the high relationship between r ating 
IQ. However, it ccn be seen that t hose who have a high variabi.iity 
r eally do he.ve a wide range of I Qs from 65 to 134. Even though the 
lation of variab i l ity with mean I Q is not applicable , the indic :: t i on of 
low reJ. 3t ionship is subst ant iated. 
A bivaric: te distrib11tion was plotted for the normal ized total r at 
against the IQ variability (Tc.ble 6). The correlation of .10 is not suit 
able bec c:o,lJse the relationship as mentioned before is not linear. Carre-
lation r atios were found for the b 'I'O variabl es against each other. They 
·were • 207 (variability ver sus rating) and • 316 (rating versus variability • 
There is no as sur ance that even the correla.tion ra tio gives a true me<Js 
·,.It· ••. 
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distribution. The statistical reliability of the variability 
can not be determined from these data, but it should be higher 
ity and ranking. 
rankings. The lack of appropriateness of the 
it difficult to study the relation between 
It was possible, however, to study the intercorrelat 
·~~·+··~en the five temperament traits. A sub-sample of 136 cases, based on 
1 rankings, was selected. The teachers' rankings ranged from one 
on the normali7.ed rating scale, for each trait. Persistence 
the highest average intercorrelation (.69). Persistence and 
the highest correlation (.86). Changes in Energy Level showed the 
average intercorrelation (.52) . Changes in Energy Level and• 
showed the lowest correlation (.47). Changes in Energy Level with 
Level itself showed the next lowest correlation '59). The correl-
are high in the cases of Persistence and Accuracy and marked for the 
There is an indication that Trait II, Changes in Energy 
least related to the other traits and consequently probably less related 
teachers' minds. Table 7 shows the intercorrelat 
ween the traits. 
Traits 
1. Persistence (III) 
2. Rate of Work (IV) 
3. Accuracy (V) 
4. Energy Level (I) 
5. Changes in 
Energy Level (II) 
Table 7 
IntercorrelationS of Temperament Traits,* Averages of the 
Int ercorrelations, Means and Standard DeVi stions 
Average Intercorrelations 
Inter- 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
correlations (Trait III) (Trait IV) (Trait V) (Trait I) (Trait II) 
.69 .82 .86 .59 .50 
.68 .75 .61 .52 
.66 .55 .47 
.59 .59 
.52 
*based on 136 cases, Grade 4-7, Ellsworth and Bucksport, Maine. 
Mean 
5.15 
5.10 
5.04 
5.02 
4.99 
e 
Standard 
Deviation 
1.79 
1.76 
1.80 
1.80 
1.66 
f~ 
0 , 
CHAPI'ER V 
SUMMARY .AND CONCLUSIONS 
In summarizing the findings of' this study it will be seen that it 
has proved to be an exploratory investigation on ·which to build further 
research. 
Conclusions 
The :following conclusions may be noted: 
1. Variations in measured IQ. (when the raw scores have been 
equated for practice effect - giving the same average IQ.s 
and the same standard deviation from day to day) are num-
erous; ranging from less than one IQ. point to over eight 
IQ points. 
2. Children differ greatly in their degree of variation and 
thus the probable error or the standard error of' measure-
ment does not apply e qually to all individuals. 
3. Variability is shown by a normal distribution that seems 
to have been folded baCk upon itself'. 
4. Correlations between variability and mean IQ and variabili 
and ratings are not applicable because the relation 
the two variables is not linear. 
5. Correlation ratios between variability and mean IQ. and 
variability and ratings were higher than the correlations 
4:1 
themselves, but there is no assurance that the correlation 
ratio giv'-~s a true measure of this unusual distribution. 
6. Teachers' t emper<:ment rankinc;s correl ate substantially 
with intelligence. 
7. The intercorrelat i ons bet ·ween the five temper ament traits 
are f airly hi gh. 
8. Persi stence (Trait III) shows the highest average inter-
correlation with the other traits. 
9. Changes in Energy Level (Trait II) shows the lov,rest average 
intercorrP.lation with the other traits. 
Limitations 
The limitations of t his st·udy are center ed principally around 
questions of reliabiJit y . 
1. There is no statistical measure of the reliability of the 
variances. 
2. The reliability of the teachers' r ankings was not statis-
tic<:·l ly determined . 
Suggestions for Further Research 
Further research could be carried out either using the data pre-
sented here or usinr; simi1 <:Jr t echniqu<=; s on comparable data. A few sug-
gested topics are: 
1. The relc:<tion of IQ variances to achievement as determined 
by a standar dized test. 
2. The r elation of temperament r ankings to achievement as 
determined by a standardized t est. 
3. The r elation of IQ variances to teachers' marks. 
4. The r el ation of temperament rankings to te c-~chers 1 marks. 
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5. The relation of Changes in Energy Level to variances. ~ 
6. The correlation between teachers' total temperament rank-
ings on one day and teachers' total temperament rankings 
on a subsequent day. 
7. The relation of speed on the practice test to IQ variances. 
8. Changes in variance from the timed IQ to the untilled IQ. 
9. Case studies of the 70 children "With high IQ. variances. 
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APPENDIX 
OTIS QUICK-SCORING MENTAL ABILITY TESTS 
By ARTHUR S. Ons, PH.D. 
Formerly Development Specialist with Advisory Board, General Staff, United States War Department 
IQ . .. . .. . .. . 
BETA TEST: FORM CM 
For Grades 4-9 
Read this page. Do what it tells you to do. 
, Do not open this booklet, or turn it over, until you are told to 'do so. 
Fill these bli nks, giving your name, age, ~irthday, etc. Write plainly. 
Beta 
CM 
Score ... . ... . 
Name . . .. . ...... .. .. .. . .. . . ....... . ... .... .. . . . . ............. .. .. Age last birthday . ..... years 
First name, initial', - and last name 
Birthday . ... ....... . . .. . ........... Teacher .... . ...... . ........... Date ...... ...... . . 19 . .. . . . 
Month Day · 
Grade ... ....... .... School. ..... . ... ' . . . . .. . . . ... ... .. City and state .. .... · . ..... .. , .... · .... . ' .. 
. . 
This is a test to see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kin ~" · :dere are three 
sample questions. Five answers are given under each question. Read each question and decide which 
9f the five answers below it is the right answer. 
Sample a: Which one of the five things below is soft? 
CD glass @ stone · ® ~ CD iron ® ice 
The right answer, of course, is cotton; so the word cotton is underlined . And the 
word cotton is No. 3; so a heavy mark has been put in the space under the 3 at the 
right. This is the way you are to answer the questions. · 
Try the next sample question yourself . Do not write the answer; just draw ~ line 
under it and then put a heavy mark in the space under the right number. . " 
Sample b: A robin is a kind of-
® plant (i) bird ® worm ® fish @ flower 
The answer is bird; so you should have drawn a line under the word bird, and bird is 
No. 7; so you should have put a heavy mark in the space under the 7. Try this one: 
Sample c: Which one of the five numbers below is larger than 55? 
@ 53 @ 48 @ 29 @ 57 @ 
The answer, of course, is 57; so yo~ should ,have drawn a line under 57, and that 
!s No. 14; so you should have-put a he_avy mark in the space ,under the 14. 
2 3 4 5 
.. .. I .. . . 
6 7 8 9 10 
.. .. .. . . 
The test contains 80 questions. You are ~ot expected to be able to answer all of them, but do the best 
you can. You will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you to begin. Try to get as many 
right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. Do not spend too much.' time 
. on any one question. No questions about the test will be answered by the examiner after the test begins. 
Lay your pencil down. 
Do not turn this booklet until you are told to begin . 
Patent No. r,s86,628 . 
Published 1939 by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Dlinois 
Copyright 1937 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. :All rights reserved · 
PRINTED IN U.S.A. , BETA : CM-7 
w- This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part. of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 
way, wh~ther the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for us~, is a violation· of the copyright law. 
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64. If the, following words were arranged in order, which word would be in the middle? 
@ plaster @ frame @) wallpaper @ lath @ foundation . . ... .. .. ........... . 
' , _ 
65. Which statement tells best just what a window is? 
@ something to see through @ a gla~s door 
@ a frame with a glass in it @) a glass OJ?ening in the wall of a house 
@_ a piece of glass surrounded by wood. . . . . . . . . . . . ............ . .. . ............. . 
A feeling that each of two persons has for the other is said to be -
@ friendship @ mutual @ incompatible '® contemporary @ deference ..... 
66. 
67. Which one of the following words would come last in the dictionary? 
cD heart ® judge · ® north G) nerve ® grass .. . . . ... . .. . . .. . . . . .. : . . . . . . . 
68. What letter precedes the letter that comes next before Q in the alphabet? 
@ P (j) Q @ 0 @ R @ 8 .... . . . . . . .... .... . . . ..... .. ..... .... . .. . . . . . 
69. One number is wrong in this series. 1 2 4 8 12 32 64 What should that number be? 
@ 6 \ @ 12 @ 3 @ 16 @. 48 .. . . .. ... .. . .. .. ... . ... . .... .. . ... .... ' .. . 
If I have a large bqx with 3 small boxes in it ~ 
and 3 vei-y small boxes in each small box, _,.... 
70. 
how many boxes are there in all? 
@ 6 . @ 7 . @ 3 - @ 12 @) 13 .. ... -. ... .... .. . .. .. . .. . .......... . ........ . 
71. There is a saying, "Don't ride a free horse to death." This means-. 
® Don't be cruel. ® Don't abuse a privilege. @ Don't accept gifts. , 
@ Don't be reckless. . @ Don't ride a horse ... .. : . ... . . . ... .. .. : .............. : . .. : . . 
·72. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. 
Which one is not like the other three? 
73. If a photograph that is 3 in. wide and 4 in. long is enlarged to be 15 in. w'ide, ~ 
how many inches long will it be? 
@ 16 @ 17 @ 20 @ 45 @ 60 : . .... . . ..... : . : . . .. . .................. . . 
74 . . One number is wrong,.in the following series. 
3 4 6 7 9 10 12 14 
What should that number be? 
@ 8 ®2 @ 11 @ 13 @ 5., .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. ........... . ............. . 
75. When the time by a clock was 13 min. past 6, the hands were interchanged. 
The clock then said about- -. 
@ 6 min. past 12 @ 12 min. past 6 @ 29 min. of 3 
@ 12 min. of 6 @ 8 min. past 2 ......................... . .............. 1 ••••••••••• 
· 76. A car owner uses a mixture in his radiator containing 1 qt. of alcohol to every 2 qt. of water. -+ 
How many quarts of alcohol are needed for 18 quarts of the mixture ? 
@ 9 @ t @ 17 @ 36 @) 6 . .. . .. .. . . . .... . . . : ........ . . . ........ : . ... . 
77. What letter in the follo:wing series appears a third time nearest the beginning? 
A E D B A C C .E D F B D C· A E E B C 
@ B · @ C . @ D @ E @ A ................... , ......................... . 
78. In a foreign language bora cama deta means very good food, 
bora lopa means poor food , cama fila means very large. 
What word means good? · 
@ bora @ cama @ deta ® lopa 
79. Which one of the five words below does not belong with the others? 
@ many @ little @) several @ few 
80. A boy is now three times as old as his sister. 
In 2 years he will be only twice as old. 
How many years old will his sister be t-hen? 
@ fila . , ... ................... . ...... · .. . 
'"" . @ numerous . ... . .. : ................ . 
@1 @2 @3 @) 4 @ 5 ... .. . . . .................................... . . . 
[ 6 l / ( 
Examination begins here. I 
1. Which one of the five things below does not belong with the others? 
CD rose ® violet ® pansy CD grape ® morni~g-glory ........ , ..... ; ... . . . 
i 2. Which one of the fiye answers below tells best what a hammer is? 
® a thing 0 a tool ® furniture ® · a weapori '@ a machine · ................ • 
3. Which one of the five,words below means the opposite of west? 
. . \ @ north @ south @ east @ equator . @ sunset. '· ... ..................... . 
4. A ·banana is to the peeling and an ear of corn is to the husk as im egg is to what? ' .. · 
@ an omelet @ the shelL @a cob @a hen @ food . .................. . .. 
5. A child who accidentally hurts another ,cl).ild should- , 
® say he didn't do it @ run away @ do nothing @ say, " l'm sorry" ........ : . 
6. Which one of the five things below is the largest? · ! . 
@ a bud, ® a branch @ a tree ® a twig @a limb ........ ' ............. . 
7. W_hich ,one of the five words below means the opposite of thin? 
· @ strong @ fat @ healthy @ tall @ large . ...... , ............ ...... · ..... .. 
Which one is not like the other three? ~ . 8. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. ))))) ..__..,.._._ · W!J. 
. @ @~ . @ , 
9. Which one of the five things below is most like these three : a cup, a plate, and a saucer? 
I @ a fork @ a table @ a napkin @ a bowl @ a spoon •• 0 0 •••••• 0 0 ••••••• 0 
10. A hand is to an arm as a foot is to what? 
• 
1 @ a toe ®_ a leg, @ a finger @ a wrist @a Kn.ee ............. ~ .......... . 
11. Which word means the opposite of sorrow? 
® sickness @ health @ good, @ joy (@ pride ......... ............. : ..... . 
When a new kind of machin~ is thought of, it is usually called ~ 
@ a discovery ® an adoption @ a creation 
' . 
:1!2. 
@) an,ovelty @ an invention ..... 
Which is the most important reason we use money? , 
1 
@ It is made of silver. @ It makes goods cheaper. . , @ It is fun to jingle. 
13. 
@ It makes exchanging goods easier. @ We have used i~ for a long time ...... .. ..... . 
14. A book is to an author as a statue is to what? 
@ marble @) a sculptor @) a model @aman .. : .. _ ........ . 
At 4 cents each, how many pencils can be bought for 36 cents? 
@ 40 @ 32 @ 36 @ 9 @ 144 ...... . ... .. . : ......... . . . ..... · .......... . 
15. 
16. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. 
Which one is not like the other three? 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
Which one of the five things below is most like these three : a plum, an apricot, and an apple? 
·@ a tree @ a seed @ a peach · @ a flower ® : a leaf .. · ........ .... .. ... ... . 
A seed is to a plant as (?) is to a bird. 
@ a tree @ an egg @ aJea,ther 
If the·words below were rearranged to make a good sentence, 
with what letter would the l~st word of the sentence begin? 
@)a nest . tn;;\ 'fi . . ~eJ ytng ...•................... 
usually ate on hung walls pictures 
,@p @ a @w @h · @u .................. ; .... , ............... , .. · .... . 
Which word means the opposite of ugly? . 
. CD witch ® pretty ® colored CD deformed 
A boy who often ' tells stories he knows are not true is said to -'---
®mean .... . .. , ...... · : ....... . 
® brag 0 ~heat ® joke ® lie @ exaggerate ... ......... ... ............ . 
One number is wrong in the following series. 1 7 2 7 3 7 , 4 7 5' 7 6 7 · 8 . 7 
what should that number be? @ 6 ·@ 7 @ 8 @ 4 @ 5 .. . ... . ... ~ ....... ~ ..... .. . · .......... . 
Which one of the five things below is most like these three : an eagle, a giraffe, and a lizard? . 
@ a wing @ a neck @ a stone @ a mouse @ a tree. ; ..... · .............. .. 
Coal is to a locomotive as what is to an automobile? 
® a motorcycle @ smoke 
Copyright 1937 by World Book Company 
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@wheels 
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@ gasoline @ h~rn. · ................ . 
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''25. Which one of the words below would come first in the dictionary? 
· ® trail ® salt @ rnving @ grave @ quairy ...... .... . .' ......... · ....... . 
26. · An electric light is to a candle as a motorcycle is to-
@ a bicycle . @ an automobile ® wheels @ speed ® police.· .............. . 
27. Which tells best just what a pitcher is? 
@ a vessel from which to pour liquid ® something to hold milk 
@ It has a handle. @ It goes on the tab~e. . @ It 'is easily broken . ...... ....... .. . . 
28. Which of these series contains a wrong' number? ... 
' ~ 3-6-9~12-15 ~ 1~4-7-10-13 ~ 2-5-8~11-15 
. @ 2-4-6-8-10 @ 1- 3- 5-7- 9 .. . . · .. . .... . : .. ... ... . .. .. .. . . . . .. ........... ...... .-.. ' 
29. Whlch of the' five things below is most like these .three : a boat, a horse, and ~ train? . 
@ a sail @ a river . @ a motorcycle @ a road @ a track ...... ....... ~ ... . 
30. T~ree of the four designs at the right are alike. 
Which one is not like the other three ? 
31. If the words below were rearranged to make a good sentence, 
- the third word of the sentence would begin with wliat letter.? 
honey bees clover gather red from · 
@ r '@ b · @ c @) g . 
32. A road is to an automob.ile as ( ?) is to an airplane. 
@h ....... :···· :· ·· ; · ............... .' ............ . 
@ flying . @ a propeller @ speed @ the air @ a wing ....... ..... .. ..... . 
33. If Paul is taller than Harry and Harry is taller than James, then Paul is ( ?) James. 
@ shorter than @) taller than @ just as tall as @) (cannot say which) .... 1- ••• 
34. Count each 5 below that has a 3 next after it. 
Tell how 'many 5's you count. \ 
53, 1 8 7 51 56 3 52 0 9 53 5 1 0 2 58 7 1 53 3 50 1 3 .5 53 2 5 
@ 6 ® 7 ® .3 ® 4 @ 5 . ...... .. .... . · .................. ...... ... .. .. 
35. A man who acquires the property of others· by deceit is called a -
@ traitor @ swindler @ burglar @ prisoner @ lawyer . ... · .............. . 
36. The ~on of my father's sister is my ( ?) 
@ nephew @) uncle 1 @ cousin @ stepbrother @ gr~Uldson ............... . 
.37. Order is ~o confusion as (?) is to war. 
· CD. guns . ® peace . 0 powder G) thunder ® army . .. . ... . .... : ...... ... .. . 
38.· A quantity which groirs smaller is said to -
® fade 0 decrease ® dry up ®die @ sink ... .' ..... · ......... . ........ . 
39. If the following words were arranged in order, 
............ --
with what letter would the middle word begin? ... 
Minute Mont~ Day Second Hour · Year~ Week 1 
@ M @ H @ D @ S @ W ....... · .......... ..... ...... .......... · ... .. 
40. If Carl is younger than Edward and Carl is older than' John, then John is (?) Edward. . · · , 
· @ ·younger than @ ol~er than @ just as old as @ (cannot say wljrlch) ........ . 
41. Which tells best just what a lamb is? . _ .-
® an animal with wool @ a creature with four legs and a tail 
@ a young sheep @ n lively small animal . 
, @ a young animal that eats grass ......... . .. ~ : . ! .. ... . . . 1 .• : ••••• , • ••• • ••••••••••••• 
42., Which one of the five things below is most like th~se three : a towel , a shirt,, a,nd a hariak,erchief? · . 
· . @) a laundry ® a stor.·e @ a bath @ a s~ @ a shoe ... ; ............... . 
43. What is the most important reason that we use telephones? 
@ to call the fire departm~nt @ ·to save time in ~l~lutlicltti<>n 
® to chat with our neigh~ors . '@ to hear the bell 
1 
• • @ They give jobs to op.eraftors ... . ................ . 
44. Which one of the words below would come last ir~ the dictionary? 
1 @ emerge @) eject : @ edible @ estate 
[ 4 ] 
@) enter ..... \ ........... . 
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45. Grass is to cattle as bread is to what? 
@ butter @ flour @milk @man @ horSf!S ..... ." ... ... .. . ........... . . . 
46. There is a saying, "Every rose has its thorn." This means that-
@ All rosebushes have thorns. @ There is no joy without some sorro . 
@ Some rose petals are sharp. @ All flowers come from bb.shes. . .... : .. .... . ...... .. . 
47. If the following words were arranged in order, which word would be in the middle? I 
@ October @) June @ December @ August @ April . . . ........... . ..... . 
• I . 
48. If Paul is taller than Herbert and Herbert is just as tall as Robert, 
then Robert is ( ?) Paul. 
· · @ taller than @ shorter than . @ just as tall as @> 1 (cannot say which) ... . ... . . . 
49 . . A king is to a kingdom as what is to a republic? , 
@ a democrat @) a monarchy @ a president @ la~:> @ a voter . .......... . 
. . ! ~ 
~oo .v~m . ®lm ®oo ....... . 50. Three of the four designs at t he right are alike. Which one is not like the other 1hree? 
51. A person who is svre he can accomplish a task is said to be - : 
@ successful @ confident @ proud @ fearless .
1 
® brave .. ... ..... .. ..... . 
62. Which statement tells best just what a watch is? I CD It ticks. ® something to tell time ® a small round 
1
object with a chain 
· G) a vest-pocket-sized time-keeping instrument ® somethihg with a face and hands ..... 
Loud is to sound as bright is to what? 
® noise (j) shiny ® dull ® quiet @ light .... ! ... .... ... ........ : . . ..... . 
63. 
If the following words were rearranged to make a good sentence, ~ 
the second word of the sentence would begin with what letter? -" , . 
64. 
always father A younger his than boy is I 
@ f ·@ a @ t @ b @ y . .............................................. . 
I 
66. Which word means the opposite of pride? 
@ sorrow @ proud @ miserable @ conceit @ 'humility ... .. : . ......... .. . 
66. If a man has walked west from his home 9 blocks and then walked -east 4 blocks, 1 
68. 
how many blocks is he from his home? r ' 
® 13 @ 9 @ 12 @ 4 @ 5 ... .. . . .......... : .. .. ..... .. .' ..... __ .. _ ....... . 
An object or institution that will not perish or cease is said to be - ' 1 ,, 
· @ stationary ® stable @ permanent @ solid @ sound .................. . 
Ice is to water as water is to what? I 
@ land · @ steam ~-- ® cold @ river @ thirst .· . . ·1· .. .. ....... . ......... .' .. . . 
There is a saying, "A drowning man will grasp at straws." This means that - , 1 . ...a.... 
@ A man will sink more easily than a straw. @ Everyone should learn to swim. _,.... 
. . @ Desperate people cling to absurd hopes. @ Those who tannot swiin .should stay 
67. 
59. 
on land. . .... .... .... .. ... . · . .. .. . . ... ... . . ..... . ....... . J • , . . .. ••••.••••••••••••••.• 
Which one of the five ~ords below is most like these three : fat , blue, soft? ! . 60. 
@ sky @ si,ze @ very @ color @ small ...... ! . .. . • ......•••.•...••.•... 
61. An uncle is to an aunt a son is to a ( ?) . 
@ @ father @ sister @ daughter @) gfrl. .......... .. .. . ..... ... . 
make your bed, so must you lie on it." This means that 1-
You should learn to make your own bed. @ You must' bear the consequences 
62. 
your own acts~ @ You 'must lie down as soon as your bed is made up. 
Sleep is necessary to hav~ good health ..... .. .. . ... .. ... . . ' : .................. ....... . 
i 
1 .. ® 
I 
63. Three of the four u"~"!'.f·"' at the right are alike. 
Which one is not like other three? 
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appears or~ 2 tiQes~ 
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series 
If the following let t.ers were arre.P..ged 
in order, which one would come f'irst ·: 
I 
f ~ Z ', g. M h. A i. H j~ J 
-- - - - -
............. 
I • 
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a b c d e 
()()()() () 
f g h i j 
() ()()()() 
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OTIS DETA FOR.;l A l 
~·.hich one of the five things below 
does not belong with the others? 
a o pot,a.to b .. turni p c. carrot 
do stone e. onion -··· · ·· ·· · ···· •••o 
l' • .hi~h one of the five anmvers below 
tells best what a SNord is? 
f" to cut g. a weapon h. an officer 
L a. tool j • to f1ght • ••••••••.••.• 
.3 ., T.11ich one of the five t.hint;s bel ow is 
the lar'G'Sst? 
a o l::n.Ge b. t oe c • leg 
d u anlcle e~ foot . . c ••••• • •• •• * •• • ••••••• 
L~" Urich one of. t he fi vc words means the 
opposite of s ·iirong? 
5. 
f . ~an ;::., v;eaJ~ h. small 
i o short j ~ tllln .......... . .. . . ......... . 
-.. b.ich one of t,he fi-\J'e things below is 
most lil~e t.J.1ese three: e. chair; a ood, 
and a stove? 
a o a ch2 . .:;nney b.. a stick c • a window 
d. o e.. t,abJ .. e e $ a floor .• • . . .•.........••. 
Oo A sculptor is to a statue as ru1 author 
is t o a-
f ~ book g .. man ho neme 
io bookcase j~ pen •• ••• ••••• •• •• • a••••• • 
'7., · At 3 cents each, ho-t many pencils can be 
bought for ?-7 cen·i;s? 
a . 27 be 81 CQ 3 d a 9 e .. 30 •••••••••~· 
'l'hree of -the four desi&ns below are alike., 
i.hich one is not like the other three? 
f ~ D J ~ ~ ~ \ill ilo ~[I i., Ll V 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
a b c d e 
()()(}()() 
f G h i j 
()()()()() 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
a b c d e 
{)()()()() 
f g h i 
()()()() 
J{). 
J l, 
~2. 
.., -, 
;:~a 
3L!.~ 
J5, 
}Ja 
... ,-; 
;; j , 
,.... ,-. 
.JO<> 
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Tl1ere is a sa:/ll1g_, uo . R en 
e ~ i'~l~l right. l~. l·~o -goocJ~ .. 
h., I ~an 1 t . i .. ~,hy not.? 
'l'b.is means 
g. 1'hut 1s bad . 
.. . ., ............. . 
'l'he opposH,e of night 
"iear~s the oppo:-:i te of 
·-· r_:..e b., d~:d{: c .. 
i s O.a:J·Q 
da.:r.k? 
:night. 
ii'i!dch WOX'd 
d '" day 
e~ 
light 
sun ••••• e •••••• • ••••· · ~····.._•ee -t~«ft.O&A 
t,. ve~/ p.!'e·t·t:v gi!"lJ_ is often sa:Ld t.o bs 
·r" 
-··<Ly g . fat 115 tall io beautiful .... Uo 
j .. t.hin e ow• •.,••••••••••41•••••••••~••e•e• 
Three 1 of the :four desit;p.s below are a.like .. 
r.hich 
1 
one is not. like ·c.ne other ~&h:cee? 
Q.'7 /_:'J L. 7i c .. 7i d. f' L_l _,___I 
Y1ha t. is 
I 
the 1etter t hat comes after U in 
tl10 .alphabet? 
e X 1 r 1\. p Q.. [!6 N i ., I\ . "" . .. ....... .: .. • - - • !-a o" 
One m.:rrubm· is wronc ·in the :follmi:Lng f70U.p ~ 
, .. h::J-!- jhO' lld -:-,h!:!tJ 1"" 1mh~"<1' 1";C> "I ~. - --1. u \. u ._, --.a. L'i.i ........ "-'- ~-·-. 
6 6 16 6 7 6 
,. 6 6 r 0 0 
oro ? 'b., 3 c • 4 d .. ~ 6 e., a .. , < .. ,.6.6tl • •••••• '"' 
I 
Tf' I bave a laPt;e box "?r:L t.h one 2J:J.?.ll box 
:L.i. it., l1oTi :JJ.G1i"l;y bo;;,:;.:;;3 [i:t::-e ·tt1Sl"'e i i'i ,.. , 1 ~ . ... a..J..-.. . 
f" 1 1,7 2 h !, .. 1 -· j , 0 b " ·~ .. ..., .. !..~ ;; e4• • CJc • • • •a•c ~ 
If. the ~~o1.low.ing vmrds -r.-ere roa~:re..nged ·i:,c, 
make ~ s~ntence, -r;llich tt:V1~"~d ~ocld be last? 
c:ee L blg ~ on:i~ 
(~0 \.~cr~ I ' Co big ·' a e. see tJ o ~(; ee&ll!t•e & 
I 
L. Loy had a boax~ct w.l t-h 12 . neLt:).s in it .. 
He Pillled 2 of ·t.her;i ciu·~,. 
'i;ia:.'S l~i~tJ in the bc2rd? 
Hon many nails 
:fa 6 Go 8 ho b, :t t• 10 jQ 11 ..... . .. D.&, 
e f 
() () 
G 
() 
a b c (, () n 
. ) . . . 
f g h 
0 () () 
•.. b c c. 
() n \. () 
e 1" 
" 
... b 
() () () 
a b c 
() () () 
f ,.... h t..> 
. ) \. ( '; 'J () 
a b c 
0 () 0 
i' g 11 
() I ) \ . () 
rractice Test 
h l 
0 () 
d e ()() 
i j 
() 0 
d 
() 
h i 
0 () 
d e 
() () 
i j 
fl \I 0 
d e 
() I ) \ , 
j_ j 
() 0 
lOo 
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.. h..i.ch is the most .important reason tilat 
words in the dictional"'J are arraneed 
alphabetically? 
a Q It is the simplest arrangement~ 
b o It puts the shortest words firsto 
co It enables us to find any word quickly. 
d e It is a customo 
e . The pr~nting is easiero •••••••••••••••• 
~f the follo~dng words were arranged in 
or der, which word would be in the middle? 
f o lunch~on g .. dress h o undress 
i o supper j o breaY..fast •• o ••• •• •• • ••••• • o • • 
lL A boy who often tells big stories about 
I 1· or:... ' .... 
a b c d e 
() () () ()() 
f g h 
() () f ) 
~ j 
() () 
what he can do is said to - . a b c d e 
ao lie bo fake c .. cheat d. joke eo brag •• 0 () () () () 
l2o ~·.hich of the five . thinGS below is Iilost 
like these tbree: a horse, a pizeon, and 
a cricl~ct.? 
f o a st,a.l..l. g o a saddle ho a feat!;.er 
i o a goat- jo a wing •••o•· · ······· · ·······o 
f g h i j 
()()()() () 
13., \.hich word means t.'l.e opposite of pretty? a b c d e 
ao good . bo ugly Co bad do crooked eo nice () () () () ( ; 
One number is m"ong in the .following serieso 
-i.hat should that number be? 7 1 7 2 7 . 
3 7 4 7 5 7 0 7 8 
f" 7 g 0 6 h,l) 8 i 0 4 .j 0 5 0 •• 0 •• 0 •••••••• 
i.'hich statement tells best just 1'/hat a 
hall iay is? 
ao a small room bo a place to hang your 
hat and coat c ~ it is long and narrow 
d .. Yihere to say good-by e., a passage lead-
from one roam·to another •••• • •••••• • ••••••• 
Steam is to water as water is to -
fo hot g o i ce h~ an engine 
io a solid jo cas oo •····· ···· ·· ·· ·· ······· 
f g h i j 
()()()() () 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
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!1. (~· ) i S to sit on ~ 
a . desk b. ho~se Co chair do block 
e " table . C> • • • Cl ~. • 6 r,:. ..... ,. •• o ...... . v " I) ~~ o • " '" • ~ 
;2" · .. r.tich of tl1e f:Lve thmgs below is nost 
like these two: lm:i.fe ar:td fork? 
i'., spoo;n G& meat ho dish io table 
~i . ilimle1-. ••• • .••.. ., . .~~ . & c ... * •• -2 • ~ ••••• •• ~ ., • 
. -· c I.[ "iille lfoU.ol;>int; words were r ee.rran[.;ed 
:-..1 
,~;-' ~ 
r -• /"" ..... .. ~ :, 
26 .. 
ro,t1 
~. t 0 
2ij ' 
29o 
to Ll[.l.ke a Good sentence w-lt.h what letter 
<Nould t .he second word of the sentence begin'.r 
lil~e He docs 
~Q w Uo l CG e dod eo s ••••••• • ••• • . _ _ , _ - - ~
:,hich of the fol lov:;·i ng objects is sOJ-ne-
'i " J 1 . "tl? ·(, u rrg ·~.o s 1oo-c wJ. 1 
f o bi3I.l gQ cat 
I 
h., co~t ic gun j~ SlGd c o o 
Fi.i1d. a.'1ot.her letter iust lil<e this on~ ·S. I v 
a I) !.. Co ~ c o D d () .U eo T , o .,. • o u " • 6 .!) o o e " Q 
~. hich one of . t.he f'i ve thlngs below is most 
like these t:b .. ree~ an apple, a pes.r~ and a 
b.:.ll1.a..11a ~ 
p a bicycle {;;o a dog ho a vegertable .l. •> 
, a p<:i!ach j. a toy 
-'- "' oe e•~o~••~ eaa o o;a!)OU$ • I 
J\.Il objE(Ct that is very big is said to b-e --
ao sra~ill bo s:hort, Co lar;:,c .-1 U. o little 
e v thin <Je•e••••v~•oooat.•e ilt <ll&l:IU O !)OO:;:d••,.••• 
I 
.Lf the follov.-:Lnc uords wer-:> r earranced ·Go 
maJ.~e a 1sentence, the third l7ord .wou1d bcein 
i li th what letter? sun slLLues · the 
f ,:> £. go 11. h.; £ . L t jo.!!. oo••o*.,'""'":Q!:iG• 
Tl:.l!'e e of t.:t-e four designs are alike .. 
I 
· ~·,hich one .Ls not like t,he o·thsr t.hree? 
a u ,.~-- ·. b~ .r-·-\ c ~ ,, d /-........ ·--~ --\ ;-.J......~-~ ..Lo ~~ • • & o ·-':7'-· / · .. 1 -~ 
i-·x~actice 'fest 
a b c d e 
() () () () () 
f G h i j 
() () () () () 
a b c d e 
()()(')(){) 
i' g h ·i ..... v 
() () () / '\ \I 0 
a b c d. e 
() () () () () 
f g h :i. -; u () () () 0 {'\ 
' ' 
a b c d e 
( ' 
'. J () ' , () () n \ J 
f g h i j 
'\ () () {\ () \) \ ) 
a. b c d 
() () () ') \ 
·~·-! ' J 
,-, 
;.).;'1 
j -~~1 
~'f)_ 
~~~L o 
-'l~ 0 
~-.3~ 
\ l1ic!:1 CI :-~ of -~ -bes~ 1:-:io .... ~ds woulcl ccw.e 
- + 
.. : ......... -, ~-· in the dictionary·; 
~1ea..l·~;-.l b" jl1ggl:?- Co n .. ·,y.o",.nr:•1 J,..,\_._ • ....:-~ --
dv n~ver eo erat.eful 0' IS 'llo <l <& . -: . o e . Qo I) •• 4 ~ 0. 
I.l G-eor~e is ·taller' ..... .. nan Frru"ll{ an ..... F .. -a:.ru: 
ls taller t,han James~ th'-'n Georr:e ib ( " ' r l . ; 
,iaues. 
j .... 
0 ~:~alle:t; ·thoo gQ sl1o.rt(~~ ... tlhan 11o ju t, 
., 2.S t3.ll c:S 
-'-• ( cruo .. not sa;y-- ]'!l1J..cl1) 0 0 c. •• .. ~ 
{: 
.\. .:nm-;. 7"!.i10 bst-r~:ts his ccv.ntry is r~::tlled a--
a ., t.lri.ef bo ·craitor c., ener;:;.y 
do t.::uward · eco slac1~e:r~ ~ . . . . . . . .. ~ . . ~ • ~ (! :a--
Th"' dr:ll.:Lt;hi:.or ofcy Dother's brother lS my-
·" s:.st,er b " niece he cousi11 L D.'lll'!.t .\. .. 
.; t;r.::~ndO.auglrwr 
.;• . . . .. ., .. . . . . . , .. . ~t- .:.•e•o 
1 tic;;.rcle in t.o a motor c~,rcle as a l'lR(;on 
is to what? ac an engj_ne b. a.utomobil 
c :~ c.:. t.orse d., slot:Y,~r- Go an '!!.l.rplane 
•·hich of the five 
lil~e t l!ese ·tfll1 ee: 
!;a.i..l? f o ti shoe 
. ~ a tmi-el j a 
thi.11.gs below is mos·i, 
a tent, o?.. flag, <l!!.d .& 
go a sllip ho a. st.ft.fi" 
0 
' "c.he following words were re- rrat1t;ed to 
rn.."-'lke a good sentence, w-lth which J.ettcr 
would the third r:ord of ·the sentence begin? 
houses stone built of men wood and 
ll.o h lJo 5 c 0 .£. d.., rn e 0 !L • 0 •••••••• v. 
! . lamp is to a light as (?) is t.o a breeze" 
t~ 
- 0 a fan go bright ho e. sa.i. "i .bt19, ~ 
io a window jo blow, oo~:too• ••oeaoo • ~<~o:t••o 
If Henry ls taller than Tom and Henr-y is 
shorter than Geor ge ., ·then George is (?) Tamo 
a~ taller than bo sl1orter thnn co just as 
·~:,all as do ( can.-r:~ot Bay which) • ". ,, •• " ..... 
.;:;. 
'1 t ,. 
.<:< 
.!. 
() 
.?. 
0 
f 
() 
~ 
() 
() 
a 
() 
f 
() 
a 
() 
b 
{) 
r:r 
0 
'., 
" 
b 
'1 
\. J 
G ) 
b 
( \ 
"! 
g 
0 
( ! 
I i 
\..1 
h 
n \ ; 
c 
' \ 
' I \. / 
h 
() 
c 
() 
h 
() 
.r'1o!~1n 
·l_ e 
0 0 
i 
() 
d e 
() () 
i j 
. ' u I) 
.:1 e u. 
() ( ' 
,/ 
i ·i 
t) ()() 
c d e 
(' 
. ) ()() 
g; h 
() () 
b c 
() () 
i 
(' 
,) 
d 
('\ 
. J 
() 
;J () 
p). 
- 2- Fractl.ce 'l'es .. 
~ a A person who is ver-.f small in often said 
l2o 
tobe 1 abcde 
a o biG b o tiny co ht.ltie do large eo tall. • () () () () () 
iJlich of the .five words below is oost like 
these three: blue, red, and green? 
f . day Go dark h o yellow L licht 
j 0 !'l.i.ellt •.•. ~ ...........•......•..•.••..••• Q 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
lJ, J.'he oppclsite of sicl~ is - a b c d e 
Jl!,.) 
l5o 
l6o 
l7o 
lC., 
19o 
.20. 
ao day bo ill Co -~mil do bad eo poor •• •. () () () () () 
One nlltltler is \"lrong in the following list o 
1 2 3 5 5 6 1 V~ha·t should that 
number be? 
fo 8 . Go 4 ho 5 io b jo 2 ••••••••a•••••• 
I 
l.hich sentence tells best just what a 
ball is? 
a ., a c~cle b., a square object Cu a round 
object that bounces do a large thing 
e o a ·small colored objectooooo•o•·········· · · 
A hat iJ worn on the head as a (?) is w9rn 
on the footo 
fo cap g . dress h .. coat io shoe jo Glove 
i",hich ode of these words would come last 
in the dictionary? 
a o apnle bo alike Co acorn do zebra 
• I 
e o and .• G.aaee•••a••••o••-.••• • o••••eeaaeg•• 
A flower and a tree are alike because 
they both -
fa run go sing ho play L talk j o grovr •• 
A man who robs a bank is called a -
a .. ban.ke~ b o robber c., .'baker do cowa:t"d 
e o hero Cl •••••••••••••••• • •• • ••••• • o • ••• " •• 
A mother1 sheep's lamb is her -f o baby · go l.lllcle ho father io cousin 
j 0 aunt 0 ••• 0' •••••• ~ •• • •• t. • e ~ 0 ••• • (II .... ~ ••• 0 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
a b c d e 
() () () () () 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f g h i j 
00000 
I 
' ( 
,., 
2'7 Q 
2 ·~ O o 
· .3"ick is ·· o a ·~ii"~·ll as {?) is t.o & te,ble o. 
~ a. c11e.i,f' 1:. ~ x.re'l g" e~1·t, h ~ CJ~ ld..·tc11en 
ie ·wood 
• • ,s.·c • • • • • " • • o 41 c • " • f!' • o o o o • • • • • • o o a • 
iL::.l object or inst,i tu-tion that. is design.ed 
·iJv J.-t·:st onzy a. Bklort, time is said to 1::-e 
.g. ., t::mrporary bo changeable Co unsou..Y!d 
do worthless eo m1.stabl0 0 ••• ••••••• 0 ••• 0 
lf the words belooJ were 11earranged to !.llalce 
9. good sentence, the ·i:.rdrd word of the 
sent~nce would begin with wba:c letter? 
mcm l1.igh th.e a wall built. ston.;; 
J.:., m g. b ho 1'1 i~ vv ju .!. ~···~~~~••o» •• o 
~")., 'l':il!-:>8e of the four designs below are a1ilre .. 
~.hich one is ~1ot lil--..e the other three? 
30 There is a say:L'1g$ 11Any port in a storn.lc !I 
31.., 
'l'bi s means e. Ships should not. ventu~re 
ouJi ·co sec i11 sto:r·ms Cl 
f., S·iJol'llrJ v;ea.ther causes l& .. g;e waves :L'"1 
h8Xborso 
g G In. energencies any aid is acceptable., 
-1u Ships usually sink in storms •••• c ••••• 
A boy j_.s to a ma."l. as (?) is to a sheep~ 
'l o ~-.-ool bo a lamb Co a goat 
do a shepherd eo a dog ••••••c8a•••ee•••o 
]:< , An agreement, reached ih o'lbJ.ch both sides 
y::..eld scms1;;h~·i:, i n their deman.ds is cal 1 cd 
i' o "" promise g.., a compromise ho an tmder-
:e'i::.SJ.nd:.'t.ng i o a deadJ.ock j o an armistice u 
3Jo Tlll'Ge of the four desi gns below ar e alilr.0o 
:.-r!:dch ona is not l:iJce the other tb.-.:•ee? 
an r'-·-·1 bs !'"'\ c 0 ;"'-, d. 1·-'? QQ ••• 0 
'-~"' ,__) \-,_/ L-.2 
e f t:; h i 
0 0 () (; 0 
a b c d 
() () () () 
f g h ..; ... 
·() f) \ . 0 () 
a b c d 
() 0 () 0 
e f g; h 
()()()() 
a. b c d 
0 () 0 0 
e 
(' \) 
J () 
e 
0 
f g h i j 
()()()(){) 
8 b c d 
00000 
PF..ACTICE TEST 
It-
.A c.h•cle lis -
a., r otuld I b .. square c .. pointed 
d o long leo short ••••••••••••••••••••• ••• 
l o 
2.. r.hic h on~ of the five ansvfers below tells 
hast whai a cat is~' 
? ~· 
f,. a bird Ga a...'1 flrJ.im,:ll h. a c;:U~l 
· r· n1 • ~0 a ~s Jo a man .•.•••••••••••• •• .••.•• 
I 
'.'.hi.ch one of the .five thi..l1GS below is 
bicgest? \ . 
2o a. houie b .. a top c. a boy d. a table 
Go a bad o••••••••$·~•••••o•••"••o••••o••o• 
) ~ () ~~1eat i s 1·the oppos~ te of - . . , 
:t ,, hard g. soft n .. f unny ~- sour J .. not. o 
!) ,, -u~ilich of ~s five words below is most, l:ilie 
tr.e~.e tb::_:re.: Jan~'lcy :~ M;t.rch, and Augus~?""' 
,':!.o ~,onda,y l co mors.u.ng c .. day d ., Decemtla.;;: 
• ,.l 
e i) !llgnt • C1 •• • • e e e e 0 0 e • 0 0 e e •• 0 •• e • IS • 0 0 0 e 0 ·:t 0 
6., A 1'lM who\ ma.Y..es bread is called 
f o a baker g o a carpent.er h o a plumber 
'lo 
;o ~ 
'-''> 
i. a l ockkmitl1 j., ~. chief .. . . ............. . o 
If & girl\has two pencils and gives one 
away how rp.any w:Lll she have left? 
~·~ 0 bo 2 C& 3 d o 1 eo 4 •••••••••• ••• •• 
I 
Three of the four ficures be;Low are alikc;J 
~ . hich one I is not lilre the o·iiher three ? 
J.'o /\ g t ~~ ho 0 io !\ •o•••••••• 
9, ~.h.i.ch i s ~he oost importa..'lt reason that 
1iie have stoves? 
., 
ao t o cook food b. to furnish the kitchen 
I 
Co to save money do to keep food cold 
I 
eo to sleep on ••e••••o•••o•~··········••oo I . . 
.J:f the follo•'linG numbers were rearraneed in 
order, v;tich number would be in the middle? 
f o four r ~VIO ho !l.'l/e io one j 0 tiJree 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
:f g h i j 
()()()()() 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
a b c d e 
00000 
f g h i j 
00000 
a b c d e 
(){)()()() 
f g h i 
()()()() 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f g h i j 
()()()().() 
• 
• 
-5-
\:.bat is t.he letter "that. follows · the letter 
that coues next aft-er ~ in the alpbabet~ 
eo L f o U go N ho 0 i~ P •••••••••••• 
- - - - -
35 .. One num'Uer is 1Nrong in the following series: 
1 2 4 8 24 32 61~ What should · that 
number be? 
38 
? 0 
.J .• l 0 
ao 0 bo 12 Co 3 do 16 eo 48 ooo••••• 
If I have a large box ~nth two s.maJ.l boxes 
in it and five ve1:71 small boxes in each 
sJJJ.&ll box,~~ . .how man..y boxes mae there i..11 all? 
fo eight go seven ho ten i c twelve 
j~ thil~taen ••••••••• • ••••o•••••••••••••o 
'l'here is a saying; 11An ounce of pract.ice is 
·worth a. pound of preachi..n!; o 11 This means ·-
ao Don 1 t preach b.. Deeds count more than 
words Co Preaching takes practice d .. Don't. 
pract:l ce •..••. ., ..•. o ••• " •• ••••••••••••• •• • 
A car ow.ner uses a InL~ture in llis radiator 
containing 1 quart of alcohol to every 2 
quarts of 1-mter. IIow many quarts of alcohol 
are needed for 1.5 quart,s of the mixture? 
"' 7}~ "' .1,. g .., I, 1" 30 i 5 ~Q 2 ~o 2 e ~ ·•O -o •••••••••••• 
-\~hat letter in the following series appears 
a third time nearest the bet;i.nning? 
A E C B A D D E C F B C D A E 
E D D 
ao A b·. l3 c ~ .Q. d,. D e. E ••••• •••••••• •• 
In a foreign language pira numa bega means · 
Ve"!!y deep snow; pira seco mea.iiS WElte SnOW$ 
il1iiTi2' copa iiie'rui's very we 1 • o What word !iieaii.s 
....,..=-=- - . --~ 
r.i.eep? 
fo pira g .. numa h .. bega i o copa j .. seco 
Yorm ;~1 
e f c h i ()()()()() 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f G h i j 
{)()()() () 
a b c d ()()() () 
e f G h i 
()()()()() 
a b c d e ()()()()() 
f g h i j 
(){)()()() 
PR!\CTICE TEST 
.. ~~paze,. ~what it tells ym: ~ ~o Do not op-en tl1is boo}(;_ --~-
{~~.:~:~3 Score 
-------------=---------------------
Date 
------· 
This t est is a pract.ice "Lest., It contai.11.s questions of rli fferent ~:: nels 
li;:;:t.'G ~s a . sample question already answered correctly o :Jotice how t he 
q•:.en';:wn J.S 9lSTierGd~ 
I 
I 
3 ~- ~LE • \:; }1.) ~ h of 
.;. ....,.. • \ - ...., i '-
a.o [;Tass 
I 
the five things below is blue? 3 b c 
b~ sky Co snow do money e~ apple QOOQ i) 7'' (~ (l 
· \ IS} ,j •I 
Tt.~..::: ri;;ht ans:,.,""er, of course, is sky; so the word sky is unde:::l in..::!c-I, 
j11d t.he wor d kky is b: so the letter 1:7-parent.hesis has -reen f:i] 1 ed ill" 
'-'' • • t ' I ~"' t th - t' :: !UC ~s ne WfA'.l yo:l are o 3.'lswer e ques . :J.ons o 
I 
1'ry t his I SQillple question yourself o Do not 'fJf!"i te the answer o Jm:r(. 
j-;_~;;:.w ~-. l i.n~ tmde.r it and fill in the right parenthesis o 
e 
(} 
. 
': .. · ,-.JT ""· • " f'·l s11, f · · 
.... ; ..... ,~_... ~ . J.l. __ {. ~ ~ r; n 
f" :Cr US go ~Jalks ho ffiT.i.ms - ~o hopS. j., jUBp~ •• e. - () ( ). () :~! (, 
The aru:rwcr is S'W" ••• lT!S; so you show.c~ have o.r~m a li..Tle unae:r svn.ms 
·'illed ln ths l h parerrtnesiso 'i..'ry th:Ls one~ ~.~ 
~'~\:,TU~: How much is 3 and 7? a b c 
81 b i 6 "l 9 10 ,, (\ . 
D.:.~ 
., -~ 
() So I 0 L/. C,, L!..o 0 r.- o o oo oo o• '•••o•• • •~ • •• • •\,i \, ) \, ,; 
The answer., o.f course; is 10; so you should have dra;;m a li..11e und.$~<: 10 
·.o.::d filled inl t he c pro.•enthesiS'a 
. . .. 'f~1is tes-r c~~~ain~ 40 quest.imw o You ~11, be £i ven 15 r;~ut~s · ~n 
'"'.Len ·c.o ~cmplete the 1:.est" Your teacher WJ.li tell you when ·co oet;J.n F~. 
,{l:-.<J:n to put y9ur pencils downo Since this is a practice test, tb.e ques·;:,:•,-_n:!l 
Y"l.lJ. seem qui}c simple. In most cases you w:i..ll be a.ble to fiQ..U'e out -:,: '·: 
::u!swcrs verJ ~uickly o Yihen your ·teacher tells you to stop$ put a c:!.rcl~J 
~· )'llld the number of the question you have just finishedo 
I -~
I 
• 
OTIS QUICl\-SCORING l.:EUJ.'AL ABILITY TESTS 
l3y Arthur S • Otis, Ph oD. 
Formerly Developnent Srecialist with Advisory Board 
General Staff'~ United States Vi ar Department 
Beta Test: For Grades 4-9 
-----------------------
! 
--~ --------------·---~,~~--.--........_. 
R9ad this pageo Do wha.t. it tells you to do o • 2£ not ~ ~ ~oklet ~ 
"'!' turn J.t over, untilyou.-ire~tolO. to do sO.-
Ncme Test No. 
----------------~----------------- ----~Dare ------------
SJ~oiar"t.i.ng time ---------~-Finishing t:Ln." ---·---- - ---
Ecoro ------------~-----------IQ 
This is a tast to see how· well you can think. It is · er:f mue!h li!:e 
+,b'' tis test you took the other day o This test cont.ains ~.0 qnes-~ionso 
... ou ara not expected to be able to answer all of ·i:;hem~ but. ( o the best you 
~r.rh You 1·;ill b3 allovred 15 minutes after your teacher tells you to beg.i.no 
t ri:;. the ·time that you start in the space at the top of tha t.est, ~ ;hen the 
J.5 minutes are over put a circle around the number· of the question that you 
_.ave ~just finished. Your teacher will tell you when to de this,. 'l'hen go o:!l 
:;...d finish the teste On the line that says finishing time write i n the t.:Lme 
:.rom· school clock says v1hen you have completed afilit) questions , T:cy to get 
~.s mal'lj' right as possible a Do not go so fast that you make ru5 . .-Jta.lces o Do 
:1::J·t spend too much time on any one questione Answer the que;,;tions i.n the 
3r:.m.e l"Tay yrm answered the practice test questions . No quest. ions about the 
·ves ' will be answered by your teacher after the test begins Q Lay your 
: .-~neil doW.Uo 
~ ~ ~ ~ booklet until l.?.!! ~ ~ !£ begino 
PiiliLt'sfied by World Book Company.? Yonkers-on-Hudson, NG'I• York, a."ld 
-~hicago, illinois o . Copyright 1937 by World Book Company .. Copyrit;ht .-in 
i lr"lat Britain.. All rights resenredo 
De.plicawd split-forms repr~Jduced under publisher's authorization$ March 
~,95lo 
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I 
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e p ;) q B ~-;- ~ ~. 
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,~s=-~.:-1·~- 0 _;·~c·;o ... -. -~~~'.,( , 
l'"'f c·r.-ret? f'~"':;:::;-L-~0 ~~ a~r-: u; ~r·:q_·~~~·, ·I - 't.- L' 
:: v U.'30,?. """' . '+~l: . .i_J (-,-
v 
• 
01.'IS BETA FOHJ;l A2 
,.,};;en one of the fi,re :><lords below 
.Lileans the opposite of north'{ 
a, east b. st.a . co south 
-(i. polo E:v eqttato"r' ... c . .... . .,.~· ~ o'$ •o • o~tt•• 
-' The pee.lin;_:; is t o a b na...Da .. '1d +he husk 
:i.s t;:, an ear of corn tee sa.~:c as a slJell 
i~ t.o ~Il1at: 
-[" an ap1Jl b• an ce L juice ..!.. •.; ,, 
L j ~ hen a 7"' 8.<": a 
.i:' 
" 
.... ........... ·~~·Oc> 
. . '\ child who l""lows he is gt.ilty of doint; 
vronc ehould feel --
r' 
·' 
·) 
::. bad b .. sick c ~ bett.er do - fraid 
;-;; . asll'a.JeU ~ Q o ...... ........... . ........ .. .. . 
Th eo of the fm1r d sigt s Lelow are alilro ., 
' . l ilt1.1.C,1 one is not like the o"t,1e~ tr.ree? 
.co -~"'~ g ~ ~))~~ h ,, ~ io \'-\\\ ...!. :- '* t)""' t't 0 0 • ., ~~ 
.• ~ 
.t/i/t 
.'\. }"1 e is to a leG ~s ail ---,lbo · is to what? 
Cl~ an arm b 9 a s. Olllder Cu a bone 
d.-. a wri..,t e o han< ~t::••o •o • t::.,•••..,.eo\1'.t 
lih ch "\Yord mec.t.ns the opp site of joy? 
£ ., sicl-:ness g~ bad ho happiness 
-i sot·ro • .; cry 
._; '> . . ... ... • • -l> :- ..1 ., •• ':' ~ • 
Tf I fi..l'l;... a kind of pJ.wt that "'!;as r~;:nrer 
seen before, I have mc:.d~ --
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f' ,_. h i j 
() () I ' I \ () \.) \ I 
a b e. 
()()() ()() 
f ?. b i j 
I\ 
I. I L () () () 
a b c d e 
I \ () () () () \) 
.<' G h i (j) .L () () () () 
::> ••• ru i.:.'1ve.:1tion b an a.GopVon c. a creationa 1J c d e 
d ~. "" novelty e ~ a discovery ~ .• H • • • • • • • • () () () () () 
;.hich on , o.f the .f.i ve thincs belm..,. is most. 
like these t lJree : a sc:.w, a hal:--uner, and 
a .file? 
i . a bottle g ~ a pen h o a screw driver 
:.L. a fo:&."k j ~ a carpenter • ••••• 3 ••••• " ••• 
The sar.....r..g, II Don I t COU..'"lt your chic¥-..ens be-
.fcre the ,. are hatched, ti means --
a., Don q "'·. hurry f) b ~ Don~ t be \~oo sure of the 
future .. c ., Haste m···1:;:es · .aste., do Don't 
uar..1bl~ . e Don't Y.'ai.L>e r~hiclrcns., · • • • • • o , 
f g 
i) i \ \ \i 
h i j () 0 () 
a b c d e ()()()()() 
• 
-4·-
·J:.~ ~.: ,,'"\ ·-~~ -" p A.l, ..:.'~.,. ........ tl. ~ ' ... .. -; ~, ... . 
"- •• • r •• il-C~, vt: . . '-'·- l·i,e "-~••· ~dJ.I:.(;S oe_.OW lS 
r.:..;.; s·t like -~~Jl:; sc ttccf:r? : an ~p-ple~ a pear', 
;~.:.d a. bani.:U1a:;, 
Uf""- 0i~ycJ~~ 1-'·-·· i.J u ~- dog c f';. ~regetable 
' psach rJ ~ a ...J.o> '-· ·;:.~j~r .,. ... .. .... ~ ••• 0 e 0 , 0 6 0' .e 0 
·.·., J.O foJ_1o·Li11L v;cr.:~s vrere rearrm1eed 
-::.' lJ::J:;;; ;-, ~ood sEntence 1ti:th ·what let,ter 
nu: .. :.Ld the sec )ncl Y..-ord of the Dentence 
i_;8£;~L:1? lt ~·~e 1"';'"~ d.oes 
i:' l .D c: J.. lLJ _§ j_ H cl j .9 £ e • ~ • c) ..... . 
I ' 
ll. l:vj/ i l_;~l..Cl 0 
l:c pll..1_lc::1. ' .. 
:r-er.~ 1 J ..sf·c J.. :--:. 
,') 
•71th l2 nails in H. ~ 
..1. -ll8Dl cut,~ :ro,.Y 11ar1y r.~ails 
tl1~ Lom,c1.; 
. I 1·, l·. d. }() :tl E:,IJ -....' .... {...: e ll e ~ ~ ·~ () -ll): d-~ 
~)r.o :1~l!Ii.L'<-:;l" "1 r • .. -~ 
Ci~*J"Ll:J 
t', 
'J 
1.~ r. ~­
t~J. !C. "; 
f.) 
·:V!'on;; :5 • .-! -Li:1e followi nG 
houl.C. -~l1at mcnbe :;:· be? 
6 6 6 6 0 
-~"" h o L~ •••~t>c.•o• •& • t, J .. o ""'" ~ 0 9 i (;.>.. _) 
.i\ ;rar:~- pl.'\~ i j ty girl :i.s often said t o be 
-~. v;zJ.J:- b .. fat :::a t.al1 ds beautiful 
.... -, Lr.~i.n •••~••• 1••'-•:t• ••• o•a.).a 
J:t ·tl.tt': 1ol1ovt..ng l e t.tars -;rcre arranged 
i.1 l.)l"'uo:r:·, wi.1:2.ch ons would come f irs t? 
f \ Z I [; ... _:::. h " / !. i :~ t-I jCI ~ ••••• o • •e~ 
;;~, .U' ;-.r:.e fo l.lo·wing words were rearraneed 
to :r:r:c.i:c .:1. eenter.1cc:; '?J~icl1 ":.1·ord would 
-·:~ l.:.t.st '? see I bie n cat 
7c 
.,,_, cnt, b, I c . b~g d. a e. see •• •• 
:.hc.t- J~s tl1c lettsr that 
:.n t~1e ~.lD1la.~b~3t ;· 
I ~ 
j~· -~ .l I :::u 1\ h .J .f. i~ IJ 
comes af-ter I.:i 
j .., 1'~ 
• a • • • .: e • It 
7h~ opposita of ni{;ht is dey .. l;hich 
"Nord t..'lf3ans 7.he opponi-b-e oi dark~ 
t_i. u li;ztlt l) , darl{ c o n~-~ht d ~ clay 
t ~ :,;u:;_·l ( ~""' ....... .. ... 4 ..... .., .. .. ~.··1)·· ··"' · ·· · 
~:t 
() 
.f () 
a 
( \ 
'• J 
p 
... 
b 
( 
r• 
~ 
tl 
{'} 
'' 
b 
c 
r .) 
\ ' 
h ('! 
' ; 
c 
( '\ 
·~ / 
d 
. ) 
; 
(' 
',. 
·' , . 
( ., 
\. J 
h i 
, ract.i..ce l''or1J 
e 
() 
·i () 
{3 
' ' \j 
~! 
"" () () () ( ) () 
a b G ,, e •.< 
() () () () () 
f ,, b h i j ()()()() ( 
a b c d (~ 
c· o n r\ ~" ) . ' . ) . I 
f (7 h i ~'j b ,.) () () () () () 
a 
() 
b 
( \ 
,, J 
c d 
( 
\ I ' 
.1\.J 
e 
() 
•· 
" ·:· 
"1') 
J..-c 
ll~o 
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'l'bree of the four designs bela-~ are 
alike • \jllich one is not like the 
other three 'l 
Q ._..,.... . -ol r~ rl· g.,\ h .. ·' ' l. ,__ • ••••••••••• -·i - v 
l'ilLi.ch tells best just what a colt is? 
a~ an aniill.al wi tb hoofs lJ" an awkw ore! 
litt.le buast c" an anirJo.l tl.tat runs fast 
do a you.nc horse eo a little animal that 
eats llay ........... ..... o • • ••• • • ••••••••••• 
Hailroad tracks are to a locOlllotive as 
wP..at is t o an automobile? 
f o tires go steam· ho speed L the road 
j " casolJ..ro.e • 0 ••• 0 0 • •••• 0 •••••••• ••••••••• 
~~hich one of the words below would come 
first in the dictionary? 
ao trmap bo saint Co razor do quart 
e., l:;r'B .. SS ••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
An event which is sure to happen is said 
to be - · 
fo probabl~ go possible ho doubtful 
i a certain j G de~red ••. • • •••.• •• •• •••. 
15. l'.ldch of these series contains a wrong 
number? 
f . G h i ()()()() 
2 ?urm A 
a b c d e ()()()()() 
f g h i j ()()()()() 
a b c d e ()()()()() 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
a., 3- o-9-12-15 b., 2-5- 8-11-14 c . l-4-7-l0-J2a b c d e 
do 2-4-6-B- 10 e . 1-3-5-7-9 . () () () () () 
16~ r.hich one o:f t he .five tf't..ir...gs ooloYr is most 
l.L~e tl1ese t~J.ree: · a ship , a bicycle, and 
a +ruck': 
f " a sail g,, a wheel h G a train 
i~ the ocean jo a tire o• •·············~ 
l7" Count e&ch 7 below that has a 5 next a.fter ito 
7 5 J 0 9 7 3 5 8 7 7 4 2 1 7 5 7 3 2 4 7 0 9 
J 7 5 5 7 2 5 7 7 5 4 7 l 
Hew many such 7 1 s did you count? a b c d e 
8." 11 bo 2 Co 3 do 4 e. 12 () () {) {) {) 
. ) () 
1 4 
() () () 
q a 
() 
e 
u ~--
(i p 
' \ \) 
!· 
I) 
\ ' ~ 
(\ 
~-
n q 
f 
() () () () 
e D o q 
') 
L 
I·, 
\ ; 
., ? !::.!G,._lT ~t:JT~ ~;t:~_-r 
{., 
() 
-~ 
i \ 
I I 
·, ' 
'P 
I\ ) 
1 
( ' 
... 
n 
t{ 
c) 
q 
I ) 
,;f 
n 
' ' q 
I\ \ ; 
D q 
() 
J 
() 
1i 
(\ 
\ } 
J 
r \ 
\ 1 
til 
(, 
J 
t 
\ I 
"& 
'·, 
' ) 
() 
11 
..,-. .,-.. ! (-~ . ~-; ·----J .
li_ ... ~")t - -- 2 r- .3-
aqq. D::'f"[.t ~ou S1 auo, LT~Tltq 
stL11sap .InOJ En.('.{. J >1 B<:-.n{J:, 
I 
e•e,.••e••••••••••••••••• oTfti?~. 0 
~;,oFt "P .. rreqo Q o esncq q :>fpEiP 
' uo '+1S oq. ST
1 
( 0) ·-j 
• • - • • c. • • • • • ID • .. • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • ua~cs ~ ;-:-
, I • 
unD "1 '-1J~OO •tt 1-eo ~ TF•q_ "J 
;H'lT" OOU'"' on <">ym'r, ~7''0<:1 G'-'Lo·:--n •· ~....> .. ~r JJ .. h~~ 1 ·T" , . ., ._.. 
81 8':).08~q_O :Ju. ~.OL[OJ Gli':j. ,J-0 
1 
t{:J!=t 
" ·0·$·····,··~·····-··~···•••? • 71:U'J. " G i .. f 
TD?.r.!s ·u 
oq. TYf:C:G s-~ D1q .!..:r.eA s~ ~.nrn q.:J:::1C'ot. tn 
!, ..:;.ou Atl/~ • ~ 
"Lt .. poo2 on 
I 
~ + ! tre~ I ,. '! I • TNq 
., 2 • ':}tTiJ1 ... t L _ V ,, ,. 
u·J1·ou "7Ju~t:s -e S1 e~e~1T. 
I 
<to•., o•_.,.•,....,•• ••~ •._ .... .,..,. ..,. ..,.""'• · .. • :t-• 
&'L Qt?'+ "P t{S1P ~ 0 '+"-'am q UOOC.tS "-
l.~·r.ro..., pira ;:=J~~ ~ o.!~+ ns~tT": ;,;::·fT.,_ 
1-sou 81 !. OT~Q SBU\t.r· .\ 1J 2 F '1 .}0 i :~":!.1'.1 
0 
• • ., e ~;: • ., ,. "' 4 J: .... ""'/3 fl ., ·!: 0 (' Ll S ~ fj 
~.; m.ro STtf'l e.::trt ~.sn~ .I81-'.f.81 -;;nr:J.oue 
n " e 
ay'+ sau-rqs uas [.:t<::t':f':';-8"[ '.J.'U !.t.: tn.~,;l lrr.~ nq 
PTTIO.M p ... Of.\ ·p.rp.{'.:;. qq; t<' '90Uc.q.U0S 'ei rJ)[8I:i 
:C• 
o+ pa;Jt.l'~\.r_~~9.! e~T~'.ij. sp3-oM. 2Tl:1}}LOT1DJ. 8 f.1+ u T ~. 
.. 
tTEX:.. ti 
s1 :'r;')f'S 
U f'"'_,•~•<~" • •"" "' ••• · ~~ •~~ .:.~ a.t • • • 
I 
O .. t\O·L~ '. t...: 
~~~OO.J e·l.r,r~. t!O t.r..,ty!:t !:1 
tiel p-eGt{ mn no U~.nt.l. ST ; .:">t! '<.f 
• 
~ { ..... .~ ---
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~eace is to war as (?) is to con-
fusion, 
f e:;.,.--plosion g .. order h o armistice 
j,. U riot j Q police ::, ~ . e ~ e 0 • ::11 • a ~ G • ~ • 0 • lt 0 0 
j _). If Paul is older than Herbert and Paul 
:Ls ym..t\'lger than Robert~ then Rob-ar·:. is 
('? \ Herbert., 
<?. " oldE:r than 
as old as do 
bo younger than Co just 
(cannot say which) 
:2~ ~ .~ If 't·l1e folloY\d.z1g woi\ds ~•ere etrr"anged in r · 
ord&r, w5. th ·what J.et.ter W(.mld the middle 
word begin? 
,·,eGi: Yea.~ Hour Secn:n.d Da:.i Donth 
•. , r oo I 
J, ... -1 .. l'ltl1J8 
C.> ~i f~ s g ... H h, D i, :r.: ..... .. :. 6 .. ......... ~ (t 
- -
.. ;; . 
.: :-. quantity which [,TOWS 1.-'JI' r;er is said to ~- ~~ 
a, ,, 1.1r·osper bQ increase c .. fatten 
(..£., .~ :.t~ise e .. burst, • •'*co••• • ~,.•s ~:a••••••.,. 
:2 -- '.'d·r nt, is ·the rnost j.mr.JOrtarlt reason tl1a.t we 
·ase clccks? 
r) .-
·--
•_:; 
_._ ... 
f ~· f"Pc~ wal<:e us up i.n tJ.1e m.orni11.g o 
._,.. To help us ca:licb. ·trains.., 
h ., To regula:i:ie our daily lives ., 
.  
'l'hay are Ol"ne1.ment;J.lo 
,) ' So ~hat children -will g-et to s chool 
on time. 
.c· ldcb. o:f.' t hese e~'q)ressions is the most 
C.e.f'in~i te? 
0. (1 soon b,. earJ,y c., lat,er 
cl ~'" i;J.or:r...ing e. ten ,.q,oJ,1o ') . .. '<II ..... III> • .,Q~~ ~ ·., 
r-
.. vase i s to flowe!'S as (?) .!...0 to mill,(, 
f' a cow '"'" a pitc.her h .. hite -u b.-;, 
:l. t) dri..Tlk j , cre&u ~~ •a•• 3 Q04s • •o~e•~o~ 
If t he follmr'.J.AiG words "!.:'iiere Bxra..'1ged tn 
..,:rde:t":; whicl1 word r10uld. be in the 1n:i.ddle '? 
::,. ... good b, excellent c " wr·etched 
· ·~ · · ·· ·· ······~· ~ · ··Q 
-
f g h l. 
() () 0 0 
a b c d 
()()()() 
_r. h e .!. P' 
() () /~ () t; 
a b c d 
0 () () -, () 
·' • () 
e 
r 
-) 
f 
() 
g h 
()() 
i j 
()() 
a b c d 
"" 
... 
() F l \ 1 0 {) 0 
f 0' h i ... 0 J () 0 0 () () 
.~ b c d e 
() () f \ , ' ( ' i !._ } !..) \) 
~lOc 
lL 
12 .. 
~ ..., 
J • .) 0 
J..4o 
15~ 
l t:Jo 
l'l ~ 
. l8o 
-2-
I 
Three of the four ficures belovf are 
alikeo . ll.hich one is not like the. 
other tr..ree? _ 
f . 1\ /;;o 6 ho l~ io /\. ooooo 
A flower and a tree are alike because 
they both -
a., run lb .. sw.g c .. play do tallc eo grow 
T.hich s~ntence tells best just what a 
ball is't · 
f .. a cu.icle g. a square object 
he a rotind object that bounces io a 
large t1i.ng j .. a small colored object . 
1. hi.ch oij the five words below is most 
lilce .,lihese three: blue, red_, and green? 
ao day ib " dark Co yellow do light, 
e o niglTti •• •• ,. ••••••.•• <:" •••••••• ., •••• (J 
A motheJ
1 
sheep 1 s lam.b is her -
~o baby_ go .uncle _ h~ father 
~0 cous~ Jo atm~ ···~··•4o••••••oe• 
r.hich oJe of these 11ords would come 
last in / tP~ dic~iona1~? 
e>., apple; o.. al~ke c, acorn 
d0o z~brrl. eo m1d • ~ • ~ • • ••• • • ~ • '$ • •• •• 
One · nULlJer is w.cong in the follow:i.nc 
l:Lsto J! 2 3 5 5 6 7 V;hat should 
that nudber be? 
r ~ G cJ 4 ho 5 io 6 jo 2 ••••••••• 
I 
A persoi who is very small is often 
said to be - · 
ao big bo tiny c .. huge d .. large 
e o tall o• •• ••• •••• •o ••••••a • ••••••a 
A Iil8.Il wtio robs a. bank is called a -
~" ba11k~r ~, robber ho baker 
J..., coward Jo h~o :J •• • • o••••••OJo e o .. o 
f G () () h i (\ f) 
' I ' 
f:ractir...:t.' .t:0::: 
a b c d e ()()()() () 
f £. h i j () (.) () () t.) 
a. b c d a ()()()()() 
f a h i :i 000()() 
a. b c d e 
()()()()() 
f G h i j 
() () () () () 
a b c d e 
()()() ()() 
• J!O h . • 
.Lg £_ J. J 
()()()()() 
-4- I•'orli'. A2 
·-
!' king is -t~o 8 . lcil: gdc.m as a president . 
i:;; to vrhat'? 
.!.v queen g"' vi ce-president. h ... senate f g h i j 
.. 
- ~ republic j" democrat ;J .............. ~ () 0 0 () () 
J olm is the fifth chi l d from ectch end 
of < roy;.., l-101~ .ITk"U'(Y pupi ls are there in 
r_ ?o'i:·f? 
c.·; te11 b., eleven c" seven do nine ~ b c d e 
e five ! \ (] () (' () •·~ • •~~ :~• e•v•c• .. $ •• • •~-e~• •• .,.••"' \. i ' · I d 
.., ~ ... 
.• hicll t-ells bes t v.rha.t a..'1 automobile is? 
-;.' a thir,.e with tires go something to , 
'~~a-vuJ. :i..n h ., an el'lt~ine mounted on wheels 
:,_ ~ a horseless carr iage j c a vehicle .f' a ,,, i ..; ... 0 H 
,v.\ }; .. rope: led by CI'i engine •••••••••••••••a () () () ) ) 
£c <Tl""~e is to elect rici ty as (?) is to 
;-:as·~ 
£1.a (._l flame b ... a srJarlc C o hot a b c d e 
1 ~. ?iJX) e o a stove () I \ I) () () ... ... c.· .. ~ .. . ........... \.) 
~ ; i~.: .. el1 word. means uhe opposite of 
~.:llii!~ lit~r';· 
~j ' " gc pride ho dry i o .funny f ('! h i ·i 
'-' (\ . ~0U1~:LeSS1lGSS () () (, (I •J • ~ tt•-54&o!it••a••-s~e • • •~ o. • o ,, 
•1p, 
'. ''~rd tha-i:, lil63..'1S suitable, fit , or 
-
Ji.Y .. pD:r s 
-
'-"·'· 
grot;ssquc b~ odd c Q i nadequate a b c d c 
-' cupar .:'luous ~ appropri ate () () () () () · ..... oo .... ~:) 
.J'- ~.-:lich one o.f tl1e five t :b.i.ngs below 
is ruos·i;, illce these three~ caP..non ball, 
-; ::L.:;:.~e , and penny? 
"' -=~cllar bill g., bone h., string .!" ,, h i d . : .!.. -~ _, pencil j.; key () {) () _, • ••• e • • •• •••••••••e t. j 
·.''l.ree .;.• O..L vhe fou.'t" designs belO'tl are 
~~t..:.. .. {e o Uuch one is not, like the other 
,. ·' -~ ll'Oe ~~. a b c d bn 
I ell ·c. @J do f@l r) () () f) \ I 
P.R..t\CTICE 'l'~ST 
1 ... ' :.hich one of the five thin;;s below 
is biL;r:ent? 
. 
a .. a house bo a top Co a boy 
U~ a t~ble e o a bed ·····~·~•••oo OO oeg 
•. hich of 1tlle five wor ds below is most 
like these tl1ree: Jarmary, hlarch and 
!!.l;,f,'USt? I 
1' , .:.::ond~ g ,, raorning h o day · 
.. .. December j o night •••• ••• ., ••.•••••• o 
:.1u.ch one1 of the five &'1SVlers below 
t~lls best what a cat is? 
;,' . ., a bird.j b, an animal co a girl 
d.., a fish e ~ a Inan. t'lo •• •• •••••• Ql •• Ia> ••• ~ 
I . 
lf the follo~ing numbers were rearranged 
in order, 1 wid ch number would be in the 
.,i ddle? 
f' ~ 
.• " l.Our gu two .h~ five i~ one j ,, three 
If a girl 1 has two pencils and Gives one 
au~~, how wany will she have left? 
Qg 0 b. 2 Co J d ~ 1 eQ 4 •••••••••••• 
Sueet is the opposite of -
J..' ~ hard g ., soft h., funr..y io sour 
~1 tJ 11() t! ••• • •• ·• ....... . .... <I ., •• • 0 ••••• • ••• 
:~ circle is -
<::. .. r ound b., square 
d. long e, short 
Co pointed 
•••~•••••••a •••••••o 
L, .1hich is the most important reason that 
have stoves? 
f., to coo~ .food go to furnish the kitchen 
h.. to save money ·L to keep food cold 
j~ to sle~p on9 oo •o••• ••••••••• o •o••$•• 
•~ A man who 1makes bread is called a -
a, baker bo carpenter Co plumber 
do loclr..sDi.th eo chief $ ••••• 0 •• 0 ••• e" •• 
FOHL A2 
a b c d e 
() () () () () 
f h . . () ,, () t) (J) 
a b c d e ()()()()() 
f h i . () f'l () () (~ 
a b c d e ()()()()() 
(~ (~ (~ (~ ~ 
a b c d e () () () () () 
f h . . () {) () l) d 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
•• 
... ~ 
•• 
•· 
t: 
is 
l.S 
"'· say:i.ng_, 11 Don; t look a gift 
the mouth~ 11 This mem1s 
not safe to look .into t he mout,h 
Ct !~Ol~Se o f' "' You cannot. j udge the age 
by his teeth., gift; horse 
!l;:m it accept 
, 1 , Alt.houeh you 
c;ift3 ac~ept 
a horse as ::;_ glft,, 
question the value of a. 
it graciousJ:y ~ ~ • ~ 
~::~ .. tl12 f::>lloY,'L!r; Vlord.s ~tare arl .. an.,gerl to 
::;;xe 2. good sentence .~ with wn~t letter 
~<:;rnr-3n · - begin? usually m·e of mads 
·>:·.oles wood 
·~1T bu d Cc· .C~ e~ m 
.. f· ~ plJ.o .. trcgrrtp11 t,ha:t} j.,s 2 j..ncl1es wicle 
: -;~t:l . .3 ~n.c 1es lcnc; is e11la.'-~ged t.o l:~e 
_;_'-'' ·· el1es 1ttJ..ae ~ l1o~r iJany inehes long 
"' .. l i·~ b€? 
.., .. 
'..1. 
') 
C" 12 
' i.~ 
b .. 1.'5 20 .; -: .. o 
-r .. Tont; :LT} t.tus seri.es : 
8 10 1!.. 12 
'iJ11ll t should. t hat number be? 
a o 9 b , 6 Co .3 dQ 1) e, 16 "',. o I ) tt e o o 
clock 1>'.ras 8 m·t nu-ti::s 
e 
() 
-"' J.. 
() 
a 
{) 
f 
f i 
' ' 
b 
{ \ 
\} 
() 
0 
g h 
00 
(; d. 
() () 
() () 
~ d 
00 
"' Form J1.h 
j () 
e 
0 
.. ~r~n Jvhe tim~;; by a 
., ~" lO.f> ~.-he r..ands were inta~;;~chang;ed" 
f,h 8 mL."l, !)f'I.St 10 
8 rni:n"' o::: 10 
fhe '-· ock -M h 
· ~ l.O m.ino oost 8 
~{ !lln, of 2 L 
.:~.'..LI.;.\1 or.' the five worJs h~lm'l dnes not 
,:;·:1lr:-_ g r.;itl1 ·tfltj c·thr.:::t~s? 
b:"'ave b , cle'Ver c ,, honest. 
(J 'l gan ·~r-ous e 0 l o:tal 0 Qo 101 .. " ~ ~ tf • 4 ~ • a ....... 
i' noy i"" now tbrec times as old as his 
.-:lGi;:n•, In 4 years he will be o:r:.J.~r 
.::Jj_~s a.s cld., How many y ·~-cs old i.s 
a,·~ g.J.n~er? 
11 .• ) .,) 
f 
f ' \,) 
i () .j f' I J 
' ' 
a. b ~ d G 
(){)()()() 
f 
() 
c 
0 
h 
() 
i 
I \ ~) 
.; 
"' 0 
PRACTICE TEST FORll A2 
Read this ~§.o Do t'll:1..at it tells you to do. Do not onen this bool<"~e=E7 -=--- - -- -- - - ~ ~ 
Name Scor~ Date 
------------------------------ -------
This test i s a practice test. It contains questions of different 
kinds . Here is a s ample question already answered corract];y. Notice L··. 
·t;he oues t ion i s answered. 
~ i 
SJu.PLE : v;hich o.f t he five t hings below is blue? a b c 
a• grass bo s~ c . snow d. mone,y e. apple •••• () Qt () ( ) ; 
I -
The r ight answer.? of course1 is sky; ao the word sky is underlined 
And ~c.he word 
1 
slcy is _2; so t he letter £parenthesis has Taen filled in o 
Tf1is is the way you are "to answer the quest,ions. 
Try t his SBlilple question yourself. Do not write the answer. tTust 
draw a line under it and fill in t he right parenthesis. 
Slil.lPLE : A fish -
f . runs g. v.ralks h. swims i. hops j .. jumps f £. h j ; j •••• () lJ ( ) ( .. , 
The answer is swims; s o you should have drawn a line under svdms & 
filled in the ~ parenthesi s. Tr y this one: -~r-
SlJJPLE: Haw much i s 3 and 7? · ~ b c ( 
a9 8 b. 4 Co 6 d. 9 e. 10 .................... () () () ( I I 
..· 
The answer, of course , i s 10; so you should have drawn a line undG. 
10 and .filled in t he e parent'Iiesis. . 
Th;is t est contains 40 ques·tions. You will be given IS minutes in 
hi ch to complete t,he t esta Your teacher will tell you when to begin. a_;-
when to put your pencils down. Since this is a practice test the quest.:· .v1 
,-d ll seem quite simpleo When your teacher tells you to stop, put a. c ir, 
'"round the nl;lDlber of the question you have just finiahedo 
• 
OTIS QUICK-SCORii'JG LlillJTAL ABILITY TESTS 
By Arthur s . Otis, Ph.D. 
li'ol~werly Development Specialist, with Advisory Board 
General Staff, Uni-ted States War Dapartn1ent 
Beta Test: For Grades 4-9 
Beta - -Split 
F~~ ~ 2 
A A B B 
· Read ~ pe.ge. P2_ ~it t~l~ ~g~ ~ 2£• .!?.£~open~- booklet. 
·<:.' turn it. oveZ', nntil you aretold to aoso. 
i~ClllG 'l"est No. Da:'c.e 
~--~~---~-~----- ----- ---------------
:ime Finishing time 
~--------------- ---------------------~ 
~--;eeL' - ------~~~----IQ ------
This is a t est to see how well you can think. It is very much like 
·'·hG o·ds test you took the other day . 'l'his test con·Ga.ins 40 questions. 
··Lr "'.1 <:!re not expected to be able to a.nm~er all of them., but do the best you 
t;l_n .. You aU be allo-rred 15 minutas after your teacb..er tells you to begin. 
Pc:~ ·ttc time that you start in the space at ·t;:P.e top of the test. 1~ben the 
:;..;; r•ri.1it..IGes a_e over put a circle arou.lld the number of the question that you. 
lL ·e just fi!.'lished . Your teacher will "'rell you when to do t his . Then go on 
.:.u d firri.sh t r.e test. On the line that says finishing time write in the time 
-:;· ·-- school clock 5a¥S when you have complet.eil ill 4(5 questions. Try- "'ljo get 
~ r..· r.:ar.y righ-~ as possible. Do not go so f."as·!; that you make mistakes .. Do 
::.1 .... t Gpend t oo much -'c.ime on any one question. .Answer the questions in the 
'-'~!l.G ·'-'u.Y you a:."!sv~ered the p!'a.ctice test questio:ns . Uo ques·liions about the 
·;;.Gs-:.; uill be ensvmred by your teacher a...~er the test begins. Lay your 
pe~1ci.l daFTn .. 
Do not turn tlli.s booklet until you are told ·c.o beg;n. 
~---- • b _ __. _ _,_,_ __ ,;;;..._ 
-- Pli6ffihed by ~liorld Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson~ New York and 
· - c;1; cago, Illinois , Copyright 1937 by World Book Companyo Copyr5.ght in 
U:·Gc·i:. B?i. .. ain . All rights reserved. 
Bupli c t ed sp'H ·li-:?.oz-ms. z>Gprod.uced under publisher's authorization_, March 195: 
• 
J8o 
3;t ,, 
L.o,, 
~ 
->~ 
- ~ 'l l ""'1 . ., d 
.Ll. -c, 1e J. C.L owJ.ng wora.s were rea.rrange 
iio make .a sent,ence ~ -w·hich vmrd would be 
1 t •>' I b. v .. ~.as ·I see J..g a cat, 
f.:. cc:..t g ., I h., big ie a. j .. see ....... . 
'T'l'"" ol:moe.; ·!-o 0 ... ni ah+ is dny lhich ~ J.v .t- 4 L:::i..- vv .J.. -o.:-- u o.~ o 11 
vrm:-d meru1s ·&he opposit-e of dark? 
a .. l.iJght b., dark c .. nigllt 
' , I Ge aay eo SUD o•••c•~•~•=•••••••• $••••• 
I If I pave a large box w.i.th one small 
box ip it_, how many boxes are there in 
all? 
f., 1 I g., 2 h o 4 L, 3 j o 0 ••••••••• c 
~ • • -r.> ,.,1 tTac:r.J..ce. .i! orm .~r 
f g h i j () () () 0 ()· 
a. b c d e 
()()()()() 
f g h i j 
() () () () () 
• 
OTIS DETA FORI.: If 
V;h:ich one of the five th:i.nl;s belor1 does 
no·~ belone with the others? 
a .. peach b ., ba.11ana c. orange 
dn baseball e. plum ••••••••••••••••• 
V;hich one of the .five answers :below 
·reus best what a saw is? 
f, some·thing g. a tool ho furniture 
io wood j . a machine • •••••••••••••••• 
~jhich one of the five things below is 
the smallest? 
a .. a twig b. a limb c. a bud 
d . a tree e. a branch •••••••••••• • •• 
~ihich word means the opposite of succeed? 
f. w'J.Il g• decline h.. t_-ry i. accede 
j~ fail •••• • • • ••• •••••• •••••••••••••• 
5" Three of the four designs below are 
alike o \'ihich one is not. like tbe other 
·tiJree? 
a.. ~~ b .. t)~)')} · c. ~ ~~ -~ 
'-""...... .. -----
d. ))))) 
6 .. l.. finger is to a hand as. a toe is to 
a \7ha.t? 
e .. f oot f. toenail g. heel 
l1o shoe i o lmee ••••••••••••••••••••• 
7, If we believe someone has canmi t ted a 
crime,· but we are not sure, we have a -
a . ., f ear b. suspicion c. wonder 
de confidence e. misunderstanding ••••• 
Bo At h cents each, how many pencils can 
be bought. for J2.·cents? 
f o 36 ga 8 h., J28 L 4 j" 28 • • • • • • 
Which one of the five things below is 
most like these three : a pick, a shovel, 
211.d a rake? 
a.. a ladder b., a club c. a garden 
do a hoe e o a plow •••• ••.• •• •••••• ••• 
a b c d e ()()()()() 
. 
(~ (~ ~ (~ f) 
a b c d e ()()()()() 
r ft. h i j OuOOO 
a b c d ()()()() 
e f f? h i ()(){)()() 
a b c d e ()()()()() 
f ~ h i j (){)()()() 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
2?, 
)O o 
-~··~ . 
-. .., 
. h-
") ") 
-_, 
,;J) v 
-4-
i\.. (? ) i s to si"t on" 
a~ desk b o house Co chair 
d. block eo table •• ,•o•••• • e•••• 
\" •. hich one of t.he five things below 
is nest, li.!.;:e these t bree: an apple, 
l pea-r, and a banana 7 
f., a bicycle go a dog ho a vegetable 
:1. n a psa.ch j 0 a toy~ ....• ....•. .•..•• 
One mmJ.ber is w.t~ong in the followi....ng 
r;roupo ,l'iha;t should that number be? 
6 6 6 6 7 6 6 6 6 6 
Uo 1 bJ 3 C e 4 do 6 eo 9 •• ••••• • 
If the follo1J<rir1g letters were arranged 
i:a order:: which one would come first? {' z I 7 r ,. A • H • J 
.._ ca _ [; ;.i ...:::!:.. "l o _ ~CJ _ J o ,.:_ • • • • • • • e 
,. 'n ... -~ ·' .-::: i+he "i .=. ... -'- or' -~. hat •I- c:::. U -t..~ u. -...i,;~ i..JlJ...., w ... comes after li 
:i.n t.he alphabet? 
~ v b 1 A c C ~ ~ ~ - 6 & u~ o 
- - -
eo K •••.••••• 
I 
~;Int letter in the follcr.1ir;.g series 
app8~~s l only 2 times? 
A p D ,... c {'I D D D D "'-' v 
" i'-. A ([d c ~ - h" .12 LE ..13 l3 , •• •• • • •• • - .-
'.::'l!.r.e·3 of the fo1..1r desi~11s bel0i<v m·e 
:.1like., l',hich one is not like t he ot her 
·:~ho:-ee? 1 
& .. _Zll D" ZJ Co Zl do t": 
36 , 1\ bey mid. a board wl th J2 
He ~ulled 2 of them outo :rer~ l eft iri t,he board? 
eo 6 fo 8 g~ 4 ho 10 
nails in it .. 
Hm'll" many n.sils 
io 11 • •: • • • • o 
,~ ..;\ very pl:""'ett.y girl is oi't.en said to be-
~ ... ugJ.y bo "fat C o t.'11l d., beaut,iful 
1 ~,} t .hi.n 1 0 .. , •••••• •• " •• ••• $ ••••••••••• . 0 
Fl'aeticf3 J:;":o:r:vill 7 
a b c d e 
() ()()()() 
(~ (~ () d (~ 
a b c d e ()() () ()() 
f'!7h i "i () () () () () 
b c d. e (') (1 1 '\ ( ' f') 
\ j ' · ' . ) "" 
.f r • b i j (~ ~· () () () ( ) \ J \ ' 
a b c d 
()()(){) 
s f g h i 
() () () 0 () 
a b c d e 
() 0 0 0 ' \ I I 
'· 
• 
-2~ 
... · ...... _ d.S are 
!.. • {;c 8. l',-l1bit, 
;2 1::-ed 
I.r -:.::L.c : Ju ... d;J be~Lo·~i" ·-. .. rc.re re?...rl·a:.-~ged. 
i,~~:: ~ ..... ·.~c +.f..:.~) ~~c~_, sa11t,ence, vD:Gb. "t?Jbat 
.. . ~.rt :: .. l " r:oul 1 *GfJ.iJ _r..'!.s·G Yir.Jl~d oj: t}·le 
~c~.r~ . ..:.- ·;,cv 'baGj_i~ ·? 
l.~.~ .. r: of ctl'O 
:---! 
i .. l 
usually cans 
CtGS~t;TIS belovr a.:re 
r · not. li.l(e the 
~\ ! , , 
\ _[ 
)''< 
-\ l-
1 
d;_Lc~l o::: ~-bese fi~re -.vords vmuld come 
tile dj_ct:i..ono.r~~r? 
b . ·:Jbey c, house 
• ,!;~:. ·n tells 1:Y.;)st dmt a cup i s? 
;:: ., ..:.~~ c!D."' -~ handle o go s omet hing to 
h ... ,l<:~ cof:::'e h~ a thin, breakable object 
:~ ~ i.s used. c:n a ~abJ.e j ., a small 
c':;_, · i ki~ s ;essel 
"':T:'· .. r!::; _1,.I.:lt&r? 
'·· 3~6-9-~12-l.S 
..; 2--.5 0 ll-1;:!. 
''S -- -~-4-6--J-lJ. 
series contai ns a 
b .. l-'-!.M7-10-13 
cL 1-3- 5-'1-9 
L;-L-l..--;h o.cc r-.f -Gha f'ive th:Lngs belov; is 
~1 ·Gt like thet:e t.!u•ce : a doll, a top, 
~1rl ...,_ sco ~er? 
f u ~ bo}: i.J n bl~oom 
ldte 
h., a pillon 
c: :1~:T-~ll tc a preacher as a school 
.t :3 ·;:.:; ,;r-:!i.lt 'i 
IYlii.J:Lls c ~"I 
e .. a ehoil~ 
teacher 
.C• 
..1. 
'' I ) 
" i-·l 
\. ) 
8._ f: ) 
:) ( ) 
~·· f \ 
\) 
a () 
f () 
a 
() 
() 
-~ I • \I 
b 
0 
0 () 
h 
' i. j 
... 
• { '. 
\ ..: 
c () ~  \) 
-l 
( \ (\, 
• J ' I 
n 
' ' 
b 
I'· ) 
() 
d () 
-· 
() 
ct 
I ' 
.... ) 
-.l. 
.u 
~-
() 
) 
l ) 
e 
() 
-,.;- t··l,!·· ~ +. : CP ·:~r-1.J. j]l .. + ·• ..,. __ r .... • "" .. 
!~ :r.·e:::·son wl~o 1..::; ver·:; SIL.a.ll _;_s vft.e:u. 
r~~-~ '•,d to ·oe 
<'lo big be t:u.w Co huge d, large a b c d e 
n () () 0 r , :z r• t··ll - ! I o...~- • a: ... ~ ... Co ... ,.. ..... :i •• ~ ....... , .... ~. \ I 
. ' 
L •\ lw/G is worn on the head as a (?) · is 
>•0!'11 on tl~e i'ooto 
:r. i' c:~p g., dJ:'GSS h., ~oat :i.Q shoe f ::Y h i 0 l\ 6love ( \ {) () 0 .. ~ ..... •••o~ -=-• •""······'-······,••tt••"" , I \.I 
F:L'ld' n.t'"1other letter just lj2~e t.his one 
••,.~•• • •••-.•.:o.,.~e• •• • ... •t-• <t •• •••~r• • a b c d e 
:lv A )) ~ £ c , Jl d.., u e ., 1. .. .. .. .... . () () () () () 
I 
'l'l:ere is 2.r.:. sayir1.~; "o.r.n. l'J:-ri.s means-
f <· All right o g .. llo goode h . That's f 6 h j_ 6 badl) 1 io I Glli1 ·: t . .. \;hy not ';' () 0 () (' Jo .. ~ ••• -:::1 0 } 
\'ihJ.ch of +JJB foJ.louinu objects is so2::s-
t:nr...c; to shoot T:ith'l a b c d e 
Gu OOll b o cat Co coat do (;U!l e., sled () () (\ 0 .' ' I \) 
Three of the four desig:1s ure alil~e .. 
',:!:ri.ch one is r.ot lih.'B the ot,her three? .t.• ~ h i J. 
"' f .. ~-, Go .. ---~ ho _L.:L_ ~ r" () r' f l (\ _,_., \,) l, \ I 
'--v- '-o "-.../ -::r· 
li the follo"'Tir;[: words were rcarra.nc;cd 
t.o .make a good se.tr!:.ence -rri th e-:hat lett.er 
would the second Y!ord of tbe sen·i:.ence 
beg:il1? like ·::•e dogs a b c d e 
ao J! I b .. 1 Cr, ~ d., cl ev d o.•e: ~ ~~o••tt• () () () 0 () 
''-'r' If the .following words 'Frere rearranged 
t:J make a sen·t.ence:; t.he th.i.rd '&W.rd would 
tegin 'With what lc.3tter o sun ShinGS tr.1B 
.f 
<1 
h i ~ f" J2. g o S h ., c Lt jo l! 0 ... . . , ..... () () 0 (; 
--
/. 1'1hich of the five ·thir.gs below is most 
lil~e these ·ewo: lmife and i'o:rk? 
a .. spoon b ., mea t. Co dish d" ·(,able a b c d e ~ .:;., ditme:.." () () () (\ 0 et ~ •·~••••••••••·~'*•!lt•••o&v. •~ \ J 
2t~. iul object that is very bit; i s said to be 
r r.rlf'l1 r; .. sho::.~t. 11 D ·r .Cirt;e i., lit,tl e p g ll i (~ -n .J. Jt ·~:,112, f1 .. 0 ; .. ..., .. , .. . .,.~, •~:•••e•• ro 0 (' () f) '·. ' ) \ , ' 
\_I .: 
-3~ 
~D"'."lt each 5 b-slow t hat has a 7 next 
a.!'tor i t 
? .~ 3 s 7 2 3 7 5 0 7 7 2 s 7 4 7 
7 5 2 0 7 5 7 8 3 7 2 5 1 7 9 6 5 7 
1:ell !10w many 5 r s you count-ed o 
r ~ 13 Go 8 !lo 3 i o 4 .J ~ 5 • tt. IS •• ~ 
,Oj."Se is to bad as bett.er is to what? 
.. !. , very bad b o medium c " good 
( ' . ., ru"'Uch better eo worse •••••• • •• •• 
;._ coin nade by a.."l i~di vidual and meant 
to l .ol;: lik~"' one r:1acle by the eovern-
:Lnt is called a. 
... . ; duplicate Go counterfeit 
L ·J L'li t.s. ti'.Jll ic f 01."' b8!.7 j ., libel • • 
... Jeorce i s tall.o:;:- than F'r.?nk and 
i~e orrra j _s shorter than James, ther1 
.T<.'BeG ls (?) li'ranko a e taller than 
b.. chorter t.ha.'1 c ., just. as taLl as 
·~ (cannot say which) ~ · · · ····· ••e•o 
·.hat is the most. impor tant reason tha t 
bt~ig'1t lJ.ghts are placed in front of 
<~oate s? eo to he l p light up the 
~t.r c.et i'... so that, people cc:n see ~ere 
Y.l·J.iJy -.:re g ., to attract attention and 
-'·~"· ; nv" t · 1g h, so ·t,hat r:-eople can see 
· i.·,o ud7ertiseLEents bett er io e l ectri cit.;r 
:; ,3 f urnished to t heater s cheaply c •••• 
~~ the follo~ing words were arrange~ ·i ~ 
.J'!" Jc: , ·which word wuld be in t' .o midd~.e ., 
,. sentence b ., l etter c o paragraph 
:l :tOI'd e ~ , C.l1apter eo • •• •• • • • •• c •• .., • ., •• 
Son is o daughter as uncle is ·to - · 
t' .. aunt Go mother h .. r elat i on 
YiO'=la.Tl j • sister tt••$····· · ·····&··--
,~~ell :8ll::: best j1'.st iilhat a gu.ess is'::' 
'··, a msta.'..;:en -· clca. bo a s+..ater.:ent Yie 
-'·'tr·· .... ~. - Y.·,oq+. ,Lik.,.,ly .,o.,.,.. "'Ct c r-~ s ... ... . t.emA'"'+ t.l "- J. .L....... olU - v . V \,; J. V • o c:.., ua. ...,LJ. u 
..,' 1'.:1·~ .s alm st. cox·!~ · t d ,. sometlli.Yl[; U8 
'~ .... .i.l1C)t- fj J.1(~ ... il"t ...1 .... .,., lt Q ........ ' ••• "' • ~ • <I • 0 •• 
a b c d e ()()()()() 
a b c d 
() ()()() 
3 ·.• g h ::1. 
( ()()()() 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f (" h i i 
0 () () () (J 
& b 4..! d 
OO OC 
"' 
. 
f 
10., 
- 2-
A mr:m who :ma:kes bread is called a ~ 
f" bal~r eo car· pen ter h o plu.ml::-er 
• o loclcsm.ith j o chief o ......... a . t:.. 6' 
ll. , Lhich sentence t 8lls best just what 
a ball is? 
l ,._, 
) ..... :',.,. 
~ ! 
--L:.~ .. 
J._-:> 
a ., a c;i.rcle b., a squa.r·e object 
c.. ::1 round object. t.hat bounces 
d." a large thine e.. a small colored 
object ·~···~····6··~~··- ···~c•••••so 
ll mot.h.er sh.eep 1 s lmnb is l1el-
baby g" uncle ho f.or0her 
j. ::~ :: Olls5 .. ll j ~ au.n.t • • ~ • ·:- .... . . . .... .. 
:)ne number. i.s 
list ~ 1 2 
wrong i.."'1. the following 
3 5 5 6 7 V.hat, 
sJ~1culd. 
f.\.1 8 b 
I 
that number be? 
4 Ca 5 ds 0 e. 2 ·~···· · 
1\. w.a.."l v.rho robs a bank is called a -
f o bHn1~er Co robber ho baker 
L GCWia.l'O j 0 fl.el.'O 
! ····--·~ · ····"- •• 
\'1:1;:; opposite o~ sict is 
a~ d~~· 1 bo ill Co ~ull d~ bad 
e . pOOlj ••••.,.••••• ·••••••o-eeo•• ••• e 
.~...: ;~ f lG\oel. .. and :J. tree P.X'f.: alike because 
·iJt~e:t botl1 ..... ,_ 
..~.-; :"\ 
lD., 
~ 
f 0 2Un I Co sing ho pl8.y i o talk 
j 0 gl,..i"J\-~'1 ,. s • .- • • .. • '"' • c e • • • .,. • e .., • • ~ • a Gl • 
· · · ~· · ., r· · - 1 • • 1 ~.1.cn o ·c..J.e J.Ye woru.s oo_o-w .:t.s mos,_ 
J ike these iJh:r-ee : blue 1 red:; a."ld green? 
er. dr;o..y 1 bo da-"?k co yellow do light 
o n1ght •••• • •• •• •••••••••• • •• ••••• 
t:.!.i,_::h cme of these words would come 
lEst in 1 the dictionary? 
f ·) a~)ple 13" ;;-like h" aco:L'n 
.i" )~:.:.; J~"':l~-l j 0 un.cl a •• ~ * .. .... ql •• • 0 ••• (,0 • 
.f g h 
()()() 
8 b c 
() () () 
i 
l_;l~ac~t:Lce .F'e ·. ·.G: 
·i 
.,) 
('. (\ 
\} .. / 
d e 
()() 
f g b. i j 
() () () () () 
a b c 
() () 0 
f) g 
() () 
h 
() 
\' 
d 
0 
.~ 
_..,, 
() 
e 
('\ 
' , 
j 
() 
a b c d e 
f\ 0 () () () \. J 
f g h 
000 
8. b c 
000 
f 
() 
fJ' 
0 
I' \.j 
1.., 
-· ( -, 
. J 
:i. j 
()() 
d e 
(l (' 
·' ) 
i 
() 
rj () 
~ 
.. 
l 
~ 
• 
27. 
')0 
... ........ 
29 .~ 
-4-
if the words belor! were rearranged to 
make a. go,,d sentt.:mce, the t,hll·d word 
of the sentence would begia ·with what 
letter'.:' boys birch the a canoe 
m~de burl: 
e a f ~ t g9 b h~ c i ~ m •• • •••••o 
~-. hich 1-;ord means 
~ ... cl1eat b .. rob 
L i[Jlorance e .. 
the opposite of truth? 
c~ liar 
falsehood , • • • •• • c• •• 
L t~1e su.fferi:n . .:_: of and.her makes us 
~ufft3rf also, \7e feel 
!~ ~ 1~or e c • b:m,..moey 
i.. love j ,. J7epel1ed. 
h ~ .sympatr.LY 
~ * \It •• • <t . ......... 
A co vern or ~~ c• -!..~ "tiC a state as a general 
is ·'-o Tiha.t? 
;;J, ., a kine; 'h IJ~ •ve~ C o an ar:"lJ.J~ 
,, ~ capvai.n e~ a comm..~v:tder 
-· ""' 
•• .e .... # •• 
30v There is a sayin;;, "He tl'..at scatters 
t .hor ns: J.et him go b~.refoot,~ 11 vw hat 
does tl'l.is mean? f. I..et him who causes 
o-th~rs d.iscomfo::.~t.s bear them himself 
.c'.lso ., go Going barefoot tougbens the 
feet.. h.. People should pick up what 
t l1ey scatt·ar .. i.. Don't scatter things 
arolmd,. j .. Thorns l:lm··;;. f•3et. • • ••• •• • 
3J.. . V.hich one of the five words below is 
most like t hese three: srr~ll, black, 
and hard? 
,32 .. 
JJ 
a tl1ick 
e .. color 
b . coal c . very d~ soot 
....... 8 • • • •• ., .. ......... . ... . . 0 
Three of the four designs belOYf are 
alike.. &.hich one is not like the 
other three? 
f e i -v~1 I g~ I fii1 h,. f@ll ia ~j I 
I.f the follo-wing 'woJ."'dS were arranged in 
c ... d.er;; -which v:rord would be in the middle? 
n.e ~v.1te b .. pm .. k c o nat i on d .. city 
eo yard ,. ..... s e>• •• • • .,t• • • • ·,.••• •••••••o 
e jC,> g h .1. 
-() , 'I ~~ (' () () 
a b c d e 
() () i ) () () 
' 
f g h i ·i 
... 
0 () () n () 
'' 
a b .... 6 '-' ,-J 
() (' () n ; \ \) \ J i..) 
f h i i () <1 () 0 0 
a b c d e ()()()()() 
.r g h i 
() () () () 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
;"~""""' IJ·l 
.I.: 'I.,.} J..,.ll.L 
• 
, 
·~ · 
PRACTICE TEST 
\·•hicll of the flve words below is most 
like th.Sse three: Janllar'J, lilarch and 
I 
August? ! 
a. Mondb.y b.. morning c" dS¥ 
d• December e.. nig.lJt •••••••••••••• 
i 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
2., IZ tb_e .following numbers were rearranged 
in ordel,~, which number would be in the 
)o 
4o 
:;., 
·6, 
? . ., 
8., 
._. 
middle? l f g h i j 
f. four l g. two h .. five i9 one j. three () {) () () () 
I 
Sweet is the opposite of -
a. hai."d i b. soft Co funny do sour 
e . , hot 
1 
. ... . .. . ..................... . 
~.hich i~ the most importa..l'lt reason 
·that we ih..ave stoves? 
f. to cook food g. to ftunish the 
kitchen ! h .. to save money i. to keep 
f ood cold jo to sleep on •••••••••••• 
i~hlch orle of t.he five things belO\'l is 
biggest~ 
a. a. house b .. a ·t.op c. a boy 
d. a table eo a bed •••••••••••••••• 
I 
Three o~ ·the four figures below ru~e 
al:Lke. c ili~hich one is no·t like the 
other tl'lree? . 
f,_ 1\ I g., ./\ h~ 0 io /_\ 
Vihich ori.e of the five answers belcrlii 
tells ba~t. \lljhat a cat is? 
a., a birFi b, an animal c. a girl 
d f'·" • 
0 a -~sr- eo a man •••• ••••••••••••• 
I 
If a girl has two p:>-ncils and gives one 
away, hovi many will she have left? 
fo O g., ~ 2 h,.) iol jo4 ••••••••• 
I 
A circle' is -
a o round. b .. square c .. pointed . 
de long i e. sl1ort, 0 •• e •••••••••••••••• 
a b c d e () ()(() 0 () 
f g h i j 
·ooooo 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
t g h i 
0000 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
£ g h i j 
()()()()() 
a b c d e 
()()() () () 
"'I 
FOrC D..:.. 
.:- i ~ 
'' stat:?ment. which expresses just the 
opposit;e of ·t.hat whi.ch a.."1other statement 
eJ:pr esses is said to be a -
f ~ lie bo contradiction ho falsehood 
i - correction j .. explanation ..... . . o~~ 
If I have a · J.arge box with 5 small boxef.i 
i n i t and 2 ~-Jery smalJ. boxes il"l each of the 
small boxes_, how ma.t.""ty boxes are there :lP 
b~ 8 Co lQ d., 16 111; •• a. ....... . 
The:re is a sa;yj.LJ.g_, "Kill not, the goose t,hat 
l ays "the colden eggs" !l This means that ~­
f Geese that lay golden egGS are t oo 
t ough to eat~ g~ Don't. destroy t..he thi.ncs 
t hut. do ;you Good. h o Don~t kill birds .. 
L Not many geese can lay golden egE;s_, 
j o Golden eecs are \1'8~UELb1.e • ••• c,.. "'. 0 ., 
Cn.e rru.mbt'Jr is ·w-.ccng in ):,he follow:i ne 
ss1·:l.es., l 2 5 6 9 10 13 lL, 16 
10., What should 
b .. 1 c .. 3 
that. !lllJJiber be·? 
do l) eo 17 
·~:han "011e time by c;:, clock was 9 minutes 
~- <1st 8 ~ the hands were interchanged,. 
The clock then s.:dd abou.t -· 
f "' 8 :w...i...rJ. " past 9 g & 9 rrd.a o pas:t 8 
h .. l 9 ri1L.'1. ~ past 1 L 9 mina of 8 
j oil J_9 l"'"irlv of 2 • ._ • 0 . ~ o ~ $" o ~ ~ • ~ o II W t11 ~Ill 0 
:9 , A car O"J'mer uses a mi..xtm:•e in his 
z·adj.ator cont-e.inin.g :;. quar·i::. of alcohol 
·i.;o every 2 quarts of water... How m.;:ny 
cus:.(•ts of alcohol a-re needed for 12 
a b c d e ()(){)()() 
f g h () () 0 
~ b c {)()() 
f\ 
'.I 
1 (\ 
... , 
d e () () 
h i 
00 
quD.rt s of the m:txture ·z 
a. ~ b~ 24 Ce 11 da 4 1 e., 2 () b c !\ {) \I '- d e () () 
• 
In a foreign. la.tJ.guage t.ella dona meal::~ 
l ...l ..! ~- ~~ .~-.7"~~ i1!8aD.t: very co-~~ ;;ra..:.er; Ttana ne-r,s means 
>:0~ ~.._.. ... ~ ~~~::-~o·t r.••·.;:c,e:;:; aonu .. :.ela means ""!!!~'¥. good, 
~-J l~~::~ "TJ.·ord. 1n8t:J-rill {~OTd? f o t;~t!a ~: ·cron;3. 
j~ bala a••····· · ···a 
h ·l ;J 0 ,() \.) 
., 
For m lY-
.. 
. 
.. 
~ 
j~ 
~ 
PB..ACTIGE TEST F'ORL"\: Bl 
I 
. I H.ead t1u's page. 
...___,1 _ ~ ~ it tells you ~ ~· ~~~~~ ,~,J . 
I 
' 
X~me Score Date 
I :nu.s ·tesr& is a practice test. It contains questions of different. lC:. J..dt 
I:o::·e i n a sample question already ansvrered corr-ectly. _Notice how the 
]l!.es·i:.ion is ahswe:red. 
- I 
Ri\UP1E ~ VJh;ch of the five things below is blue? a b c d e 
a. gi~ass b.~~ c. snorv d . money e. apple ••• () ~ () ( ) (' 
Th3 righ~ 81lswer, of course, is 'scy; so ·the word sky is underlined . 
A:.d ·t-I:.e -v.rord bey- is £.; so the letter oparenthesis lo..as ooen filled i n. 
~:l:.:i.s :l.s the -w'a.Y you are to answer ·the-questions e 
-~ 'hi I 1 . . lf D !- •t tl- J . T!'Y ·c. s , samp e quest.~on yourse • o no·c. vn. . J. e .1.1e aJ.1S'.ru·er.. us·c. 
~':.:':-'Xi a l:L."1.e fder it and fill in the richt parer1thesis. 
~:::.t!.i:J~LJ~ : J.\. f~sh - f g h i ~ .. 
f. rr'lS g. walks h. Sf¥l...ms i. hops j. jumps () () () () ( 
Tho answer is swims; so you should ha:-ve drawn a line under swlm...s <EY 
;;_'_:.J.J.sd in t~ h parentnesis . Try this one: ~-.......... 
~~.:\i .. :PL."'!:~ How ~:ch is 3 and 7? a b c d i.. 
a .. , b. J.~ c. 6 d. 9 e. 10 • .. • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • () () () () ' 
:i'!-1$ an&-r~er_, of course, is 10; so you should have drawn a line l.md&r 
""'!) 8.nd i'ille~ in ·the ! . parentheSis. 
Th.i.s test contains l~O questions . You will be given IS minutes i .\'1. 
T;i-;;i .ch to coiii.~lete t,he t3s·t . Yom. .. teacher w"lll t-ell you when to begin au _ 
Y:!.:.::;n ·to pu·& ~om" pencils do1.m. Since "this is a practice test . the quest:!.· :s 
-:..:111 seem qui!te simple. In most cases you w.i.ll be able to figure out t.h. · 
QUsnsz·s ·very !quickly. v~nen your teacher te.lis .you t;o stop_, put a circle 
.:~·~·ound -t. he number of the question you have just finished. 
I -
~ I 
! 
I 
I 
OTIS QUICK-SCORING llENTAL JilliLITi TESTS 
By Arther So Otis, PhwDo 
Formerly DeveloPQent Specialist vdth Advisory Board 
General Staff, United Stated 1~ar Departraent 
Beta Test: For Grades 4-9 
Beta- Split 
.1:<\ilrru.s -i'/- Az BJ.. B2 
Read this page~ Do what it tells you to do.. Do not ~this booklet 
or tui:n-rt over' uiitil §ouare told to ao sO':' .-
Nar1e 
~--------------------------------
'.Lest No o Date 
~----
starting tiBe Finishing t:i.rne 
--------------------------- --~------------------
Score I 0 
----------------------- ~----------
This is a test to see how well you can think,. It is very much like 
the Otis test you took the other day. Th.is test contains 46 questio..r1s. 
You are not e...xpected t.o be able to answer all of them, but do the best you 
can .. You vdll be allowed 1.5 minutes after your teacher tells you to begin . 
Pu-t the time that you s~~art in the space a·C. the top of the test.. ¥then the 
15 nD~nutes are over put a circle around the number of the question that 
you have just finished" Your teacher will tell you when to do thiso Then 
go on and finish the test.. On the line that says finishing time write -in 
the time your school clock says when you have comp!e-r:ea=arr Ii(:J'questions., 
Tl~y to get as many right as possible. Do not go so fast that you make 
mist,al{es. Do not spend too much time on any one question. Answer the 
questions in the same way you answered the practice test questions.. No 
questions about the test will be answered by your teacher after the test 
begL."'ls, Lay your pencil d~o 
E.£~~~ booklet until you~~ !:.2_ begino 
iSUbushed by t'"orld I3ook CompaTJY, Yonkers-on-Hudson, lJew York and 
ChicaGo; Illinoiso Copy-.cight 1937 by 'ioorld I3ook CompaP.yo Copyright in 
G. eat B:rita.ino All rights reserved a 
Duplicated split-forms reproduced under publisher's autllorization, 
Lrarch l95lo 
~-
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:n , ~.hat. l letter in the following series 
~<f>pears only 2 times? 
A Bl B C C G D D D D 
n. A b . C CoD doE e. B •••• • • •• • • 
- · ---- . 
... , \,hs:t is the letter that comes after 
li in the .~pt.abet.? 
... (•") 
.J ,. ~ 
J~~~ .. 
f. X g~ A ho C i . N j. K ••••••••• 
- - - - -
I 
J.f t.he follo-winG letters were arranged 
in oi·der, which one would CQ.!.!€ first? 
~. zl b ,. A d u r.J-
, .·.t,. , . • h.. c o • .1 1 eo ., .••• , ••• "' 
- - 1 ........ ~- i - . - 'l : l1 . 
une :pu.mUt;;r s wrong :m v 1e .1. o orn...'lg 
gr oup.. 1'ihat should that number be? 
6 61 6 6 7 6 6 6 6 6 
f' <::' • • • 0 
- o 7 ~ ~ 3 ho 4 1o 6 J • / •••• ••••• • 
Practice l',orm B2 
a b c d e () () () () () 
f~l1·i~ ()( ()() 
a b c d e () () ()()() 
f g h i j 
( ' (! n n ,' ) l I \ 1 \ J 
• 
') 
0 
., 
I , 
() 
u .. 
OTIS BETA FORU B2 
V.l1ich one of the five words below Lleans 
tl~ opposite of south? 
a~ west bo arctic C o north 
do t ropics e a pole .... . .. . , .... . ... . o 
A boy is 
sheep as 
r .. Girl 
j , pole 
to a man and a lamb is to a 
a kitten is to a -
Gr. cat h , dog i., wolf 
............. . ...... ... ...... 0 c 
I f vre feel sorry for the suffering of 
&!other; v7e have a feeliL"lg of -
a., hate b .. pity c .. conteDpt 
<lo d..isda.i..11 eo eagerness • .• ••••••••••• 
1·:bich one of the five things below is 
most like these three: a cm .. rot, a11 
onion, and a cabbage? 
fo a bush g ~ an apple ho a potato 
i o a salad j . a cherry ••• • o• • •••••• Q 
\';hich expression tells best. just what 
a floor is? 
a,. part of a house b ., 2ll inverted wall 
c o the part of a room to v~alk on 
do it is made of wood eo a place to put 
a cl1~ o • • • •••••• 4 •• ~ •••••••••• • •••••• 
I!at is to head as th:L'Tible is to what? 
f.. f inger e.. needle h.. thread 
i o l1C?J1d j o sevtirlg •.•.••.••.• • •••.••. 
Tr.ree of the four designs below are 
alike a l.hich one is not like the other 
three '.? 
a., GD b . \117 CoD~ do~~ 
l:ey have the means for air transportation 
increased? e.. Tr~ins were unsafe. 
f o Roads were cr owded o go There was a. 
demand for mor e rapi d transportationo 
h" Airplanes furnish work for mechanics 
i., Trains were gett ing too crowded . . .. . 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f b h i . j 
() () () () () 
a b c d e 
() () () () () 
a b c d e ()()()() () 
f g h i ;l 
() () () () ( ) 
a b c d 
()()()() 
e f _e h i 
oouoo 
,..--
~ 
r-.C; 
'""t-
:·-,() 
•a•; 
}(; 
1]_ 
:.~-2- .1 
); 
.-· -·:::. 
?I 
• .tlJ. ;, 
·q:; )~o 
.36c 
-L~-
·J.lt :i .. cll () t " ti2.e fo:l:l.o~r~n~ ol.>..lec ts is 
I ,, . . , ~ ' +h"' -sc!ile·c..r.l :.L..lJ.g liO sr1•:.. ov 1i\~ vL : 
{:j '"' b8ll f. cat, g " coEr~ 
h.. [;un l .. slf;d ..... . .,. ...... .. ...... . ., ... .. . 11' .... . 
I 
'1'her1 e J.. ;:> ., ~ -"Vi"'g• !!(') K I! 'T'hi !':( r,',"!;->:.-.c-::.. •• 
_.. _ _ l...J ~- 0C;<;/~J. :f "• • ··<§ --~-- 4 -!:.~l. ,_,. 
a .. AJ.l ~~:i elrG ~ l) . ~~o c;ooci o c ~o 'Ihatt: s 
},~ci t u' ...- ,.. ., .. , ,.,. e 1 ~~"' '"'o+ ') 
l.Jt:O. :....t.. ' 1:.1 J... """c_ ...... ..., ~ •~ ... J.;J l .t t...• • .J- ... (l.,..,.IJ-
~:Ln.ci anothe1.~ lett.ex' .. itttrt lil~e t~~L.S 
one t S 
+ .. I ,.~,ch · ~ T .. ~ tp 
.:... ,.. • L·> ~ - - o - D -'- if U ,j c- ..:., a •,. .- • ., .. • 
I£ I have-~ lar,:a box~rith : ne small 
boJ..: \i11 it, how r1a.ny boxes are t here 
in d.l1? 
•• .. 
1 
' ' " c 
1
• d ?. e 0 c ~ J ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ J • ••• •••• • 
·-' I · · .1:' • 1-, · • , ' 'hi h l'i1e oppos2.·c.e OJ: 1'1-l.g L!'."', l B Q.(j .. y . v, · c 
no:t.,d. mea.."'l.s ·(,he opposit.o cf di:.rk? 
·" .,I.; ~t ·'- n ~·.,·lr L ..,., h" 
.!. <> JJ"-~;;~l 1.1 g"' _<;!..... ,_ ,] 0 ... _ __ g. (, 
i~ cla~y J. t;. SU!l ;: ... . . ..... ,. ..... ~ .. •• ·••• •~ I . 
I 
Tf ·Jihe following words were re.tlrranged 
to 'Til" k -=· !':\ !'lAn··-,~::.,..,...,. ''bi r·n· ,.:orr! ···o··l--1 J - - .C~-~ c .-... - · .. .... Uv4o~.V·v , \! ~ .,_, -., ~ '~ ·""'~ -v./ U-Lu 
00 l ast·,? see I bj~g a c~~t 
I J • - • • d a o Ca~ Do ~ c. DJ.g ~ a 8 9 see • •• 
I 
• I t · · 1 · "t · d · ,___ J.). ver;y· pre .-r_y g:tr _ ~s 01. en s<.n r.o v:'l 
"" u~"y (1 .r:oa"· h ·~ a, 1 
.. !.. '" c .J.. bet .!.. l• .., t.r • -
. bE: t . ..., J • '-1 • 
:1. .. [ au ll u . J o -c..1ll1 . . ... . . ....... . . 
A bot h ... 'id 
Be pUlled 
a hoard vr.i.th 12 nails in it ~ 
viere \left 
8 o 6 b .. 8 
2 of then out,. How many nails 
in the board? 
c .. h d~ 10 e , J_l ··~¥.,.., 
'rln"ee of the fom:-
-?-151:~ " \;h:Lch one 
>-,hl'"'f,J. ') u .. -... v • 
;.• ['/1 ~ 21 
.;. o 4:-! <-'" --
1 
designs belov~ are 
is not. lL!.ce the ot.her 
ho ZJ i . lS 
e 
() 
~~ (\ 
\_ I 
() 
"" J. 
n 
.-. . 
b 
{ \ 
I. J 
}:~ 
' . 
' ! 
'·· 
; · 
,_. 
' ' ~ .. ) 
c 
( \ 
\. j 
h 
I ' u 
11 
() 
c~ 
() 
.d .. 
( \ 
\J 
Pr\'3.ctice l?orill J * 
i 
() 
8 
n 
' I 
~· \ ) 
a b c d e ()()()()() 
f f! 
0 (J 
a b 
r) n 
'\ \ ~ 
f (-) () 
f:~ D () () 
f () fJ 
h 
I \ 
. ' ~ -
c 
i 
, I {.I 
d 
A 
' i 
G (I f ) ('! i \ I 
h () 
c () 
h 
n 
'• I 
l () 
d () 
i () 
J ( \ 
\ .! 
e 
n 
\ ' 
10 ~ 
ll. 
- 2-
I f a person sleeping quietlY is 
awakened b'tJ a sudden cry 1 he is likely 
t o be-
a.. sick b., dreaming co startled 
d., paralyzed e. asleep •••• • ••••••• • 
l:Jhich of the f i ve tll_ings below i s most 
like t:b.ese three: a goat, a. frog, and 
a. dove? 
f .. a f lower go a nest ho a yard 
i .. a snake js a tree • ••••••••••• 111 •• 
One number i s wrong in the following 
series~ 1 6 2 6 3 6 4 6 5 6 
7 6 Y111at should that n1llll.ber be? 
eo 8 bo 6 C e 7 d., 9 eo 5 ••••• ••• 
~·;hich of the five words below means 
he opposite of difficult? 
f haL~d g. quick h.. soft io easy 
jo common ··········· ·· ·~···~········ 
13.. Food is to the body as wl'l..at, is to an 
engine? 
jt 
... ::.:>., 
a. wheels b., motion Co smoke 
. "1 f'" a. J:ue_ e .. .. J.re c •o•••••• ••••• --• ••• & 
~-thich tells best just 1-1hat a cat is? 
:f it drinks miLl{ g o something that 
walks quietly ho it has soft fur 
i, a small domestic animal j .. a tW.ng 
that. climbs trees •• c •••• ••••••••• •• •• _ 
If the words below were rearra.n.ged to 
make a eood sentence, t.he last word of 
t he sentence would begin with wr,at let,ter'i 
ao u b~ s c . 1 do m e .. a ••••• •• ••• 
ealher shoes usually made are o-P-
If John is older than Peter and Peter is 
older than Harry, then John is (?) Harry, 
f "' older trJRn g" yo'll.l'lger t.han 
ho just as old as i o (cannot s~ wl'lich) 
a b c d e ()()()() () 
f .a h i A () (} () () 
a b c d e 
()()()() () 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
a b c d e 
()()(){)() 
a b c d e (){)()£) () 
f g h i 
00 00 
... -
~ 
?" ~.u , 
21 
;:. r) 
a.-c.- 0 
2)o 
2i~~ 
25 .. 
Ov 
27-, 
"\ 
-:;J-
;·.hich sentence tells best just what 
a ball i s? 
f .. a circle Go a squar.e object 
:1., a! round object that bour1ces 
i.. al l£>rge thing 
j ~ ~ Sllall colored object~ OOOOOQG~GOOGO& 
I 
! 
;,bJ.cb. on~ o:r -'c.he five things below is 
I 
L.lostJ like these three: an e.pple.;; a pear, 
and I,, bana.TJ.a '? a~ arbicycle b~ a dog Co a vegetable · 
d ~ ~ peach e~ a toy •• • • ~··~~~ ~ ·· · ····*•• 
A (?II) is to sit ona 
£' ., aJ desk g .. a house h., chair 
i o b(~ Ock j o "Gable ,-r. .... ,. • Ill" •• ., ...... ... . .. . 
.An o1 ject that is very big is said t.o be 
ao Sfi!all b., short C o large d .. little 
' .. .. ,.:,.., e .. t'['..;_,. .. ... . .. o o . .... .. . . ... ~ •• & ••• • ••• • 
I',Jri.ch of the five things belON is most, likol these two: lmii'e and fork? 
f.. spoon go neat h .. dish i G table 
• .4 \.l •. J o ~mer :;t .... ~ o •• • ~ o •• ~ •• "' ........ .. :;J ••• 
I 
If t.he follov~:Lnc words were rearranced 
I 
to make a sentence ~ the third word 
woultl begin with wlw:t. letter? · sun 
,_, . L "'h~ s.unes 'uJ..l:' 
I 
S.o Ol b~ S C o C do t e..., U •• •••••••••• 
--- - - -
I£ the £ollovr.ing words were rearra.~ged 
t o mkke a good sentence Vlith what letter 
would Jc.he second word of t.~e sentence 
~gip? like we . dogs . 
~ o W I g~ 1 h o e ~o d Jo S ••••• • ••o• • • l - - - -
Thre~ o:t the four designs are alU::e., 
V1hich one i s not like the other t.nree? 
I 
ao rc;) boQ 
I 
Co Q do ~;\ 
·" .L ~:: 
'--() () 
a b 
1 t . ,., -,2 rae ·:Lee _.,. orm b 
J1 i j 
n () t' \; ~) 
c d c 
{)()()()() 
f g 11 i j 
()()()()() 
a b c d e 
() () () () () 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
a b c d e 
() · () () () () 
f g .h i j 
()()()()() 
a b c d 
()()()() 
~ 
~7 
· ··t. 
-, () 
....L ~J 0 
-3-
Bread is to man as hay is to what? 
ao wheat bQ a horse c~ grass 
d o a barn e o flottr ••••••••• • ••••• 
'l'hn SO.."l of my father' s sister is my -
i'" brot,her g. nephew h. cousin 
ic ur1cle j~ grandson s••$•••••••••• 
:9 . Lf the following ;·iords were arraneed 
in order, ·(;he middl e 1vord would begin 
iNit.h vd1at letter? £/even One !llrhe Zero 
a~ ~ b .. ll_ c . E. d .. T e • .!. ..•.... 
Ten 
'l'l ~- · '-' ~ \._lich one of t.he five things b:llow is 
rJ.ost like these three: a president, 
2.n admi.l'al., at"ld a cener al'i 
f, a ship 0 o an army h. a king 
i.:. a republic jo a sol dier •••••••• 
2~~4 \: :b..ich stateuent tells best just what 
.B. f ork is? 
, ... ,.., 
... _..;. .J 
•) •: 
... _ J fJ 
r.,. a thing to use when eat.L"lg 
b .. l.t t;oes with a kn.ife 
cG an instrument 'With prongs for lifting 
d ., i t. ~oes on the "table G" it i s IlJ2,de o.f 
~ .'Ll vzr •• ~ .................. . .......... . 
T'" "' -~"" L.t.' ..:.. ._, i::: a sa.y::..:J.g, ~ f\ -- ~ stitch in tima 
Sf:.i .. "t!€3 n:L:.e~ ll It means that 
--
-" A l~ttle sewL"lg riJEY save n:L"le dollars .. ..!.o 
g~ It, pays to attend t.o tro\).bles before 
the~r get .-:ox·seo . ho You should work hard 
snd s ·ve a s much as you can .. ·l ..... .. You can 
.3BVe t.ime by sewj n,.go Ja Se-vdng ··akes time 
f ; ' ock is 'to information as (" ' is t.o .. • J 
m~n0y~ 
au papGr b., dolJ.2.rs Co a. bank 
d .. >:mrk e., gold .. ~ ............. .... ....... 
r:r.ich o:f these vmrds would come i'1rst in 
the diction...a...:....Y? 
L b:t"'ava g ~ l:rurst h. broke L build 
~J . b-'ead:Gl1 •• ~ • •• ··e e ~ "' • • •• • • • •• =- • • " • • Q " 
a b c d e 
() () () () () 
f 
<1 
h 1 () () () ( \ 
' I 
5even h~e 
a b c d e () () () ( \ 
. ) 0 
a b c d e ()()()()() 
f g 
'· 
h :: .. j 
() t \ () 0 ( ' \J d 
.,. b c d e 
() () () () () 
i' g h i j 
() () () () () 
') 
.form B~· 
~ 
"' 
-2-
ll , ll hat is worn on the head as a (?) is 
worn on the foot .. 
a. cap b .. dress C o coat 
d~ shoe eo glove •••• • •• • • •• ••• ••••• 
12 ~ A person who is ver-;1 small is often 
sej .. d t o be -
f. big g o tiny hG huge io l arge 
j~ tall o••• • ••••••• •• • •••••••••••••• 
I . 
!._1. ~-. h; ch one of these words would come 
last: i n the dictionary? 
a ... apple b" alike Co acorn d .. zebra 
e. aild • • •••••••• •••• ••••.••• • •• •••••• 
I 
14 ~ i"IJ:-.d.ch of the five words below is DOst 
l jjce l ·these tbree: blue, redJ and green? 
f ,. dwr- g . dark ho yellow i .. light 
~ ~ "I ~j 0 ru..gllt ••• ••• •••• •• .• ••••••.•. IIIJ ••• 
I 
l). A flovrer and a t ree are alike because 
theyi both-
a o run b., sing Co play d . talk. 
e 9 ~(J'Il • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l6o The opposite of sick is -
f . day g .. ill h .. -rrell i.. bad j o poor 
17. A man who robs a bank is called a -
ao banker bo r obber c. baker 
do coward eo hero • • ••••• • •••••• •• • • • . 
10" One number i s wrong in the followlhng 
lis t,. 1 2 J 5 5 6 1 V:hat should 
t .hat number be? 
f o 8 1 g o 4 h ., 5 io 6 j • 2 • • • • • • & • • • 
l9o A mother sheep's lamb is her --
an bab-.f bo uncle Co father 
do cousin e o aunt ····· ······•e••····· · I 
.rractice Form I3 
a b c <:l. e 
()()() ()() 
f g h J.. J 
()()() ()() 
a b c d e 
()()()() () 
f g h i j 
()()()() () 
a b c d e () .0 0 () () 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
a b c d e ()()()() () 
f g h i j ()()() ()() 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
.-
."7 
~ . 
. 
.. _.., e 
-4-
If Frank is Y01l!.'1ger ·than. George and 
Gem:•ge is just as old as James~ then 
-Jm;1es i s (?) Frank. 
a .. younger than b,. older than 
c .. just as old as eta (cannot s::.1:y which) 
A man v:ho strives e.n.d hop--s to 
achieve success is. said t.o be -
e. embitious fa lazy g., contentad 
ho ~aithi~ io loyal ~·······~ ~ ····~· 
Larae is to object as louci. is ·i:,o what? · 
a .. soft Do small c .. heavy 
clc. sound e o vreigh .;; 
• 111 a> * c • • • a a • • • • • • 0 
If a man lK~s 1m.lked tires·::. .:Crom h:.s home 
!3 locks and then we.l l.;:e -1 eas t 5 blocks, 
hew many blocl~ is he f:: -.· <i hoillB? 
~r v 13 g. 0 ho 3 iQ L~ j. 5 c ... • , •• a 
A s-t.ing is to a bee as ·' revoJ:\-. .:!r is L. 
Lo a. 
--
~~ .... hive b. fly C·,. r.rea.po. 
d.,, hor!Ll e .. man . .... ........ 4' ... " • ••• •• 
. .ic 'I'ln~ee of the four des:Lgn.s beluw a.L'e 
a.ljj<e o Which one is not l:l.ko t,:r~ 
J 0 
h-
~:.'he"' J is say-'-ng~ r; .il,:ake. .b< y ·whilCJ ·thE:! 
sun shines a 11 'l'hi.s ·•ea:tls ---
u2 !lay r.1ade in cloudy -;reai:.he::.' is poor., 
~;, Iiaste L:laJ;:es waste o .:; o l.::aJ!:c ~t,h~ lJ:::st 
o:f: -our opport-uni·tiea '> d., Eay grows 
css·i:; in Sl.lllllD.er . e" It i.; mo:. a heaH,h-
ful ·to work ; 11 the stm ·i:-lmn in th€ shade., 
·!1hich tells best just, :7!:.c.+ ;:J. !teck J. ·? 
·?. It. is something to \,.:.ar· a t.:!ollm' on .. 
g., :u, is 
·l ·n borl'r V.4 ... _. Vt'f3 ; 
l1at v1hic~ j-:Jil!S ·the l1Sftd. ...~o 
l1<t r-c i~ st..=r.~:::t . .-·rL~z t~o £·c~1j,Gn 
·- :1evl-Uacs 01''!..., i." .J~-~ i;J ·C..l!e nc!l·t;~,a~.:! ·Gi ilg 
·:~~t. f)f t.l1e b~y ..•. :o ... ~ •• · • ,o;t ..... 
a b ·c d 
() () () () 
a b c d e ()() () ()() 
z g h i j 
f) 0 () () 0 
a b c d 
() {\ \I () () 
f g h i 
() {J () () 
e 
0 
a. b c d e 
() () () ' ) 0 
r "' 11. i 
o c) o o 
l"orm rl 
r 
r 
PRACTI CE TEST 
J., A man who makes bread is called a -
a .. ba.l:er bo carpenter co plumber 
do locksmith e o chief •••• •••••••••• • oo 
;.~.. A circle is -
: o round g" square h .. pointed 
i. ., lane j , shor··t, ••••• •••• •••• I) •••••••• 
.1v If a girl has two pencils m1d gives one 
a\vay, how many will she have left? 
a. 0 ba 2 c~ 3 do 1 eo 4 ••••o•••••• 
:.:.o hhich bne of the five answers below tells 
b9st what a cat is7 
f ~ a b:j.rd go an Cl.nimal h., a girl . 
i. a fish j . a man ·· ·· ········~ · ····· 
5" Three br the four figures below are alike .. 
uhich one is not like the other three·: 
a.. L~ b~ 6 Co o do /\ 
:J, ):,hich one of the five 'Ghin8S below is 
bigGest? . 
c .. a house f6 a top g .. a boy 
ho a trble i o a bed ••• •• •••••••••••• 
"i, \.lri.ch i s the most important ree.s on that 
?le llave stoves? 
2.. to hook food b., to furnish the kitchen 
Co to save money d .. "to keep food cold 
e. to sleep on ·&· · ············~···•••o 
a b c d e ()()() {)() 
f h . . 
0 (~ () {) {) 
a b c d e {)()() ()() 
f . h . . () (~ () <> d 
a b c d 
()() () () 
{) (~ (~ (~ (~ 
a b c d e ()()()()() 
tL .Sweet i s the opposite of - f f;i h i j 
~o hard go soft be ft~ ie sour jo hot () () () () () 
9 If the foll~_ng numbers were rearranged 
in order$ whi ch number would be in the 
middle? 
~ fOUf bo two Co five do one eo thxee 
~}~ ~',hich of the five words belm'f is most 
like ·i;hese three: January, march and 
;:.ur;ust? 
.. ~ · 'I'>M•nr • h ' J.: " .:.. o~~ e 0 morillllg 0 a.ay 
· n 
1 be · · bt .... •:> ..uecem r J u ru..g ... • , ••••• o •••• ct • G ••• til 
a b c d e {) () {) () {) 
f g h i j 
()()() ()() 
Form D2 
• "' ·· 
J ', , 
~? 
.. " 
•' 
-
• 0 
-5-
- ~.hich one of the words below would 
come last in the diction~-? 
a~ zlory b 0 label - c 0 green 
d . linen e . knife ···· · ·· · ·~ · ···· 
Three of the four desi[]l.S below are 
alike o l',hich one is not like the 
other three·: 
i'. /v\ g. ,-._ h .. /" '- i .. c;--7 
.,__, Ll--.1_. ( _/ r:.--· .. J 
l1hat letter follows the letter t.ha.t 
cooes next after K in tl'..e alp:b.abat't 
a. I b., J c~ M do K eo L •••••••• 
- - -
One number is wrong L"l the follovdng 
series o 1 2 h 8 16 24 64 Vihat 
should that number be? 
f 12 g ~ 6 ho 3 io 48 jo J2 ~•••• 
If a. pho·tograph t:b.at is 3 inches long 
3nd 2 inches 1rT.i.de is er .... lar~ed to be 
15 inches long, how m.any :l.nche.~ wide 
will it be? ao 14 bo 13 c~ 10 
d. 7k ee 5 ·· ··~····~~~·~········ ·· · 
~;hat letter in the follovii..."lr; se·.-.ies 
appears a "'-lrird ·ti.me nem"est. the be~ 
e j.nning't A E B c A )) ..... T"; B F LJ .c. 
c D D A E E c D 
f., 1~ g ., B h .. cr J.. .. D j,. ..[ .......... 
- - -
~Jh:tch one o:f thz five words below does 
not belong with the o-thers? 
ao time b .. temp.arature c .. lenr;th 
do vvei cht e 0 n·u.mber ft II e •• ::1 • • e. a e ·Q * •• 
A boy is no-rf tbree t -imes as old as his 
sister o I..n 3 years he will be only 
tnice as old~ How maD~ years old i s he 
no. ? 
f 15 go 6 ho J io 12 jo 9 &••••••• 
a b c d e () () () () () 
a b c d e () () () () () 
f a h i j 
ot>oo o 
a b c rl e 
()()() ()() 
.c• {) h i \~ ·'-() () () 
a b c d e ()()()()() 
f g h i j ()()()()() 
~ 
fr 
PRACTICE TEST 
) 
Forra I: 
Read this paGe, .£2 ~ .!:!:. tells you ~ do o Do ~ OQan tl1is ,!?ooklf ..  
Name Score Date 
-----
This test is a practice test.. It contains questions of differ~-'?lt 
kinds,. Here is a sample question already answered correctly., Notice how 
··,he question is answeredo . 
SAI.TLE: Vihich of t he five things below is blue? a 
ao graas b o ~~ c~ snow d. money e . apple ·· ~ · () 
b c d ( 
i()() ( : 
The riGht ansvrer, o:r course, is sky; so t he ~-ord sky is underlined .. 
fu.J.d the word sky is b; so the letter oparenthesis hasooen filled in • 
.rhis is the 1Wa~r you are to a.11svrer the-questlons .. 
1'r<J this sample quest ion yourself. Do not write t.he ai.1swero Just 
draw- a l:L.J.e il!.'"lder it and fill in the rieh:i:. paren·chesis o 
I 
SA:.PLE ~ A fish -
f. lruns go walks h., mtims i .. hops j ... j um.ps 
I 
f g h i . 
() () () () ( 1 
The e,.~."1Sti€lr is swims; s o you should have drawn a line undel' svJ:.i..ms ar ~1 
filled in the h paren~nesiso Tl1{ this one1 ~ 
S.A1.1PLE: HCiil much is 3 and 7? 
ta b C d. C· 
ao 8 b ~ 4 Co 6 do 9 e~ 10 •• •• •.• ••..... 0. oo oo ·· 
The &J.swer, of course, is 10; so you should bave dravm a. line unds:;• 
1.0 and filled in the ~ parenthesiso 
This test contci.ns 40 questions. You wi..ll be given /Snl"inutes i n 
which t o complete the test. Your teacher will tell you when to begin &!!:· 
when 'to pl.rC. your pencils dorm & Since ·t.his is a practice test the quest.5.c .. :; 
vrill seem quite simple. In most cases you will be able to figure out th( 
ansnars very quickly o When your teacher t.ells you to st0p, put a circle 
a1~om1d the number of the question you ha~~ just fL~st~do 
~ - -
. I 
PRJtCTICE TEST 
• Head "tb .. is ·~" P.:?_ nrhat; it, tells ~ .!£ do. ~ ~ ~ ·(.his booklet .. 
Score Date 
._ This i:.est is a practice t.est" It. conta.L.t.s questions of different kinds 
I -
ll3rG is a sample question ~.J.I·oad~l &~"lm"Vered correctly. :Jotice how the 
s~"..::PL!:.:: ;t;hich of the five things belo7J is blue?. a. b c d e 
a.. [."l"'f!.Ss b.. sl~y c. snow d. money e • apple •••• () ~ ()()() 
!z';>r t:PJ.s smnplo_ question yourssJ£.. Do not. 't.vrit,e t.he ~x1sv~e~\? o 
• ·:_·o:;;; ;;-, lin:;; uG.dex· ::"~t. a...TJ.d fill in t,he :t"'ight paremths'"'is & 
Just 
~ · ~·.-:~?L "1 ~ s). t·i .. sli. --
;L ;.""'u .. m;; go wallm _l., S""iJr:I.ms i. hops j .. jtilil.p<' 
'T'he ru1stwr is swi1ns; so you ·should he.ve d.r~m a line lm.dex- sr-1im.s and 
;;~~lled 1..u tte ~ :paren:ED:'esis.. T!"'J th.i.s one: --=---
H~I m~ch is 3 a_nd 7? 
ao B be 4 c. 6 d. 9 
~- b c 
e :. 10 ........ . .. f) • •••• c ••• e 0 • ( ) ( ) ( ) 
d e 
00 
'l'ilB a.'1.ffi'.Ter 9 oi' course,!) is 10; so you should h.ave dr~;r..-n. a line under 10 ~~:Y! f. i i ~! 3C1 L"l t:.l1e e pm~entl1es~S ~ 
'l;h:io test CQ~tai.:ns h.O questions. You will be biven IS minutes in 
·.ri.1ic~ .. ·c.o cc.mplet.e the t.es·t1.. Your teacher m 11 tell you when ·to begin and 
'<~n8n o put your pencils dmm.., Since 'Gh'i s is a practice -'rest the questio..l'ls 
-,--:-i 11 seezn q:ui:lio simple. In mo~.:rG cases ~rou wD~ be· able to fivJre out the 
-·::~_::;v;m:'S 1 e-ry quickl y • \'l_lSn your ·iie~cher tells -you to stop,s: put a circle 
. ~.~..~•:."ld the rnmber· of the qu.ef:ri:.ion you h.nve just finished .. 
J9., 
.. _ 
lO., 
~ 
• 
• 
~ Jlw.t lett.er in 
appe&"d only 2 
' n l~ A .u.1\ cc 
t.he followinr.; 
t~w.Jes '.: 
c D 
au A b$ C c ~ D 
D D 
do E 
D 
e ,. B 
. i 
I 
·--5~ 
ser~~Les 
If • ' I ,.., 11 • - ' ) • tne [l.O _o·wJ..ng ..Le-r. c.ers were a:!.~rangect 
in 
I" 
.l. •• 
ord~r, Vihich one 1rmuld come f'i.rst? 
~ l"b A' e . • ~ bs .i.i(l .1r:} ~n d. J o tJ e :l 1, o;. "' ti!: e eo t: 111 o ~ 
I 
Fract..Lce Test. 
2. lJ c d e 
f ' I ' () () () \..) ' ) 
' ' 
f g h i ; ,) 
f \ I\ { \ { -, 0 \) I, j 
' J \i 
A circle .is -
ao round bo sqllilre 
d o lon~ eo short 
PRACTICE TEST 
Co poL1ted 
0 • ••• • • ••• • •• ••••••• 0 0 • • 
2o ·:.hich one of the five answers below tells 
;; best what a cat is? 
f o a bird Go a.'1 animal · ha a girl 
i o a fish j o a mar1 •••• " ••••••••••••••••• C' 
3" :·.hich one of the five tllinGs below is 
bicgest? 
&a a house bo a top c .. a boy d. a table 
eo a OOd · ·· · ···········••o e••••••e•••o•"o"' 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
£ b h i j ()()()()() 
a. b c d e 
()()()()() 
4o SVmet is the opposite of- f g h i · j 
fa hard go soft ho funny i~ sour j. hot.c () () () () () 
5o Y.hich of the five words belov; is most like · 
thase three: Ja..Tluary~ Uarch~ and AuLust ? 
ao :~onday b~ morning Co day do December 
eo !light o oo ••••••o ••• • ••••• •e • •••••o•••o~o 
6 o A ::nan who makes bread is called 
f o a ba.l\er go a carpenter ho a plumber 
i~ a locksmith jo a chief •o• • ·~··········· 
If a girl has two pencils and gives one 
away how many will she have left? 
ao 0 bo 2 Co J d o 1 eo 4 •••••••••••• ••• 
Three of the four ficures 'belov£ are a.lilce 
~.llich one i s not like the other three? 
f o /\ go/~ ho 1=-t io !\ • o • o • o o • • o 
~. hich is the oost importa..-·Tt reason that 
••-e ha-..re stoves? 
ao t o cook food bo to furnish the kitchen 
Co t o save money de to keep food cold-
eQ t o sleep on •• o~•~•4ooeoo ~•o·~· · ·••o oooo 
.J:f t he follo-rti.n;_; nULlbers were ;rearranced in 
o1~der, which mmiber would be in the Diddle? 
f o f our g o t>-vo h o five i..., one j o ti.li'ee 
a b c d e ()()()()() 
f g h i j 
(){)()()() 
e. b c d e 
()()()()() 
f g h i ()()()() 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
• 
.J .. :. 
,¥.') 
27·o 
~0., 
?0 
_, ., 
-:.n _;V·~' 
?", 
..)..J.o 
J?." 
JJ'o 
• 
-4-· 
;.;;·icl< J too 
B ~) n. cl~t:;~ 
a wall as (?) is to a tablec 
~r ,~ I"ed g~~ eat h., a l~ltcton. 
i 0 "li'lOOd I 0 " .............. 0 •• ~ •• Q •••• ~ ~ • • , 0 0 •• 
1•P o \..,-l ec1 ·}. O"" ·i-ns·t'·i ·rn ·H On ·J.h.,t ; " r<oc:l.· ·'""eC1 ~ .u..\ l..Jv v ,;._. .. w~ J ........ v • .. v...- ~ '-"~.;.~ .. \....:> u<;;;o ·t}J. .t 
.·. ,.,. ,...,., t f ,..,.~l:y" ·-h~.,..A· + ~ """ ..;~ ,.. .... ~.,. 4·c 1~ 
uU ..t.ll<l.W VA.! a. l'J--V.z.. v v~:.:v .. ".0 10~\ol. u :...C. 
a ., t em.po!'B.l"'J bo ch3..1."lg0able Co lmSOl..ll'ld 
d.-. ~~ .. ort1-l1es ,cz eo lli1.stable ~. 9 • •• G ..... o •• Q o 
ll' th~; ·l::m:·ds b<::lmv were l!t~arr~nged to make 
.~. goc!i fentence" the thi.rd word of the 
sen~liencp would bs[;i11 with what; · 1ett.er? 
:son high the ·E wall btl'i 1 t stone 
.r ro " I 1- 11 b .: -lf ..; s ~!,. •.!> o lo .!::!. .1. t) ....:... J.o ..!._ .J ·~ - ~. 0. Q 0 • 0 0 "'. g 0 
Three of tbe four desir:.ns 'below are alike o 
. . h.' I • ...._ - ·, t.~' '! ''-" " t •• ..1.cn one J.S no'-' .. Li •. r::e .ne o11.1er l.h!'ee t 
::1 !O!'"T'";I b !.,,., ,a.! ~~.. i i"I*C' ~ o l!i..-:- _ 0
1
.._.... ,1,..,. . ..,,1 Co ., ~ ( a e~-~--,-~1 0 6 8 It,. • • ~ • .J: i_\2.1! ;:1._i,tJ... , _"J ~-.~ltJJO 
40 • • lOj f! Qi l 0 e ;'£¢\iS1 
1011 '\' t?l::!IJ.i; ~b. . .J·~;;r · 
There i [s a say:L."lg~ HAuy port, in a stm."ill.o 11 
,.-'1" • I -:, • • ... .. ~ • 
.!.'m.s me
1
ans - e, biu.ps snotu..a :nm; ven'tiu..r-e 
ou't t.o sea in stor'IIJ.S , 
f ~ St.o~zrJ weather cau.ses l s.I'ge w~,·.res in 
ha.l .... borso 
g . :::n ebergerrcies at1;'.)1' aid is accept<lble" 
h, Sid~ usually sink in stoma •••••••••• 
A t;oy ]s to a man as ( ? ) is to a sh:;ep ~ 
a .. woo~ b., a l~:mb Co a goat 
do a slrpl:el~d e Q a 'dog ~ = • •••• ~ •••• c ". ft •• 
.An a;'?I"~ement. reached L"1 which both sides 
y:tald '1o.me-r•ha:t. ia their d6m:'l.nds is called ~ 
f,, a PIJom.ise g o a co:nprom:Lse h,. .r.n under~ 
s tanding io ~ deadJ .. ock j o an ai"lllj~stics & • 
'I'1u:~ee dr the four designs belm-1 are alike o 
't'ihich dne is not like the o·ther three? 
do r'"1 ba (\ CG 
~1 -J 
/, .... , 
f I ~' 
·-·-; 
.I f 
L-.2 
de 
l"orra 1J · 
e 
() 
f g h i 
()()()() 
a b c d e 
() ()() ()() 
£ 0' h -i j b .... ()()()()() 
a. 1, c d 
"" ()()()() 
e f g; h ()()()() 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f g h 
()()() 
a, b c 
000 
i j 
()() 
d 
0 {) 
Fractlce 1'es·: 
•
,lo A person 1vho is ver-.1 small is often said 
tobe- abcde 
n a big bo tiny Co hU£;e do large eo tall •• _() {) () () () 
l2o 
lJ., 
i",Jlich of tbe five words below is Ii.lOSt li..lre 
these th.ree: blue~ r ed, and green? 
f. day Go dark ho yellow io light 
j 0 . Il.igllt ••••• •• •• •• •••• •• ••••••••••••••••••• 
7he opposite of sicl~ i s -
a., day b. i.U c .. ·wall d? bad e .. poor •••• 
One mmber is wrong in the following list .. 
1 2 3 5 5 6 1 ~hat should that 
number be? 
£~ 8 go 4 ho 5 i. 6 jo 2 •• •u• • ••••••••• 
v.hich sentence tells best just Ylhat a 
ball is? 
a a circle b o a square object c" a round 
objec·t that bounces d.. a. large thing 
eo a small colored objecto •• • •••••••••••••••• 
16.. A hat is worn on the head as a (?) is worn 
on the footo 
fo cap g. dress h., coat ·io shoe jo glove 
~~hich one of these v1ords would come last 
in the diction&->y? 
a ... apple bo alike Ca acorn · d. zebra 
e? and •••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •••••••• 
A floV~er and a tree are alike becauf:)e 
they both-
f a · un go sing h .. play io talk j. grow •• 
A man who robs a bank is called a -
a .. banker b .. robber c .. baker do coward 
e o hero •••••••••••••••••••s••••••• • •,o•••• 
A mother sheep's lamb is her -
:f o baby g. uncle ho father io cousin 
j a a\L."1t o ••••••••••••••• o ••••••••••••• o ••• o 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
a b c d c ()()()()() 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
- a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f g h i j 
() () () () () 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
r 
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.~.. i'.. \.hich. one of these -~urds would core 
lar:rt in the C'..ic t iona:ry? 
18Q 
i() 
...:.,/ . 
:20 ., 
')l 
.._ , .:..,.g 
22o 
•?Jo 
2ho 
25o 
• 
a. health b ., juggle Co normal 
d ,. neve...~ e o g;rat.eftll o. o •• ••••••••••• o • • 
If ~--eorb-e is taller thar.! Fra11k and !''rank 
is taller t~ Jamas~ then C~orge is (?) 
~j<.JLiBS ~ 
f ~ -taller than g .. shorter than ho just , 
.as tall as i. (cw ..not say Yorbich ) ••oeO;oo:;r 
A !!la.n who betrays his country is called a-
a" thief b., traitor cQ ene:GJ;:l 
d. cm·iaz·d e . slacker eo•••••••••••e••••• 
The daucht,el" of r:r.J lilOther' s brother is my-
f . sister g., niece ho COU.S:i..'1 io aunt 
j.. granddaughter 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • a • 
1'. 'bicycle ia to a motor cycle as a -wagon 
is to what? a .. an engine b. automobile 
c~ .a. horse d o slower e o an ~.irpla.ne • o • e 
~~hich of t.he five things below is mmrt. 
like these three : a tent, a flag., a.11d a 
&ail? I f o a. shoe g ., a. ship h .. a staff 
i " a, tovrel j c a rope 0 ••• • ••••••••• c. •••• 
If the : fol l owing words were r earranged to 
rn~ke a , good sent..snce.~~ w-H.h which letter 
would the third word of the sentence begin: 
houses stone built of men wood a.11d 
a" h bo S Co b do m eo .!L •••eoo•o• ooo I 
-
-
A lamp ' is t o a l i ght as (?) is to a breeze., 
fo a fan go bright ho a sailboat 
:.i. o a window jo blOWo o ••••••• •••o•• ••• • o• 
If Henry is t aller than Tom and Hen...-y is 
shorter than George, t.hen George is ('?) Tome 
au taller tl1al1 b., sl1orter than c .. just as 
-ta.Tl as d o (can."rJ.ot say which) .. o .... a. .. 
£or1:1 p._l 
a b c d e ()()()()() 
f g h i 
() 0 0 0 
a b c d. e 
() f'\ \.I 0 () () 
.{' G h i j J. () ( ' \ ) () 0 () 
13. b c d e 
() () () () () 
f F h i j 
'"" () 0 () 0 () 
a b c d e 
() () () () () 
f h i j () (~ 0 0 () 
a b c d 
{)()()() 
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A ( ;·) is to sit on . 
ao desk b. house c. chC!i~ d o block 
e 0 table ... 4 • • •••••••• e • • • • •• ••••• •• ••• • •• 
~ ,lJ.ich of the five things below i s nost 
like these tv.ro ~ lmife a:nd fork? 
f .. spoon G• meat h~ dis~ i. table 
j " dil1l18Y' ••••••••••• • • •• • ••• ••• •• • • • • • • •• 
Lf ·l:,he follm·n YlG li'.lords were .r c;arrarlL:;ed 
t o Bake a r ood sentence vd:i:.h vd1at, letter 
v.rould the ~econd word of ~Ghe sentence begin'! 
JJJ-;;e "f,Ie dogs 
a~ w b ~ 1 cQ e d~ d e~ s •• •• •• ••• • •• • 
-~.h.ich of t.he fol l ovi:l .. ng object.s is some-
-~-hin.g to shoot vrl t h? 
f~ boll go cat h a coat io gun jG sled • •• 
FJ..ad 
a" A 
~noth::Jl' l e tt,.r just like this o11e ·S. 
bo 5 c. D d~ U ea T · ·· · · ~·· ··~·•• e 
~6v t~l1icl1 one .of t he five tl1lngs ·bclo-~v i s most 
like these three: an apple~ a pear, a'1d a. 
buna.na? 
f o a bicycle g~ a dog 
i. a r - ach j. a toy 
ho a veget.a.ble 
• • •• 0 ••• ••• •• • ••••• •• 
27 o 1u1 object that is very big is said to be - -
.2. a sr;m.J..l b 0 shoJ."''C. c" lru." c;e d Q li-ttl e 
e (:) tlili1 • .. ., . •. . . • • • • ~ •· c ••••• •• o • • = e• "' · · · 
28 o .Ii' the .folloi'r.i.nG -rmrds were rearranced t o 
make a sentence, the third word woul d beein 
vlitJ1 V!hat letter~:' snn shines · t.he 
fo 0 Go S h~ C io t Jo U •••• • ••• ~ • o Gee 
29 ~ Three of the fou..r designs are f!.like $ 
i·.h:ich one is not like t;he othe.: thr ee? 
a o .r~;·, b. (_~ c. ;:~=} d. t.:7'• .. .. 
Practice 'l'est 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f 1..> h i j 
()()()()() 
·))· ' 
a b c d e ()()()()() 
f g h i j 
() () () () 0 
8. b c d e 
() ()() 0 () 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
a b c d e 
()()()(){) 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
a b c d 
() () () () 
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9o ·~'.'.h.l.ch is t he most important reason that 
lOo 
.words in the dictionarJ· are arranged 
alphabetically? 
a. it is the simplest arrangement . 
b. It puts the shortest words first . 
Co It enables us to find any word quickly. 
d. It is a custom. 
e . The printing is easier. •••••••••••••••• 
~f the follo~dng words were arranged in 
order, which word would be in the middle? 
f. luncb..eon g. dress h. undress 
i. supper jo breakfast ••••••••••••••••• • •• 
11.. A boy who often tells big stories about 
.lt'orm Al 
a b c d . e 
()()()()() 
f g- h i j 
()()()()() 
what he can do is said to - a b c d e 
ao lie bo fake c. cheat d. joke e. brag •• () () () 0 () 
12 o fihich of the five things below is most 
like these three: a horse~ a pigeon, and 
a cricl=ct.? 
f. a stall g. a ·saddle h. a .featiJer 
i. a goat jo a wing • ••• ••••••••••••••••••• 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
13 o ~ . h.i.ch word means the opposite of pretty? a b c d e 
J.4 o 
l5o 
l b .. 
ao good b~ ugly Co bad do crooked eo nice () () () () () 
One numbsr is wrong in the following series. 
What should that number be? 7 1 7 2 7 
3 7 4 1 5 7 0 7 8 
f~ 7 [go 6 h, 8 io 4 jo 5 ••••••••••• ••• • 
~ltt..ich statement tells best just 1'lhat a 
hallway is? 
ao a small room b. a place to hang your 
hat and coat c. it is long and narrow 
do where to say good-by e o a passage lead-
from one room to ru1otl~r ••••••••••••••••••• 
Steam is to water as water is to -
f o hot go ice ho an engine 
io a solid j. ~as ••••••.• •. ••• •••••..•• • .. 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f g h i j () () .() () () 
JfJo 
• 
7l1ere is a saying, 11 0oL 11 
e -. All righto f c ;·Jo good. 
ho I ca..11' t.. i o ithy not':' 
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'I'hj.s L:leans 
g. That.rs ba.d. 
t>o'•~eeeo••o••o• 
_:-:L The opposite of night is day. V1 .h.ich oVOl'd 
r~eans the opposite of dark? 
3•) C:.o 
-, c:_' 
__)/Y 
3 '1 ~ 
37 
)flv 
ao l:l.ght bo dark c., night d ,. day 
G o sun 
A Yery prett.y girl is often said to ba ~ 
f., ugly g.., fat ho tall io beautiful 
j 0 tlrln • • o e ~ • • ~ • a o a. a o o • e 0 0 e ~ tJ • c I) e • ? C 0 G 0 
Three of the fm.u' designs below are allJ~eo 
\'. hi ch one is not like t,he o·i:,her three~' 
n 
a. o /1 bo -7\ 
- L_ 
Co /~ 
_.- _1 
d . 
!;ha t is t.he letter that comes after :U in 
·the alphabet? 
ea X f. A go c ho N 1D K •••••.•••••.•• 
One number is wronc in the follov.ring GJ":"Ol:.po 
r:b.at should that number be? 
_, 6 / 6 7 6 -6 6 6 6 Q (.) 
a ., 7 b .. 3 c, 4 d., 6 ee 9 •e•••.s•aj;t .,_• ••• 
If I ha:va a l.P.r t>e l,)o_;,. wi.th one SI'JRJI box 
.~ .:t.!l how nan.y boxes are there :Ll'l all? 
c 1 go 2 h, 4 io 3 ~ 0 ..:.. o ~] £· s••••••e.qo•s&• 
- - 1:' the .f'cllowir.tg ~,.lords -r.r~re rGa.rraneed to .u. 
make a. sentence, ubich word would be last? 
see J_ hie a cat 
a .. (jat, b., T Co big de 8. eo see .:.. ett C) u_,e,~~t 
A boy had a. board· with 12 nails in . .._ l.vo 
I''-" ·~ pulled 2 of them out, ._ How mru1y nails 
.-rere l eft in the. board? 
" 6 8 ho 4 i o 10 jo 11 l. () Go •o•••••~~t•ec 
r ractice Tost 
e f G h l 
() () () () () 
a b c d e 
I) l, () () () () 
f g h i j 
() ()()() f) 
2. b c d 
() ( ' ,) () () 
e f g h i 
() () () (J () 
ti b c d e 
() () () () () 
f c h i .j 
L I', () () () \ l 
.:a b c d e 
() ' .. {) () () \) 
- f g h j_ j 
() 0 I \ ( I 
' ' 
() () 
\.. 
f 
UT lS DETA FO.tt~ A l 
L ~. r.lich one of the five things below 
does not belong with the others? 
a o potato b~ turnip Co carrot 
do stone eo onion e • • e • e • e. fil. e e G 6 e. e , e 
2o 'f,hich one of the five answers below 
tells best v1hat a sword is? 
f o t o cut G• a weapon h. an officer 
i. a tool j • to fit;ht •••••.•..•••.• 
3 o Y.r4cb one of the five things below is 
the largest? 
<:!.., ' l::nee b . toe c. lee 
d o lanlUe eo .. foot .................. ., .... . 
4. i.hich one of the five words means the 
opposite of strong? 
f. nnn C• Tieal~ h .. small 
i o short j o tllin o •••••• ., ., • ~ • ••• o •••• •• •• 
5.. -,.hich one of the five things below is 
most like ·t.hese three: a chair; a bed, 
and a stove? 
a. a chiinney b. a stick c. a window 
do a table eo a floor oo•• ············ · ·· 
b. A sculptor is to a statue as an author 
is to a --
f. book go man h. name 
iv bookcase jo pGU •••aoo•••••oo••••••••• 
'7 ~ At 3: cents each, how many pencils can be 
bought for 27 cents? 
a~ 27 be 81 C o 3 d. 9 eo 30 ••••••••••• 
I 
Oc Tluree of the four desiuns below are alike. 
i.hich one is not like the other three? 
: ·· I I t · ~ · · , '1'-,,r·· . 
f . /11" ,. 'II j •· \1,-1 · ;·ITf o~.~ --~..J ._,o t _( <l.., ::J J. o ._.V ....... . 
a b c d e. 
()()()()() 
f't:hij 
()()()()() 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f G h i j 
() () () () () 
a · b c d e 
()()()()() 
f g h i j ()()()()() 
a b c d e 
{)()()()() 
f e h i 
()()()() 
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- L,_. ~.bat is the letter that follows the letter 
- t,hat coues next after ;:.: in the alphabet~ 
c . L fa U G• li h. 0 i~ P •••••••••••• 
35 ~ One nuol>er is wrong in t...he · follovrlng series: 
1 2 4 8 24 32 6h v,hat should that 
ntu."1ber be #t 
a~ 0 bo 12 Cv J d o 16 So 48 () Cl c 0 •••• 
;:6" ll' I have a large box with two small boxes 
i n it and five very small boxes in each 
sm&.ll box, how many boxes are there in all? 
f~ eight gG seven ho ten i. t~~lve 
)7, 
jo thirteen ••••••••••••c•••••~••ao•• •• • o 
There is a saying, ".An mmce of practice is 
worth a pound. of preaching G" This means - . 
ao Don't preach bo Deeds cou_~t more t han 
words Co P.r·ea.chi..."'lg takes practice do Don't 
p.ra.cti cc •••••••••• •••• •••••••••••• • • • • •• •• 
1\ car mm.er uses a mix:t'Ul"e in his radiator 
conta~~g 1 quart of alcohol to eve1~ 2 
auarts of lmter.. How many quarts of alcohol 
are needed for 15 quarts of the :mi;;:tura? 
e 7-1~ -"" _l_ g .., I. h -:lQ ; 5 • ;.d ~u2 1 oJ..,l.,.J. ..Lo,;) - o • • •••• a ••'*•• 
·;·~ hat l etter in the follo1rdng series appours 
a third time nea.z·est the beGinning? 
A E C B A D D E C F B C D A E 
r; ::3 D 
a. A b. D Co C do D e. E •• •••• • •••• 0 " ... 
In a foreicn language piTa nUllla begs means 
very deep snow; pira secomeans Whrt3 sncr«,; 
ITi'iTiii C'Oiii mano very weD_ ~ What word ~ 
creep,- --
f o :pira g" n'UI!!a h a bega L copa j .. seco 
e i' c h i 
() () () () () 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f G h i j 
()()()()() 
& b c d 
000 0 
e f r; h i 
() () () () () 
a b c d e 
()()()()() 
f g h i j 
()()()()() 
.-
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·.:.:::.1 cmd finish the test.o On the lin~ t.hat says fiP..ishing t.imt; ·w:::i·te in 
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You 811 share the e~erionce of noting changes in children°s performa~cea 
from day to dayo This eA~eriment ia a scientific attempt to study these 
ehangeso A series of :tests has been made up t.o be given to your students 
in 'ia predetermined o:rdero · 
Tests to be Administered: 
1'" full length Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability Test, Fonu CM 
2o 15 Minute Practice Test ~ 4 For.ms 
3o Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability Test Split Forms - Al, A2~ Bl, B2 
Total Testing Time: 
First Day: 
Second Through Fifth Days: 
Approxil!la.tely one hour 
Thirty minutes to forty-five minutes -
depending on the speed and ability of your 
groupo 
ACTUAL TEST ADlliNISTRliTION 
First Daz.:. 
Give each child a printed Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability Test» Form CMo 
Use the directions in th~ printed manual with the follo~ng exceptions: 
(Pl3ase be sure that th~ age ru1d birthday date are corre~to) ; 
Have each child mark t .. 'la starting time for the test in the upper left 
hand corner ot the front, page of his test booklet" 
1~en the time lioit (30 minutes) given in the manual is up, have the 
childr~n drn.'U· a circle around the number in front of 'c.he question just 
finishedo 
Allow thoee children who have not completed the test to continua until 
they have answered all 80 questionso 
Have each child record his finishing time under the starting time in 
the upper left hand cornar of the test bookleto (If there is no 
school clock use your oun watch and write the tima on the blackboard 
changing each minute after the f:l.r~t child to finish l•oitHYJ8 his hando) 
In order to cover these except.ions read the follovfing directions aloud: 
At the end of 30 l'i!irm:t.'3s I ">Fill t·.:>.ll lOTI to ctro:r.r a rd .. :;:>cle 
f.lJ:c:nn1ti. t 1lG utr~Gbe:t:"' i :rn 2~X~(Zir.rt e·i\· tl1e quc~·:;t,:i..cn1 you l~!e.ve jt\s~t 
f:l.t1:l.si1ed~ 1~i".tGZ1 go 011 c?::1d ~:.:i n.lsl~ tl1e t.t:?3~j o T~l~.Gll :you !1<; -ro 
r:?l1.9t:f®J."Q3d e~ll SO o. ·~l~r;t.io:s~s ~d'J1•:5: .. t:e ·t~1C.! t,:tr::G t. J1~1~·~. YYJU. i~:f..i.:~ :.tsl1 
:ir1 ~Jhe UiJP:3~ le:f'~f~ llcrP.!."!.d ·CO!...,t .. ~.CI' c~f ·t1Je f"ro:.rt l)~.g0 f ;?~,;,t~? 
1~·~8-rt; UJ.1~~~C7£'. \illt.) st,;a:1-~t~iilff. ~:.:L:~'i~o 
If there is no clock say: 
RBi38 -:.F'"';:~r""! h.:2t1d. a a ~~(.)t! i.~:inisl:~ D:t~~l ;·.:-z .. 5 ..t,r.; d.c:r:1.1 t~he t.imc -<:-:~~ - · 
:I ~.1-:-i.1~·:: ::~: ,i·~·~;.~;!·~l 011 ·~b::: J::::.:r-~.: . 1>] .. ccJtboa.~i';J y X ~-J:tll ct:~ \~C ·\:rl'l .. 
·u:t:;-, .~ ! .;~7;.•~ r. 5: _,_;::~~ ;_~.f. .. ·;j.,:;:..• 1 ':'loa t,~ ... ~ f:. . :~ t:r\i 1 .. -:.~.:~r: ;:- G.'i l.~L ··' 
.. 
-
I'~ .. c!~ lJ.£) J' .. 0 1J:i-. I)Ct'lc:tJ .. a11d \:::t'i t;e ;vhe s·~-.,G:~t.J..rlg t, ~ r?l~ 
il~ tl1!~ tlill)~~r J .. o:r·t 11&~::J. ·C(·~~e:a~;x• C.tf ·t',hG f'1~o2: .. t~ r.:..!t.ge 
f)f ;rctl'J~~ t,~3~:; ~( .. l;r)ok:l{?-·t,~l 
Use the test booklets in the envelope marl<:ed "Second Dq~:l q s Testingn o 
Pass the tests out gi vj_ng each ch:i.ld his own naaecl booklet m:i:.h t.he 
Prnctice .Test side face up on tho deskc, Do not allo":v >;.:he ch::l.ldren to 
open the bool{lct.'=' 
Read the following directions aloud: 
Y.ter:rt.srd.ay you t.oo[,,o;: .::c t.c::Ji:. 'iic1 s~De. hcrn -~.;eJ.l ;y-<:)1.1 eou.J.d 
"';~11j .. 111:;: .::. 'fou t'3.:r~ [g~Ji!.li?, i:~CJ ~jC1.Jt:e c.~ 361""3. ,~£:4 of' t~e:~s'tr.~ ·L11~~f; 
T-;· o!~ to sl"1o~:r v.:;, -~Jhr-..~!"~!!.·3r jt-~.n.: Ct.:ll1 t .hJ .. t".tk juct r~Z1 e1eo.J.~J .. y 
{~\rttJJ}Y do.;;r v !fi1e t.. e:~r;:,s -q~ttll et~=EGl Vt~:S.~F :nrv;h. t:.J..ik<!t iJ 
r.:llt,rlot~fit:. ~1~H~·~~ o"Z t-l: ~o qt!e~~r~f~c)r~s -!.l:r~C!J J.:'·t3~i~1 .. 3T : 1l.:t:~~c :ren·~ 0 
so yc1..~ · ·IJ • • t1J~ ::tJ.::.va "'to ~-L?J.;)z~ flJl\'~1~G ·tb.a.t. j~·,n.l ~;r{.:t.::--1~ jl1t~rtl 1;;1s 
k'1~tx~c1 011 encl1. ~::,cE~t~~· 
E~fo~e .;f0"!.:1 ·;:, r:l)~c -torde.;~r us t,e.st ~y·c.:nl ~::111 ha1;·7e tl ch.~:1Cfz3 
-to p:;:-nct.ic~. All of ·;:,he Px'a.ct.lcf.l Te-at qncs-::.:t ns r_:_~,;-,g 
o:n. ·011e :r~lB!'rG l't:!.TI.d p~::tgas c;f' y··e:ru2.~ liO,i1U-~·tJ )~ Tst(~ tl·\~tc·{j .. ce 
f.remt :i.a ~ r~ e;;.~r::tJr ·te8~\i v~htc~l1 look~s l:l.te t,hf.E: . br::Tcl~!:- ·te~J1~ 
J,TOll ·t~OO}?: :frJStf;rd.OJl~ 
Read o~t loud as the childran read silently~ 
i:hsr~ fffJ't1 fi.:n:'\.&h ClOSS ;rot'!I' bookJ..•!:f~ and put i '(. Ci'l ·;:.ho 
1~:tgh-i:, h..~l.r-td. cori;.ex· of ycu:e tk:sk" W<1:tt qu:t~t.ly urrr.il 
~JV\".lJ:~y o:no ili.ll t:!.r:r'L:ahcd or ht1.l~ baon . ·t.oJ.cl ~- o sto1;i!,, 
Be sure that each child w"lderstam:ls hoto--r t o handle the ans-we? spae<eso 
Timinrz the Frac·tice Test t ---~P.r. _.......,._ -= _., -
lo At the end of ~minutes s~: 
f}..ctJO~)g JJ1~~:2~1 a cj-.l;t)el~ ,~i.l4 c;·u:t:1(l. t,t~o; ZJJ.2~~·1ba::;" itJ. :':'z .. orrt. oi' 
ti1.e q~est,i.ot1 ~;yotl b.a\~6 ~~,~~·;t, fi11.:L~h~r~ a::;,:i go (;n ,;;o-;,· f:i~'l(;t:l' 
.ou S t. Olil lJn ) \' T"S J ty 
:ichool o! &6\ica~l.or 
Lib r orv 
2., Aft.el" .3 more minutes (a total of 6 minutes) say: 
- -
i)~(~t:t.iJ i'h.. ... ;;.x:;~ :.~ . c:~.:ce:,...<:l ~.L~otl!1l:i ~i~h.re n.1.'E:1~be:t ... in :t~:r'o~.1·t o·r-' 
·ti~~?.- C,~l~~Gt~'t,:tt)J.'i. Ji!)l:\ l ... f~'."'t.:"\:'J jiJOt ::flir:t:l.C}l~!] r.:.rA(l ~~~ O:i:.t 'l.'f'O i:·l,~:J.J:J(>: 
At thf) end of 1 more minutes (a. total of 2. minu"l:.es) say: 
4c Allow I more minutes (a tot,al of 12 minutes) and say: 
S~Gopg .n~~t;x? !;'l circJ.e:t a:;:ou:l~l t:lls LlJ,::a~b&!' :!.n ~f.:.:"1 C".f r.!·~ ot) 
~tt'l() Q~J)..0S~Vi~'l'l J{Oi\ }!(i.\:7~J 1']~J.8"(, .i'~.I?.i8hf~·'l C~.nr1 ~() Qj:·l \ .:. . O:f"lt:iE1f:.::., 
5o At tha end of J more minutes (e total of_i2tiinutas in alll say: 
St,~t;· .. ~ 
t<'J t .. he 
7.;E!St~o 
ht•.ci.~ :::.tJ~ 
P xi~ ~vonr t;encilD clor;na (l}t~5""i :Y'CYU~·~ 'boo~~l>:~t OVG:l ... 
f.ride t~1c;;.t,. s c:~.ys Ct~ a CJtt.tc:~ Scor:1.i.1~~ ~~~z:lii:· %::~1 .l'tl;j~U.:~~t 
J.~s :~lOil ... ~ can s~~!S 'rJ~:) ~l-!J.V~ a di:r:fGl~e!rti ·ce~r·t o~] tbi•i=j .. · 
~Gh.~D J?j:i1Ct~~C\lJ ~~~iOS"~Q 
Read out loud as the children read silent~Q 
If you do not have a school clock s~: 
lo 
Wh"m you h;:~c;_;·a fJ.n:tshed t,h~ ''hole test ::'a:!.se ~ror~ · h...-,xK1 . 
. Q£1Cl ·i;t·le!l. ;~il .. J:t .. ~?. dn·Mr! the t :true 1 b.a:v·~ ~rr:i.t,te:n Oi! i~.1G 
~t:r'orrt t~J .. !F3kb:Ja~ d.o :( -;-d.l:l cl-at-mf~C tt':.e ·ti' .~ Cl:-·;fl[);..'J't" ~:;!.i:1 :-t~G 
~.ft.e:~" I so® ·(.he :fi:i."st h<md go up{. 
~~hen · ;won i'i;:1:i.r.;h close yorrr ·b(H:l!~1t".;t e.n.d pv:(, :tt en '-'"i.e: 
uprJs:-r t"l glrt ~-;t:U2t:l t;~:~J::z1er r;f :i~)l1~: de$GJk., lV~~5.:~, q .rl~~Yt].y 
u.?!t .. 1 ..1 G·"iJ0-s.~;;r on~;'; ll.;:as i~in:l.sl;.ed~ 
Allow the children to work £or 1$ minutes and then e~: 
..,._ 
J.f ;{\:)\1. l1a~~ no~t:, 1·i11ic:1o{l t.1l,aT-r a c:il"C~lo .:;.:t:"(;:~;.rlcl the 
r:.t.:t:'L~.b~:i~ ~!.::.~ .fi~i...ik~t ·~~): t~.".t0 cruGr:r{~it~n ~iCt'! Il:rJ.'i.tC ti ~.:.st, 
.fin:ts~le!~~ £D.'i.0t go o:n t~~) it~ .. n~ ... s h .}t:i1!0 ·t,~,;st c 
2., Write the time on the blackboard changing it each minute after t.ho 
first child to finieh raiz0s his hando 
Third to Fifth Davs: ~---==-= . ) 
Absences: 
Follow the same procedure as that out.lim~d in detail for the Second 
Day using the envelope mark~d for the proper dayo 
Absancea should be made up if pos~ible in order to have a complete set 
of tests for each childo Give the tests in the correct order being 
sure that the dates hava been carefully filled ino 
Example: 
If a child mi~ses the second testing d~ and returns to school on the 
third day he would take his test number tm> uhile the rest of the class 
were taking test number ffirseo Thuu he would always be one t·~:?rt. behind 
the groupo The final teiriould of nec~saity ba given during the 
follot'rlne weeko 
Please indicate such make up testa on the bottom of this sheet and 
return this shset with the completed te~tao 
It would be h®lpful if you listed any tz·oubles you m.i.gh'ti have had in 
giving thG teeteo 
Use of the Ranking Scale: 
Follow the directione given with the scaleo To be most fair nith your 
class rank your group on only one trait each day that you tefrGo 
Thank you for your co~operationo 
YAKE UP TESTS GIVl! : 
Name Teet Number Date 
GENERAL OBSERVJ~TI<JNS, TROUBLES, OR CRITICISMS' 
OTIS QUICK-SCORING MENTAL ABILITY TESTS 
By ARTHUR S. OTis, PH.D. 
Formerly Development Specialist with Advisory Board, General Staff, United States War Department 
MANUAL. OF DIRECTIONS FOR BETA TEST 
FORMS CM AND DM 
THE QuicK-ScoRING SERIEs 
'The Otis Quick-Scoring MentalAbility Tests comprise 
three tests, called Alpha, Beta, and Gamma. The three 
tests are designed for grades as follows : 
Alpha Test .... ·.Grades 1-4 
Beta Test .... .. Grades 4-9 
Gamma Test ... High Schools and Colleges 
... The Alpha Test consists entirely of pictures and. is' 
completely new. The Beta and Gamma Tests are 
revisions and extensions of the Intermed}ate and Higher 
Examinations, respectively, of the Otis Self-Administer-
ing Tests of Mental Ability. 
PURPOSE OF THE TESTS 
The purpose of the thr~e tests in the series is to measure 
mental ability- thinking power or the degree of matu-
rity of the mind. 
. It should be understood from the outset that it is not 
possible to measure mental ability directly. It is possible 
only to measure the effect mental ability has had in 
enabling the pupil to acquire certain knowledge and · 
mental skill. Of course the answering of some types of 
questions depends less upon schooling and more upon 
mental ability than the answering of others, and in 
making up the test the aim has been for the most part 
to choose that kind of question which depends as little 
as possible on schooling ~nd as much as po~sible on 
thinking. 
However, in the interest of variety it has been found 
necessary and even advantageous to incluqe in verbal 
tests of mental ability such as the Beta and _ Gamma 
Tests certain questions which might seem at first .glance 
to be mere measures of achievement. This type includes 
questions on vocabulary, arithmetic reasoning, etc. 
It must be remembered, however, that any test which 
involves the use of language can measure mental ability 
only to the extent to which we may assume that pupils 
of the same age have had approximately the same 
opportunity · to learn. Consequently, if a pupil has 
grown up with a limited educational opportunity, espe-
cially with reference to language, his mental ability is 
not fairly measured by any test involving language. 
But in a given community in , which all children have 
approximately the same educational opportunity, it is 
reasonable to assume that a pupil who progresses rapidly 
in school and learns much has greater mental ability 
for his age than one who progresses less rapidly and 
learns less. To this extent, therefore, certain achieve-
ment questions such as vocabulary and arithmetic-
reasoning questions, even though depending on language, 
do measure mental ability. · 
ALTERNATIVE FORMS 
There are.fo.ur forms of the Beta Test. Forms A and B 
are published in a smaller size for hand scoring only. 
Forms CM and DM are for machine scoring or hand 
scoring . 
SPECIAL FEATURES 
The tests are self-administering . in the same sense as 
the Otis Self-Administering Tests of Mental Ability, in 
that it is necessary merely. to pass out the booklets, ' allow 
the pupils time to study the first page with a minimum of 
directions, and then let them go ahead and take the test. 
A single examiner may administer the tests to all ~he 
classes of a moderate-sized school in a . day, by devoting 
a few minutes to start one class taking the test, leaving · 
the class in care of the teacher, and going on to the next 
. class, etc. This is a good way to assure ·reasonable 
uniformity of procedure in the giving of the tests. 
In addition to the ease of administration which these 
tests afford by virtue of their single time limit, a new 
IJlethod of stencil scoring is provided by which the 
tests may be scored even more rapidly than the Self-
Administering Tests. 
Provision is made for th~pupil to put his answers to all 
the questions on one sheet, called the Answer Sheet, which 
is page 2 of the test booklet. To use the Answer Sheet, 
the pupil tears it off from the rest of the booklet and slips 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1939 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved 
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2 Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests 
it under the booklet in such a way that the spaces for 
the answers appear just to the right of the test page. 
1 2 3 4 5 
A-rbw of 5 spaces, like this : j · . . . . j j on the 
Answer Sheet corresponds to each question. The spaces 
are numbered consecutively and arranged so as to align 
perfectly with the questions- on the test paper in order 
. to make sure the pupil will not put his answer mark in 
the wrong row of sp_aces. 
To indicate his answer to a question, the pupil makes 
a vertical mark in the space that has the same number 
1 2 a · 4 5 
as the answer he has chosen, like this : j: . . I . . . . 
The Answer Sheet is then scored by a stencil key con-
taining holes so spaced that if the pupil has put his mark 
in the right space it will show through the hole in the 
Key_; otherwise not. To score the paper, it is 'necessary 
merely to count the marks that can be seen through the 
holes in the Key. One application of the Key is suffi-
cient, of course, to score the whole test. 
Experience shows that this is the quickest possible 
method of .scoring a test "by hand," so to speak. Its 
principal advantage is that the scorer does not have to 
look at each answer to see whether a cross is in or not 
in a given square or circle - he disregards all wrong 
answers completely and merely counts right ones. 
It is by reason of this new scoring feature that the 
tests are called "Quick-Scoring Tests." 
MACHINE ScoRING 
The test may be scored also by the International 
Busines_s Machines Corporation scoring machine. For 
this purpose a special separate Answer Sheet must be 
used. It is used in the same way as the attached Answer 
Sheet but is printed and sold separately. Special me-
chanical pencils must be used by the pupils when mark-
· the mechanical pencils, and caution the pupils to use only 
the mechanical pencils and to make heavy marks. 
Allow a reasonable time for all tb finish reading the 
first page; then say: " Is there anyone who does not 
understand how to answer the samples?" Be sure all do. 
If the attached Answer Sheet is to be used, have the 
pupils tear the Answer Sheet off .from the rest of the 
booklet. In that case, see that every pupil is supplied 
with two pencils and an eraser. It is better not to have 
the pencils too sharp, principally because it is better to 
have the p_upils make wide · arks. - Then say: 
"You are to put your marks in the spaces on the 
Answer Sheet. 
" Slip the Answer Sheet under the edge of page 3 so 
that the column of spaces marked ' Page 3 ' is alongside 
· of page 3 lfke this." (Show by holding up page 3 with 
the " Page 3 " column of the Answer Sheet close to page 3 
of the booklet.) "Notice that the arrow tips on the -
Answer Sheet point directly toward the arrow tips on 
page · 3. In answering the first question, you put a mark 
in one of the spaces in the first row, and so on. 
" When you finish page 3, -pull out the Answer Sheet 
a little way like this (Show.) so that you can see the 
column of answers for page 4, and do page 4. Always 
keep the Answer · Sheet shoved under . the booklet so 
that the column of the Answer Sheet on which you are 
working is close to the test paper. 
" When you come to page 5, fold page 6 under like 
this (Show how.) so that you can get · the ' Page 5 ' 
column of the Answer Sheet close to page 5 of.the book-
let like this. ~ (Show.) 
" Never put more than one mark in any row of spaces, 
" Is there anyone who does not understand what to 
do? " (Answer any questions about how to take the 
test.) Then say: · . 
" As explained in the paragraph below the samples, 
the test contains eighty questions. ·You are not expected 
to be able to answer all of them, but do the best you can . 
. To administer Beta, Form CM or Form DM, address You will be allowed a half hour. Try to get as many 
ing the machine-scored Answer Sheet. . 
. DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
the pupils as follows: (Give all directions slowly and right as possible. Be careful not to go · so fast that 
distinctly, with a pause after each sentenc'e.) you make mistakes. Do not spend too much time on 
" We are now going to give you some tests that any one question. No questions about the· test will be 
measure your ability to think. I will pass out the test answered after the test begins. 
papers and as soon as you receive- one, read the first " Now go ahead and answer the questions. Re-
page and do what it tells you to do ; that is, fill the blanks, member to make heavy black .marks." 
giving your name, age, etc., and answer the sample Write immediately on the black,board the exact time · 
questi9ns. _ when the pupils begin to take the test. It is helpful 
"Do not open or tum over the booklet. Part of the - to write on the blackboard also the time the pupils must 
test is to see if you can follow directi~ns." stop work. Thus, if pupils are started at 1:17, write 
Have the test papers passed, one. to each pupil, right this ·on the blackboard and under it write 1:47. Or 
side , up; that is, with the title page up. If machine- set your wafch exactly on the hour and when it is exactly 
scored Answer Sheets are to be used, pass out these and half-past the hour by your watch, the time will be up. 
'/ 
? 
Manual of Directions for- beta Test: Forms Cu and Du 3 
• 
It should be understood . by the examiner that no 
questions about the test are to be answered which 
might give the pupils the slightest help in answering the 
questions; that is, the examiner or teacher may not 
explain the meaning of any word or give any hints. It 
is permissible at the beginning of the examination for 
the examiner to move quietly- about the room to make 
sure that the pupils are indicating their answers in the 
proper manner (making heavy black marks), and if 
during the examination a pupil becomes confused on 
account of the use of the separate Answer Sheet, it is 
permissible, of course, to explain to him how to proceed. 
Thereafter it is better ·for the teacher to remain seated 
at her desk so that the room is quiet and the pupils may 
work undisturbed. 
The one in charge of timing the test should be particu-
larly impressed with the need to watch the time care-
fully, for it is very easy to forget the time and let the 
pupils work more than the time allowed. 
When the stopping time is reached, say: "Stop·! 
· Lay your pencil down." -
Have the Answer Sheets collected. Then have the 
pupils write their names at the top of page 3 of the book-
let and have the booklets collected. 
DIRECTIONS FOR ScoRING 
next scorer has scored the paper and compared his 
count with that made by the first scorer and found it 
to check, the sheet may be turned and the checked score 
written on the title page. 
DIRECTIONS FOR RECORDING ScoRES 
In each package of tests there is included a Class 
Record which . provides for the recording of scores of a 
class. Before entering the scores on the Class Record, 
arrange the Answer Sheets either in alphabetical order 
or in order of magnitude of score, according to prefer-
ence. Then enter the name of each pupil, his age in 
years and months, and his score. 
Note that provision is made on the Class Record for 
entering later the IQ of the pupil and ·any additional 
data, such as percentile rank in the class or school, 
classification designation, etc., and for entering the 
median age, median score, etc., if desired. 
Provision is made at the foot of page 2 of the Class 
Record for qistributing the scores of a class or a school. 
To distribute the scores of a class, make a mark in the 
second column of the table for each pupil's score, putting 
the mark opposite the interval within which the score 
falls. Thus, if the first pupil has made a score of 63, 
put a mark opposite 60- 64. Draw each fifth mark across 
the preceding four like this, J-.H1 J-+tf. This makes it 
A Key for scoring is included in each package of tests. easier to count the marks. 
To score an Answer Sheet, lay the Key over the Answer After the marks are all entered, count those in each 
Sheet in such a way that two of the heavy arrows on interval and write the number in the colu~ headed 
the Answer Sheet show thro~gh the holes of the Key and "Freq." (Frequency). 
point directly toward the two arrows on the Key. The To find the median (middle) score, count from either 
Key will then be adjusted so that ~ll the marks that the end of the distribution to the middle mark. If the 
pupils have made in the right spaces will show through middle mark falls, say, in the interval 50- 54; sort out 
the holes.1 The ~umbt!r of marks so appeariDg is the the papers whose scores fall in this interval, and, if the 
pupil's score. This should be written in the space pro-· median is the third mark in the interval, find/ the score 
yided at the t0p of the title page. on th~ third paper in that bunch of papers. That score 
The pupils have been instructed to be sure not to is the median score of the class. (See· Chapter II of 
.put more than one mark in any row of spaces. How- ,-otis: Statistical M ethod in Educational Measurement,! or 
ever, if in the case of any item two marks have been put a similar text, for detailed explanations of other methods 
in the same row of spaces, give no credit for that item. for finding the median.) 
Ordinarily in scoring this test there is no need to mark 
the answers right or wrong but merely to count them, REPORTING TO THE AVTHOR 
for only the total ,score is of significance. To avoid ' 'ro assist in making the norms more comprehensive, 
errors in counting, after the numbers right have been the author would appreciate the favor of receiving from 
counted, continue the count with the wrong and omitted each school system using: 100 tests or more the following 
items and make sure that you end with 80. data for each grade : 
In the interest of accuracy it is welJ. for each Answer Test used (Beta) 
Sheet to be scored independe~tly by two persons. ~If Form used (CM or DM) 
this is done, the score obtained by the first scorer may . Grade 
be written at the foot of the page. Then, after the Date of the te!3t 
Median Age (when each 
age has been recorded 
in years and months) 
Median Score 
1 The arrangement for scoring this test is cov.ered by Patent No. 
1,586,628, originally taken out by Charles E. Lauterbach. 1 Published by World Book Company. 
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That is, the author wishes to know the median age'in 
years and months and fhe median score of all the pupils 
in the school system who are in the fifth grade, the sam~ 
for all who are in the sixth grade, etc. , whatever grades 
were tested. Address Dr. ArthurS. Otis, care of World 
Book Company, Yonkers, New York. This courtesy 
will be appreciated. 
DISTRIBUTIONS ·oF ScoREs 
Table 1 shows the distributions of scores by ages of 
12,983 sixth-grade pupils in Form A. About half are 
from a large city in Ohio and about half from towns and 
villages of New York State. The median age of these 
pupils was 12 years and :1: months and the median score 
42 points. 
The table is interpreted as follows: The column 
headed 12 contains the distributions of scores of the 5017 
TABLE 1 
DISTRIBUTIONS OF ScORES BY AGE S OF 12,983 SIXTH-GRADE P UPILS IN 
THE OTIS QUICK-SCORING MENTAL ABILITY TESTS : B ETA. T EST, 
FoRM A (Tests give1~ in June of 1936) 
SCORE AGE LAST BIRTHDAY 
INTERVALs TOTALS 9 10 11 · 12 13 14 i6 16 17 
76-79 2 1 3 
70-74 1 21 11 33 
66-69 7 90 53 . 5 ·2 157 
60-64 1 17 243 130! 18 1 410 
66- 69 37 475 342 28 13 895 
60--54 62 692 605 106 32 2 1 1500 
46--49 53 860 842 260 54 7 2 2078 
40-44 2 43 818 1065 410 121 20 4 2483 
36--39 1 30 593 914 482 162 27 3 2212 
30-34 13 321 562 437 174 33 9 1 1550 
26--29 12 149 293 255 134 24 11 1 879 
20-24 1 5 62 132 140 75 22 8 1 446 
16--19 2 21 50 82 53 i2 4 2 226 
10-14 1 2 3 15 29 26 8 2 86 
6-9 1 2 10 10 23 
0-4 1 1 2 
--
Totals 6 285 4350 5017 2262 856 157 45 5 12L983 
Median age :. 12 yr. , 4 mo. M edian score : 42 
sixth-grade pupils whose age last birthday was 12 years, 
and whose ages therefore ranged from 12 years to 13 years 
at the time of the test. It shows that, of those pupils, 
1 made a score that fell in the interval 75-79, 11 made 
scores that fell in the interval 70-74, etc. 
Table 2 shows the distributions of scores by ages of 
2657 urban eighth-grade pupils in South Carolina who 
took the test in April, 1937. The median age of these 
pupils was 14 years 5 months and the median score, 46 
points . 
. These tables are given partly in order to show what 
wide ranges of ages and ability are found in a single grade. 
Of course the average classroom does not show quite as 
. 
TABLE 2 
DISTRIBUTIONS OF ScORES BY AGES OF 2657 EIGHTH-GRADE 
PUPILS IN THE B E TA TEST, FORM A (Given in April , 1937) 
SCORE AGE LAST BIRTHDAY 
INTERVALS . TOTALS . . 11 12 13 14 16 16 . 17 18 19 
80 
76-79 
70-74 
- 1 16 4 1 22 
66--69 4 49 25 2 1 81 
60-64 10 96 58 14 3 181 
66--69 14 143 130 31 22 6 336 
50-64 14 159 137 63 25 6 4 1 409 
46-49 1 13 152 166 95 36 12 4 479 
' 40-44 13 128 145 103 45 8 6 1 449 
36--39 1 6 68 115 87 42 16 6 341 
30-34 4 24 71 47 41 14 5 3 209 
26--29 1 14 19 25 20 9 4 1 93 
. 20-24 2 5 4 7 8 6 1 1 34 
16--19 1 2 3 4 2 12 
10-14 4 3 1 8 
6-9 1 1. 2 
0-4 1 1 
T otals 2 82 855 880 482 239 77 33 7 2657 
M edia n A ge : 14 y r . 5 mo. M edian S core : 46 
· wide a range of ages and scores, but nearly so. The need 
for dividing the pupils of such a grade into more homo-
geneous groups and the method of doing so are given be-
low under the heading " Application of Results:' (page 7). 
NORMS 
If a large number of 12-year pupils take a test and the 
scores are arranged in order, the median or middle score is 
considered just normal for 12-year pupils and is said to be 
the norm for the age of 12 years. Table .3 gives the norms 
for the various ages of pupils taking Beta, Form CM or 
Form DM. 
Table 3 is read as follows: The norm for the age of 8 
years 0 months is 10 points of score; the norin for the age 
of 11 years 3 months is 33 points, etc. 
The norms in Table 3 are based in part on the scores 
of 16,242 pupils in Beta, Form A; in part on a com-
parison of scores in Beta and scores in the Intermediate 
Examination of the Otis Self-Administering Tests of 
Mental Ability made by means of an experiment in which 
3259 pupils in Grades 4 to 9 took Beta, Forms A and B, 
and Form A of the Intermediate Examination; in part 
on a comparison between Beta, Form A, and Alpha, 
Nonverbal, in which 612 pupils in Grades 4 and 5 
took both these t~sts ; in part on a comparison between 
Beta, Form CM, and Gamma in which 742 pupils in 
Grades 7, 8, and 9 took both these tests ; and in part on 
two experiments in which Beta, Form CM, was compared 
with Beta, Form A, using groups of 780 and 1068 pupils 
in Grades 4 to 9. 
Manual of Directions for Beta Test ·.- Forms Cu and Du 5 
. TABLE 3 
AGE NORMS FOR BETA : FORMS CM AND DM 
YEARS+ 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
or over 
·o 10 17 24 31 37 43 47 51 54 56 57 
1 11 1~ 25 32 38 43 48 . 52 54 56 
2 11 18 26 32 38 44 48 52 55 56 
3 12 19 26 33 39 ' 44 48 52 55 56 
4 13 20 27 33 39 45 49 53 55 56 
rn 5 13 20 27 34 40 45 49 53 55 56 II: 
H 
z 
0 6 14 21 28 34 40 45 49 53 55 57 ~ 
7 14 21 28 35 41 46 50 53 55 57 
. 8 15 22 29 35 41 46 50 54 55 57 
9 15 23 30 36 42 46 50 54 56 57 
10 16 23 30 36 42 47 51 54 56 57 
11 17 24 31 37 43 47 51 54 56 57 
Local norms for different localities differ markedly. 
The norms in Table 3, therefore, should not be thought 
of as necessarily representative of any particular section 
of the country but rather as representative of the country 
as a whole. 
These norms apply to a first test. If a pupil takes a 
second form of the test later, it is necessary to make a 
correction for familiarity with the -test before 'using 
Table 3. (See "Practice,Effect" below.) 
PRACTICE EFFECT 
When a pupil takes a second form of a test within a 
short time after the first form, he tends to make a better 
score on the second test. This increase in score is 
generally called "practice effect." 
It was found that when a second form of Beta was 
given two days after the first form, the practice effect 
was about 4 points. This means that to render the 
second score of a pupil comparable to the first score if 
the tests were taken two days apart, 4 points should be 
subtracted from the second score. 
Practice effec~ decreases, of course, as the length of 
time between tests increases. Possibly the amount of 
practice effect would drop to about 3 points if the interval 
were a week; to 2 points if the interval were a month; 
to 1 point if the interval were three months or more. 
Whenever it is desired to find a Mental Age or IQ (see 
below) from the score of a pupil in a second test, the 
proper correction should be made for practice effect in 
the second score before comparing ·it with the norm for 
the pupil's age in Table 3 or before finding the pupil's 
Mental Age. 
MENTAL AGES 
Some examiners wish to express scores in terms of 
Mental Age. The term "Mental Age" originally meant 
the-age for which a pupil's score was normal or median . 
Thus, if a pupil makes a score just normal or median for 
pupils 10 years old, he is said to have !1 Mental Age 
(MA) of 10 years. 
This method of interpretation has a· serious limitation, 
since mental growth ·slows down along with physical 
, growth, and pupils reach a mental maturity .in their 
teens. Thus the highest norm for any age in the Beta 
Test, Form CM or DM, is 57 points, as shown in~ Table 3. 
This means that some pupils make scores that are above 
what is normal for any age. In order to express degrees 
of mental ability which are above the norm for adults 
in terms o{ Menti l Age, it is customary to· proceed as 
though mental growth did not slow down but kept on at 
about the rate it is increasing between the ages of 12 
and 13, which in the Beta Test is approximately 1 point in 
_score for each two months of age. According to this 
supposition, artificial mental ages -are assigned to scores 
above age 13. This is called "extrapolation." This 
extrapolation method is used also with the Binet Scale. 
According to the above method the following table 
of Mental Ages (Table 4) has been drawn up. 
· Table 4 is read as follows : A score of _1 in Beta denotes 
a Mental Age of 6 years 8 months; a score of 61 may be 
treated as denoting a Mental Age of 16 years 0 months 
(though actually it is 4 points above the norm for adults). 
TABLE 4 
MENTAL AGES CORRESPONDING TO SCORES IN BETA : 
FORMS ' CM AND DM 
SCORE MA SCORE MA SCOR~ MA. SCORE MA 
1 6-8 21 9- 7 41 12--8 61 16-0 
2 6-10 22 9-8 42 12- 10 ,.62 16-2 
3 7-0 23 . 9-10 43 13-:-0 63 16-4 
4 7-1 24 10-{) 44 13-2 64 16-6 
5 7-3 25 10- 1 45 13-4 65 16-8 
6 7-5 26 10-3 46 13-6 66 16-10 
7. 7-7 27 10-5 47 13-8 67 17-0 
8 7-8 28 10-7 48 13- 10 68 17-2 
9 7-10 29 10-8 49 14-0 69 17-4 
10 8-0 30 10-10 50 14-2 70 17--6 
11 8-2 31 11-0 61 14-4 71 17-8 
12 8--3 32 11- 2 62 14-6 72 17-10 
13 8--5 33 11-4 63 14-8 73 18-0 . 
14 8-7 34 11-6 54 14- 10 74 18--2 
15 8--9 36 11-8 . 55 15-D 76 18-4 
16 8--10 36 11-10 56 15-2 76 18--6 
17 9-0 37 12-0 67 15-4 77 18--8 
18 9-2 38 12-2 58 15-6 78 18--10 
. 19 9-3 39 12-4 . 59 15-8 79 19-0 ' 
20 9-5 40 12--6 60 15- 10 80 19--2 
MEASURING BRIGHTNESS 
Pupils making the same score in the test are presumed 
to have the same mental ability or, ·as we say, the same 
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Mental Age even though their actual ages (spoken of 
as "chronological ages") are not the same. That ·is, 
as explained above, a pupil who makes a score equal to 
the norm for the age of 10 years is said to .have a Mental 
Age of 10 years, whether the pupil is 10 years old or 
9 years old or 11 years old. 
A 10-year pupil who has a Mental Age of 11 years is 
brighter than normal, and a measure of his brightness 
is often found by dividing his Mental Age of 11 years 
by his "chronological age" of 10 years (11 ..;- 10 = 1.10). 
The decimal point is then dropped and the 110 is called 
the pupil's Intelligence Quotient (IQ). Intelligence 
Quotients so found cluster most thickly around 100, but 
in a few · instances go above 150 and below 50. They 
are distributed according to the "law of normal-distribu-
tion." 
A study of the dispersion of IQ's of various popula-
tions aggregating 100,000 pupils tested by various group 
tests of mental ability showed standard deviations of 
IQ's ranging from 10 to 19 p0ints .of IQ for the various 
populations, the median value of the standard deviations 
of IQ being between 15 and 16_points; hence theoretically 
about 110 of 1% of pupils make IQ's of 150 or over, 
t of 1% of pupils make IQ's of 142 or over, and so on 
as shown in Table 5. 1 
TABLE 5 
PER CENTS OF PuPILs MAKING VARIOUS IQ's 
This per cent make these This per cent make these 
of pupils IQ's: of pupils IQ's: 
roofl% 150 or over n, of 1% 50 or less 
t of 1% 142 or over tofl% 58 or less 
1% 136 or over 1% 64 or less 
5% 126 or over 5% 74 or less 
10% 121 or over 10..% 79 or less 
25% 111 or over 25% 89 or less 
33t% 107 or over 331-% 93 or less 
50% 100 or over 50% 100 or less 
A measure of brightness comparable to. the IQ can be 
found from scores of pupils in the Beta Test according 
to the method below. Although the measures are not 
quotients, they are called "Beta IQ's" because they are 
comparable to IQ's. 
How To FIND A PUPIL's "BETA IQ" 
' 
To find a pupil's ''Beta IQ," proceed as follows: 
1. Find the nbrm for the pupil's age from Table 3. 
2. Find the amount by which the pupil's score exceeds 
(or falls below) the norm for his · age. Call this his 
"deviation of score." 
3. Add the pupil's deviation of score--to 100 (or sub-
tract from 100 if the deviation is downward). The 
result is the pupil's "Beta IQ." 
4. If a pupil's score is above 70, it is to be augmented 
before proceeding with Steps 2 and 3 above. Treat a 
score of 71 as though it were 72. Treat a score of 72 as 
though it were 74, etc. , according to Table 6. 
' TABLE 6 
FOR AUGMENTING HIGH SCORES 
Tre~ . .t a score of 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 SO 
as though it were 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 86 88 90 
As a sample of Step 4, suppose a pup!l of 16 years 
6 months makes a score of 75. The norm for 16 years 
6 months is 55. To find his deviation of score, treat 
the score of 75 as though it were $0, subtract 55 from 80 
(answer 25), and add 25 to 100, yi~lding an "IQ" of 125. 
Various determinations of the dispersions of " Beta 
IQ's" yield standard deviations of '' IQ" of from 10 to 
17 points for various . populations. The standard 
deviation · of "IQ's" of 32,139 pupils of Pittsburgh 
derived from scores in the Intermediate Examination 
(similar to Beta) was 16.2 points. It is believed that 
"Beta IQ's" tend to be somewhat less dispersed than 
IQ's obtained by the division method from group tests 
in general (that is, they tend to be somewhat nearer 
to 100) ; therefore allowance should be made for this 
fact when comparing "Beta IQ's" with orpinary IQ's 
from other tests. 
However, the above method IS recommended as 
yielding measures of brightness that .are more consistent 
and constant fo·r a given individual than ordinary IQ's. 
RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY OF THE BETA TEST 
By "reliability" is meant th~ degree of precision 
with which a test measures what it measures. 
One common measure of the reliability of a·test is the 
coefficient of -correlatio_!! between two forms of the test. 
Table 7 gives the coefficients of correlation between 
Forms A and Bin Grades 4 to 9 of a large school system, 
the average number of pupils per coefficient being 86. 
The average of the 12 coefficients is .79. For Grades 4 
to 9 combined the coefficient is .96. 
TABLE 7 · 
RELIAB~ITY COEFFICIENTS (FORM A vs. FORM B) 
GRADES 
4 6 6 7 8 9 
GRADES 
COMBINED 
1-'--------·1------------1----1 
A (1st)-B (2d) .730 .979 .826 .711 .833 .665 
1-----1------------
.96 
B (1st)-A (2d) .764 .842 .859 .869 .688 .651 
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Another measure of reliability is the coefficient of 
correlation between odd and even items of a single test. 
This is virtually a correlation between two forms of a 
short test each half as long as the full test, the two tests 
being gi~en, we might say, simultaneously. 
It is customary, then, to correct the coefficients of 
correlation between the half tests by the Spearman-
Brown for_mula to obtain the corresponding coefficient for 
two full-length tests given under the same circumstances. 
The coefficients of correlation for the odd and even 
items of one test (Form CM) are as shown in Table 8. 
TABLE 8 
RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS (ODD vs. EVEN ITEMS) CORRECTED BY 
SPEARMAN-BROWN F ORMULA 
( 
GRADES 4 5 6 7 8 9 
-- - - ---- - - --
CORRECTED COEFFICIENTS .81 .92 .90 .87 .86 .79 
The average of_the six corrected coefficients in Table 8 
is .86, which is 7 points higher than .79, the average of 
the coefficients of Table 7. This deficiency of 7 points 
-in the coefficients of Tahle 7 is due to the instability of 
the pupils themselves. That is, if pupils remained as 
constant in ability from day to day as from moment to 
· moment, so to speak, the coefficients in Table 7 would be 
as high as the coefficients in Table 8. 
By validity of a test is meant the degree to which it 
measures the ability it is designed to measure. Or we 
might say, it is the degree to whieh it serves its purpose. 
Now the purpose of the Beta Test is most generally 
that of finding the degree of brightness of a pupil; that 
is, obtaining some measure (such as the IQ) · that indi~ 
cates the probable rate of progress the pupil will make 
in school. This being the case, it follows that actual 
rate of .progress of pupils through school is the most 
appropriate criterion of the validity of the Beta Test. 
This criterion is the one that was used in the standardi-
zation of the Otis Intermediate Examination, from which 
most of the items of. the Beta Test .were taken. The 
method is described in the Manual for the Otis Self-
Administering Tests of Mental Ability (page 3) . The 
determination of the validity of each item consisted of 
comparing the number of passes of that item by a group 
of pupils who were making rapid progress through school 
with the number of passes of the item by a group of 
pupils who were making slow progress through school. 
Only those .items were used which showed a distinct gain 
in number of passes of the rapid-progress pupils over 
the number of passes of the slow-progress pupils. Each 
item justified its inclusion, therefore, because it con-
tributed definitely to the capacity of the test to measure 
brightness as reflected in tate of progress through school. 
PROBABLE ERROR OF A ScoRE 
Another measure of reliability which is entirely 
independent of the degree of heterogeneity of the group 
is the probable er1·or of a score. . By "probable error of a 
score" is meant the median amount by which any pupil's 
actual score differs from his true score. While we don't 
know the true score of any pupil (by which is meant the 
average of a great many scores found under identical 
conditions), we can tell from the differences between·-· 
scores pupils make in two forms what this probable 
error is. 
In the case of 465 pupils in Grades 4 to 9 the median 
amount of difference between two scores of the same pupil 
was 3.8 points, from which it follows theoretically that the 
probable error of a score is 2.7 points. · (3.8 + v'2 = 2.7) 
That is, a pupil's score will be in error only between 0 
and 2.7 points in 50% of cases, and so on as shown in 
Table 9. 
TABLE . 9 
ERRORs oy ScoRES IN BETA 
In this per cent 
of cases 
50% 
32% 
16% 
2% 
the pupil 's score will probably 
be in error 
between 0 and 2.7 points 
between 2.7 and 5 .4 points 
between 5.4 and 8 .1 points 
over 8 .1 points 
APPLICATION OF RESULTS 
Purposes of mental ability tests.· The principal pur-
pose for which mental tests are given are these : 
1. For teaching purposes, to discover which pupils 
are bright and capable of doing better school. work than 
they are doing and to discover which pupils are dull and 
may be attempting work beyond their capacity. 
2. For administrative purposes, to regrade pupils so 
that the pupils in any one grade will be more homogene-
ous in mental ability and therefore able to progress at 
more nearly the same rate than otherwise. 
3. For administrative purposes, to classify pupils 
into separate groups within grades in order that the 
brighter or the more mature pupils may be given an 
enriched curriculum and in order that the duller or the 
less mature pupils may be allowed to progress at a slower 
rate. 
Such classifying is sometimes dCme on the basis of score 
(dividing the pupils on the basis of mental maturity) and 
.sometimes on the basis of IQ (dividing the pupils on the 
basis of brightness). · The first of these methods is 
recommended. 
· 4. For research purposes, to obtain two or more groups 
of equal mental ability or brightness which may be given 
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different methods of instruction ·for the purpose' of 
determining which method is superior. 
5. For guidance purposes, to assist pupils to choose 
· wisely in planning their educational, recreational, and 
.vocational programs. 
6. For administrative purposes, to determine the 
comparative mental status of pupils of different schools 
or localities. 
third, or in any other convenient way, and the pupils 
classified accordingly . 
It will be found that pupils so grouped are much more 
alike in their ability to Jearn than the pupils of the whole 
group and can be taught together much more easily. 
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Trait II 
Trait, III 
Trait IV 
Trait V 
._. 
RANKING SGAI:E 
Always seems to h~~~ a superabund&,ce of energyo 
Definitely above average in energy level most of the timeo 
Not noticeably different from tha rest of the class nth respe!lct 
to energy levelo 
Somewhat. listless a.7ld lack:tng :Ln energy most of the time o 
Strikingly different from the group in energy potential = seems 
to be tired much of the t~eo 
£11,2!1ges ~ ~ Level (Var:t.ations in energy whether the level ie 
high or lowo) 
~lot.ably even and lacking in variation in the l~vel of energy 
outputo 
Some. variation is noted, but tends to be more stabl3 than mosto 
Variation in energy level average .,. fluctuations minor i n range 
or frequency., 
Tenets tO f.'lUctuate noticeably more than the typical ch:'-ldo 
Unusually Wide differences in ener gy lev~l from day to daye 
f~stencs 
la Seems sslf-compelled to c~~plete any task attempt$d - even 
w:Hhout supervisiono 
2., Completes 'W\rork without much prompting unless distract ion is 
vecy .great- definitely above average in persistenceo 
3o Usually f inishee work unless distracted - typical or most or 
tha classo · 
4o Seldom completely finishes work - lacks final push, 
5o Shows littl~ or no persistence in completing task - requires 
constant prmnptingo 
Rate of Work 
lo Always workB rapidly = among the first to finiaho 
2o Finishes and usually has t.ime to go over work "" above average 
speedo 
3o Finishes work in alott~d timeo 
4o Often needs a l ittle extra ti~e to finisho 
5o Works VCl1f slowly - seldom, if ever, finishes within the school 
periodo 
~U!:_a~ 
lo 
2., 
3. 
4o 
5o 
Very careful and precise = neatness and accuracy are definitely 
characteristic. 
Abo~e average in accuracy - but i~ is don® wi~hout conscioue 
efi"olr'to 
Average amount of care exercised - work does not stand out in 
one way or anothero 
Not notably accurate or precise in worko 
Inaccurat~ papers, poorly formed letter3, no attention to detail = 
every job should be done over, but the results are often not 
much bettero 
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l.lTRECTIONS FOR RA.NIG:J.\lG PUPILS 
. :~~ .. - ~-=---
Would you please help us to learn more about the children we are testing by 
ranlcing your st.udents on the follo1'dng traits? You have been given sheets of paper 
with each pupil? s name typed in a different blockc Cut. t.he shee-ts apart so that 
you have a separate slip of paper for each child9 
On the ba.clc of each slip you wi.~l see Rom.a:.1 Numerals ·(,hat st.and for the .five 
qualities in the ranking seal~.. You ha~le bt1en asked to ra..Yll>C each child on these 
five trai"i:~so In r&•king do not, pay attention to a child ns r~.nk on any other traito 
The ras."lking should be done separately and independently for each traito 
The steps to follow in ranid.ng your t.~le.ss on each trait are as follo·.r.:s: 
lo Read a.Tlrl study the five descriptive phrases for the tra.ito 
2o Sort your student ~s nam.e slips i.nto five piles corresponding to the 
five descriptive phra.seso 
3., Within each pile arrange the slips in order from t.he h:!.ghest, 
ind:b.ridual as name (the child mos'c like the phrase) doii:<n to t.he 
lowest. individual~ s :name (the child least. like the phrase) o You 
may move your slips from one pile t.o anot.her if you '\.v.isho 
i~o Put all t he slips toge·i:,her wit,h t.he pile most like desc:r.ipti ve 
phrase 1 on tcp .. 
5o Run through t.he slips and make sure that. each childas name is in 
·t,he right order o 
6o Number the s l ips 1, 2 ~ 3, 4P etco~ 1 for the name of the pupil 
most like phrase 1 <mel the number represent.ing the number of pupils 
:ln your class for the name of the pupil least like phrase 5c 
7o Write the number on the back of each slip besise the Roman Numeral 
representing the trait that you are ra~c.ingo 
8o Repeat this procedure for t he f our other truitso 
~hen you have ranked each child on all five traits place all of your slips in 
the envelo~e at.tached to your copy of the ranking scaleo Fill in the information 
required on the front of the envelop~ !Seal the envelop.t~_, and return ito 
'rH.i\NK YOU FOR YOUR 'HELP l 
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Appendix g· 
Equivalent Scores for FoDn OM and Successive Day's 
Testing with S:pli t Forms of the Otis Quick Scoring 
Test of Mental Ability, Beta Test.* 
Otis, CM, Equivalent Score 
Split Form 
Raw Score 
First Split Day's Second, Third& Fourth 
Testing Split Day's Testing 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
13 
14 
15 
16 
18 
19 
21 
22 
24 
25 
27 
29 
30 
32 
34 
35 
37 
39 
41 
43 
45 
4'/ 
49 
52 
54 
5'/ 
59 
62 
64 
6'1 
'10 
73 
'/6 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
9 
10 
12 
13 
14 
16 
17 
19 
20 
22 
24 
. 25 
2'/ 
28 
30 
32 
33 
35 
37 
39 
41 
43 
45 
47 
50 
52 
54 
5'/ 
GO 
62 
65 
6.8 
71 
'/4 
* Based on 274 cases in grades 4-'l in Ellsworth and Bucksport,Maine 
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Appendix 10 
Percentile Ranks f'or IQ, Variances Based on 2'71 Cases 
(Grades 4-'7) Ellsworth and Bucksport, Maine. 
Area of' 
Deviation the 
f'rom No:rmal Percentile 
Variance Mean Curve Rank 
.2 .01 .004 0.8 
.5 .02 .008 1.6 
.'7 .03 .012 2.4 
1 .04 .016 3.2 
2 .08 .032 6.4 
3 .12 .048 9.6 
4 .16 .064 12.8 
5 .20 .0'79 15.8 
6 .24 .095 19.0 
'7 .28 .110 22.0 
8 . 32 .126 25.2 
9 .36 .141 28.2 
10 .40 .155 31.0 
11 .44 .1'70 34.0 
12 .:48 .184 36.8 
13 .52 .198 39.6 
14 .56 .212 42.4 
15 .60 .226 45.2 
16 .64 .239 4'7.8 
17 .68 .252 50.4 
18 .'72 .264 52.8 
19 .76 • 2'76 55. 2 
20 .so .:..288 57.6 
21 .84 .300 60.0 
22 .88 .311 62.2 
23 .92 .321 64.2 
24 .96 . '332 66.4 
25 1.00 .341 68.2 
:26 1.04 .351 70.2 
2'7 1.08 .360 '72.0 
28 1.12 .369 '73.8 
29 1.16 .377 75.4 
30 1.20 .385 77.0 
I 31 1.24 .392 78.4 II 
Jl 
32 1.28 .400 80.0 
33 1.32 .40'7 81.4 
34 1.36 .413 82.6 
35 1.40 .419 83.8 
36 1.44 .425 85.0 
-------- ~·------
----
-- ---·--
A:p:pendi:x: 10 ( con't) 
.A:rea of 
Deviation the 
from Nonnal Percentile 
Variance Mean Curve Rank 
37 1.48 .431 85.2 
38 1.52 .436 87.2 
39 1.56 .441 88.2 
40 1.60 .445 89.0 
41 1.64 .450 90.0 
42 1.68 .454 90.8 
43 1.72 .457 91.4 
44 1.76 .461 92.2 
45 1.80 .464 92.8 
46 1.84 .467 93.4 
47 1.88 .470 94.0 
48 1.92 .473 94.6 
49 1.96 .475 95.0 
50 2.00 .477 95.4 
51 2.04 .479 95.·8 
52 2.08 .481 96.2 
53 2.12 .483 96.6 
54 2.16 .4815 97.0 
55 2.20 .486 97.2 
56 2.24 .488 97.6 
57 2.28 .489 97.8 
58 2.32 .490 98.0 
59 2.36 .491 98.2 
60 2.40 .492 98.4 
51 2.44 .493 98.6 
62 2.48 .493 98.6 
63 2.52 .494 98.8 
54 2.55 .495 99.0 
65 2.60 .495 99.0 
66 2.64 .496 99.2 
67 2.68 .496 99.2 
68 2.72 .497 99.4 
69 2.75 .497 99.4 
70 2.80 .497 99.4 
71 2.84 .498 99.6 
72 2.88 .498 99.6 
73 2.92 .498 99.6 
74 2.96 .498 99.6 
75 3.00 .499 99.8 
_j 
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